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Abstr.a.ct
This thesis examines the grammaticalization of epistemic modality in AI
verbs in Mi'kmaq, The focus of the thesis is on an investigation of the productive
use in Mnunaq of a system of evidential markers. The data ensuing from the
research was analyzed from a typological viewpoint using a comparative
functional<ognitive approach. not just with related languages. but with general
tendencies concerning modality as found in the majority of the languages of the
world,
The thesis attempts to demonstrate that the Mi'kmaq language has a
complex system of modality which works at two levels: primary modality which
functions through the use of full and reduced stems to reference an event as
either realis or irrealis respectively and secondary modality which functions
through the use of various evidential suffixes to represent the speaker's
experience, The general premise of the thesis is that Mi'kmaq is a modality
prominent language which contains no system of grammaticaHzed tense,
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This thesis investigates the representation of modality in Mi'kmaql.
Mi'kmaq is a North American aboriginal language of the Algonquian language
family which is descended from the Proto-language, Proto-Algonquian (PA).
Algonquian languages were spoken extensively throughout eastern North
America from Labrador to the southern United States and from the Eastern
seaboard to the Canadian Rockies (see Figure 1).
Indigenous language families of North and Central America
III~~
.A'l>ap<b'-'
(J w.u.......
• .s..JW>
.~:t.~"".""
mDNagnquJ_n
I!II-"
18I-oq.."lU.
flII~"
I::JMu>k-.n
_Hour> !rJMay.n
• ~"""_" !lS c ...~"...
(O'Grady and Dobrovolsky 1996:363)
Figure 1
Two main language subgroups characterize the Algonquian language
family: Central Algonquian (west of the St. Lawrence River and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence) and Eastern Algonquian. Originally there were ten languages which
made up the Central Algonquiar-. language subgroup in contrast to the original
eighteen languages of the Eastern Algonquian language subgroup (see Table 1.1).
Table 1.1
Central and Eastern Algonquian:
language subgroups of the Algonquian language family
ALGONQUIAN
~
CENTRAL ALGONQUIAN EASTERN ALGONQUIAN
Blackfoot
Cheyenne
Arapaho
Cree
Ojibwa
Potawatomi
Menominee
Fox
Illinois
Shawnee
Micmac
Maliseet
Passamaquoddy
Eastern Abenaki
Western Abenaki
Loup
Massachusett
Narraganset
Mohegan·Poquot
Montauk
Quiripi
Unquachog
Mahican
Munsee [Delaware]
Unami
Nanticoke
Powhatan
Carolina
(Goddard 1978:70)
Of the eighteen Eastern Algonquian languages - originally spoken from the
Canadian Atlantic provinces through to South Carolina in the United States· all
are now extinct except for a few hundred speakers of Maliseet, a few speakers of
Passamaquoddy, five to ten Delaware speakers in Ontario (O'Grady and
Dobrovolsky 1996:376) and approximately 3,000 - 6,000 speakers of Mi'kmaq (see
Table 1.2).
Ta.ble 1.2
Status of the Eastern Algonquian Languages, 1970
No, of Speakers Da.te of Extinction
ca. 6,000
ca. 600
ca. 200
Extinct 17'" c.
ungua.ge or Ditiect, a.nd Loca.lity
Micmac
Maliseet
Passamaquoddy
Etchemin
Eastern Abenaki:
Penobscot (Old Town)
Saint Francis, P.Q.
Becancour, P.Q.
Western Abenaki
LoupA
LoupB
Massachusett
Narragansett
Mohegan·Pequot
Montauk
Quiripi
Unquachoq
Mahican
Munsee: [Delaware!
Moraviantown
Muncey
Six Nations Reserve
Cattaraugus
Wisconsin
Kansas
Oklahoma
Unami: [DeJawarej
Northern
Southern
Nanticoke
Powhatan
Carolina
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
5-10'
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Extinct
Note: In 1970: ca. pop. 10
Note: In 1970: ca. pop. 22
18"'c.
18"c.
End of 19'" c.
Early 19"'c.
Early 20"'c.
Early 19"'c.
18"'c.
Early 19"'c.
Early 20ll'lc.
Note: In 1970: ca. pop. 30
Note: In 197(1: ca. pop. 3
1965
Early 20"c.
19"'c.(?)
Early 2O"'c.
Early 2O"c.
Early 20"'c.
Note: In 1970: ca. pop. 25
Mid-19"'c.
18"'c.
18"'c.
(Goddard 1978.71)
Mi'kmaq is still spoken in Canada in the provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Quebec. It was spoken in Newfoundland, the most easterly
province of Canada, until the late 1980s. The language is also still spoken in
parts of Maine in the United States. Mi'kmaq language examples found in this
thesis are representative of the dialect currently spoken in Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, and more specifically the variety spoken in the community of Eskasoni.
Eskasoni is a Mj'kmaq reserve with a population of 3,000, situated about twenty-
five miles to the south of the city of Sydney, Nova Scotia.
1.2: The Smith-Francis orthography
All Mi'kmaq examples in the thesis are presented in the Smith-Francis
orthography. This orthography is a phonemic writing system developed in the
early 1970s by Doug Smith and Bernard Francis under the auspices of the
Micmac Association of Cultural Studies (MACSl, in Membe~tou,Sydney, Nova
Scotia (Hewson and Francis 1990:ii-iii). An overview of this orthographic system
is found in Table 1.3.
Tablet.3
Smith-Francis orthography
Six Short
Vowels
,
e
i
o
u
i (schwa (a])
Five Long Vowels Two non-syllabic
<Length is marked. by an apostrophe.) variuts
"..
i'
0'
u'
Eleven Consonants:
p t k q kw qw
The Smith-Francis orthography, being a phonemic system, only represents
the voiceless obstruents Ip, t, k, ql and lsI in the writing system. Voiced
obstruents are allophonic in Mi'kmaq; they normally occur intervocalically
and/or before the sonorants It. ml and In/. which are syllabic after obstruents
and non-syllabic elsewhere. See for example the Mi'kmaq words in (1) through
(4).
(1) tepaw (tebaw)
(2) atlasmit [adlazmit] S/he is resting.
(3) pataluti [pada!udi] table
(4) pi'kun [piogun] feather
As described by Hewson and Francis (1990:ii) the Smith-Francis orthographic
symbol j ..... is a simple affricate as in English 'church' when unvoiced. or English
'judge' when voiced." as in examples (5) and (6) below.
(5) ejkwit
(6) mijisit
(e'l kwit] S/he is sneezing. sneezes.
[miTi.zit) S/he is eating, eats.
The Smith-Francis orthography uses a q for the post velar I q/. There also
occur in the phonemic inventory of Mi'kmaq two labialized segments: a
labialized. Ikwl - Igwl represented in the Smith-Francis system by lew and a
labialized Iqwl represented by qw. See examples (7) through (10) below for
illustration.
(7) saqamaw
(8) kwinu
(9) pekwateliket
[saqamaw]
[kwinu]
[pegwadeligetJ
leader, chief
loon
S/he is buying. buys.
(10) piptoqwa'toq [piptoqwa:doqJ S/he makes it round.
(Hewson and Francis 1990)
Eleven vowels are represented in the Smith-Francis orthography: five
short vowels (a,~. i, 0 and £,I); five long vowels (a', t'. j', o· and u'). \vith length
being indicated by an apostrophe; and schwa, which is represented by a barred i,
i. The schwa most often occurs to break up a cluster of three consonants, as in
(11) and (12),
(11) msi:t (msat) all
(12) apankitawalsewajl [aban'kad.awalsewa Pl S/he pays for someone,
(Hewson and Francis 1990)
Whitehead (1988:239) explains the pronunciation of the Mi'kmaq vowels
using English word cues, His word cues are reproduced in Table 1.4.
T.ble 1,4
English word cues for pronunciation of Mi'kmaq vowels
Short Vowels
Smith-Francis
English cue
as the u in bud
as thee in bet
as the i in sick
as the 0 in boat
as the u in put
as the i in sir
a' as the 0 in boss
e' as the ay in play
as the double e in see
0' astheoingo
u' as the double 00 in school
(Whttehead 1988,239)
There are two non-syllabic vanants of the vowels Ii/and lui ([y] and
[w] respectively) as illustrated in examples (13) and (14), The vowels Iii and
lui become non-syllabic in three linguistic environments:
between vowels,
ii) word initially before a following vowel and
iii) word finaUy after a preceding vowel.
(13) pemiey
(14) wius
[pemiey) I am moving along.
(wius) meat
One last orthographic mark should be commented on, the use of the
hyphen. Hyphens in the Smith·Francis orthography are used to demarcate a
preverb from the stem to which it is suffixed, as in san.ktwi·amalkat 'S/he is
dancing very slowly'. SDn.Uwi· is a Mi'kmaq preverb meaning 'slowly' while the
remaining stem amalkat means 'S/he is dancing'. Throughout the thesis English
glosses are placed within single quotation marks when presented directly within
the text. When the English gloss is given for a numbered Mi'kmaq example
which has been set off from the text as in (16a) of section 12 (reproduced below
for easy reference) it is presented without quotation marks, Mi'kmaq examples
given within the text are italicized. Mi'kmaq examples set off from the text, as in
(l6a) in 1.3.2 below, will often include a morphological breakdown labeled for
both meaning and grammatical form. A list of abbreviations for the grammatical
glosses is fOWld following the list of Figures at the beginning of the thesis.
(16)a Nemi+oq pataluti ji'om.
See-TI.VF-TI3>it.lndep.neut table man
The man sees the table.
1.3 Mi'km~q typology
1.3.1 Mi'km~q ~s ~ polysynthetic I~ngu~ge
Like other Algonquian languages, Mi'kmaq is polysynthetic in that one
word may act as a sentence as in (15).
(15) pemi-e'piewi-natawi-jajika'sit.
O. Peck IE. Paul, 2(xx}:pe)
Translation:
~~~~=t~:~::<~~~~ ~:)~lI~isc~~~~/~~r:~~~f1sa~~~ut
because of herIhis skill does not.
pemi-e'plewi-natawi-jajik-a'si.t
PV.in the process-PV.over doing-PV,ability-R.follow along the edge-
AI.VF.reflexive-AJ.3.Indep.neut
1.3.2 Mi'km..aq word order
tn Mi'kmaq there is a relatively free ordering of constituents within
clauses as is characteristic of other Algonquian languages. The English sentence
The man sees the table' may be realized. six ways in Mi'kmaq. as shown by
sentences (16)a through f:
(16)a Nenti-t-cq pataluti Worn
See-Tt.VF-Tt.3>it.Indep.neut table man
The man sees the table.
(16)b Nemltoq 11 nm pataluti
(16)c Pataluh nemltoq I' nm
(16)d Pataluti ji'nm nemitoq.
(16)e Ji'nm nemitoq pataluti.
(16)£ Ji'nm pataluti nemitoq.
The man sees the table.
The man sees the table.
The man sees the table.
The man sees the table.
The man sees the table.
All the sentences given in (16) are considered to be well-fanned by first language
Mi'kmaq speakers, the choice of one word order over another being often made
for stylistic effects or emphasis!. More research. however, needs to be done on
word order in the Mi'kmaq language before nuances of meaning are fully
explained.
1.3.3 Mi'kmaq verb types
Algonquian languages are characterized by hvo genders: animate and
inanimate. Bloomfield (1946:94) describes animate nouns as including ~,., aU
persons. animals, spirits, and large trees. and some other objects. such as tobacco.
maize. appLe. raspberry (but not strawberry), calf of leg (but not thigh), stomach.
spittle. feather, bird's tail. hom, kettle. pipe for smoking. snowshoe,~ NoW\S
which are not animate are inanimate. This dichotomy of entities shapes the
Algonquian verb structure which is characterized by four main verb types: D. AI,
nand TA, IT stands for Inanimate Intnn5itive verbs: intransitive verbs with
inanimate subjects, as in (17) below, AI refers to Anjmpte Intransitive verbs:
intransitive verbs with animate subjects as in (18) below, The TI and TA verb
types refer to transitive verbs. n verbs - Transitiye Inanimate - refer to transitive
verbs with inanimate objects as in (19) below_ TA verbs· Transitive Animate -
refer to transitive verbs with animate objects as in (20).
(17) Meskfk, It (inanimate subject) is big. IT verb type
(18) Meskilk. S/he (animate subject) is big. AI verb type
(19) Nemitu. 1see it (inanimate object). Tl verb type
(20) Nemi"k_ I see him/her (animate object). TA verb type
1.4 The study
This thesis examines the grammaticalization of epistemk modality in AI
verbs in Mi'kmaq. The study was narrowed to AI verbs due to the comlexity of
evidential endings within Mi'kmaq transitive verb forms, The focus of the thesis
is an investigation of the productive use in Mi'kmaq of a system of evidential
markers as outlined by Proulx (1978, 1990), The thesis examines how speakers in
Mi'kmaq connect with their listeners and then grammatically express their
experiential knowledge of the topic at hand, It is an examination of Mi'kmaq
evidentiality and, consequently, provides a description of how Mi'kmaq speakers
invoke the knowledge of the OTHER. The study shows how the notion of
respect for the other, central to Algonquian culture, is grammaticalized
throughout the Mi'kmaq verbal system.
1.5 The data
Data collection was done both formally and informally, Formal data
collection included use of the ter.se-mood-aspect (TMA) questionnaire developed
by Osten Dahl (Bybee and Dahl 1989; eyr 1990), Informal data collection was
carried out primarily with first language Mi'kmaq students enrolled in studies at
the University College of Cape Breton in Sydney, Nova Scotia, and through
dialogues with my academic colleagues within the Mi'kmaq Studies sub-
department of the Department of Culture, Heritage and Leisure Studies of the
University College of Cape Breton (VCCB), All these colleagues, who are listed
below, are fluent Mi'kmaq speakers from Cape Breton:
Mi'kmaQ Studies faOJIty - treCD
Eleanor Bernard
BA, BEd, MEd Director - Mi'kmaq College Institute
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Bernard Francis
Honorary Doctorate
Eleanor johnson
RN,BA.MA
Patrick johnson
8A
Murdena Marshall
SA. BEd.MEd
joseph B. Marshall
U8
josephine Peck
BA. BEd. MEd, MSW
Adjunct Assistant Professor - Mi'kmaq Studies
Assistant ProCessor - Mi'kmaq Studies
Director Mi'kmaq Student Services and
Acting Director - Mi'kmaq Resource Center
Associate Professor - Mi'kmaq Studies
Associate Professor - Mi'kmaq Studies
Adjunct Lecturer· Mi'kmaq Studies
1.6 The tense-mood-asped questionnaire (TMA)
A key data eliciting tool was the tense-mood-aspect (TMA) questionnaire
developed for a cross-linguistic study of language universals and language
typology by Osten Dahl of the Institute of Linguistics of the University of
Stockholm. Sweden. Dahl developed a
... questionnaire containing about 150 .sentences with indications of
contexts, chosen in such a way as to give as good a sample of the
tense-mood-aspect field as possible, The questionnaire was
translated into 64 languages by native informants. Interference
fr~:tiOE~~~~hinw~: b~~irc:~e~~~et~~nt~et~~o~~~~~~~e right categories in their own languages on the basis of the
contextual indications given, (Bybee and Dahl 1989:54)
Cyr (1990), in her Ph.D, dissertation entitled Approche typologique du systeme
aspectllel montagnais. de la morphofogie d In pragmatiqllt. used Dahl's TMA
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questionnaire as a research tool to investigate aspectual patterns of Montagnais.
an Algonquian language closely related to Cree. The appendix of her
dissertation includes the English version of the full TMA questionnaire along
with the Montagnais responses which she elicited. As explained by Cyr (1990:7.5)
the questionnaire, as originally developed and used by DahL was reformulated
several times during the course of his study. Cyr (1990) used the third version of
Dahl's questionnaire in her work and it is this version of the TMA questionnaire
which was used in the present study.
The TMA questionnaire taken from Cyr (1990) contains 195 phrases in
English. For this study responses were elicited for 6S of the 195 phrases. This
study focuses on the modality system of the Mfkmaq AI verbal paradigm and
not on transitive verbs; consequently, TMA questions which contained transitive
verbs were largely ignored. The numbering of the questionnaire phrases was
kept the same as the numbering used by Cyr (1990) in her dissertation. This was
done so that future researchers might more easily compare the Mrkmaq
responses of this study with the Montagnais responses of Cyr·s study. The fully
transcribed Mi·kmaq responses, including Dahl's questionnaire cues, are found
in Appendix ll.
The format of the Mi'kmaq lMA questionnaire is documented in Table 1.5
which duplicates entry" 7 of the questionnaire.
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7.i Etlwi'kikl wi'katiknn to'q.
Table 1.5
Sample of an entry from the TMA questionnaire
7. (A: 1 just talked to my brother on the phone. B: What he DO right now? A:
answers I
He WRlTE letters
He is writing/writes letters (because he
told me on the phone that he's doing it
now· "to'q"J.
Etl-wi'k-i-k-I wi'katikn~n to'q
in the process-write-con-TI.3.lndep.neut-in,pl book-in.pl common
community
knowledge
7.ii to'q
DISCUSSION
To'q refers to common community
knowledge,
As can be seen in Table 1.5, each English entry or phrase of the questionnaire is
preceded by a short text, given in square brackets, indicating the situational
context of the phrase. The verbs of the English phrases (given in capital letters)
are in their base form so as not to influence the choice of the tense, aspect or
mood in the Mi'kmaq translation. Following each English questionnaire entry
are the Mi'kmaq verbs or phrases which were elicited.
The Mi'krnaq TMA questionnaire was done as a dialogue between the
author and her university colleague, Eleanor Johnson, a fluent Mi'kmaq speaker.
Eleanor Johnson was given a copy of the transcribed material to be used for her
academic research projects. The dialogues were transcribed and each entry of
the dialogue numbered. [f more than one phrase was given then the Mi'kmaq
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forms were numbered using the number of the questionnaire entry followed by a
Roman numeral (see 7.i and 7.ii of Table 1.5).
The last part of each elicited questionnaire response contains a section
entitled DISCUSSION. The DISCUSSION provides details of the contextual
settings of the Mi'kmaq phrases being used. Within the DISCUSSION sections all
of Professor Johnson's comments are labeled alphabetically. Throughout the
thesis extracts from the DISCUSSION are used as situational evidence for various
evidential patterns. This is done to allow the reader to hear Professor Johnson's
voice, which articulates succinctly the workings of Mi'kmaq modality. When
used as data in the thesis the number of the TMA questionnaire, including the
alphabetized dialogue entry, is given within brackets below the entry. For
example, (TMA·7:a), would refp.r to response (a) by Eleanor Johnson to TMA
question #7. Sources for other data examples are given, where necessary, in
brackets below the examples.
1.7 The utalysis
The data ensuing from the research was analyzed from a typological
viewpoint using a comparative approach. not just with related languages, but
with general tendencies concerning modality as found in the majority of the
languages of the world. Within the framework of language typology a.
functional-cognitive approach was taken. Following Lyons (1977:452) modality
was considered a itTammatkal class, comparable across languages, which
indicates "the speaker's opinion or attitude towards the proposition that the
sentence expresses or the situation that the proposition describes"
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A study of modality differs from a study of mood or modal verbs.
According to Fleischman (1982:13)
~=~::~ ~°O:Qf~~~~.fo~~~~~;:~~c~~~~~~oidafs:;c~:~
of verbal paradigms.... Modality, on the other hand, pertains to
certain elements of meaning expressed by the language....Modality,
as traditionally defined, has to do with the speaker's attitude toward
the propositional content afhis utterance.
As Fleischman points out, mood is a purely formal category while modality is a
semantic category which has become grammaticalized in various ways
throughout the languages of the world and, as Palmer (1986:21·22) comments,
"not always within the verb ft • A study which deals with an examination of
modality falls back on the basic assumption that mOOals are divided into
"deontic and epistemic subsystems" and that "evidential distinctions are part of
the marking of epistemic modality" (Willett 1988:52).
Following Palmer (1986:121) epistemic modality is "concerned with
language as information, with the expression of the degree or nature of the
speaker's commitment to the truth of what he says", while deontic modality is
"concerned with language as action, mostly with the expression by the speaker of
his attitudes towards posSible actions by himself and others". However. as
Palmer (1986:20) states:
... it is probable that the epistemic/deontic cum possibility
Inecessity systems of modality are by no means universal, and it
:~~c:,~~f~~ ~~~:cI~!;;;:s~r~~~~~:~~:eiY~:~~:o~
~:;a~~\ne~~~i~l:he t~;::k:/ ;:;~~icareO~~s~n;~~ ~;~~
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commitment to what he is saying. not in terms of possibility and
necessity but in terms of what kind of evidence he has.
When Palmer (1986:20) notes that "... a speaker may indicate the strength of his
[or her }commitment to what he l or she I is saying ... in terms of what evidence
he (or she] has", he is referring to a type of modal marker known as an~
that is, to the marking of evidentiality. The term~ refers to linguistic
devices which mark "...the ways in which ordinary people. unhampered by
philosophical traditions, naturally regard the source and reliability of their
knowledge~(Chafe and Nichols 1986:vii).
The thesis discusses the various types of Mi'kmaq evidentials which make
up a complex system of primary and secondary modality in Mi"kmaq. The
material has been organized into seven chapters, Chapter One, of which this
discussion is a part, gives background information on the Mi'kmaq language
itself, the nature of the data coUection and some brief comments on the theory of
modality.
Chapter Two is a more historical chapter. It contains a brief discussion
and comparison of the verbal terminology used when describing verbs in Central
Algonquian languages and in Mi'kmaq. Attention is also given to the nature of
the linguistic phenomenon of initial change and to the unique developmental
path which was taken by the Mi'kmaq verbal paradigms when evolving from
Proto-Algonquian, the historical ancestor of Mi'kmaq.
Chapter Three addresses details of the theory behind evidentiality and
presents the two main types of evidentials in Mi'kmaq: the attestive and the
suppositive,
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Chapter Four focuses on the paramount role of the speech act participants
in the encoding of Mi'kmaq eVidentiality. A third evidential. the def~rential, is
discussed in this chapter.
Chapter Five deals with the issue of counterfactaal reality a~ cod~d. within
the Mi'kmaq AI verb. Three counterfactuals are discussed: the attcstive
counterfacmal. the suppositive counterfachlal and the deferential counterfactual.
Chapter Six examines the Mi'kmaq Future and Dubit.ltive forms. In this
chapter two modal suffixes are identified, the ·t(t')(k) modal suffix and the -tllk
dubitative modal suffix.
Chapter Seven rounds out the presentation of Mi'kmaq as a highly
modality prominent language. This chapter draws together into a single system
the workings of Mi'kmaq evidentiality
Chapter Eight concludes the thesis. An overview of Mi'kmaq modality as
an integrated system of experiential relationships is given. Chapter Eight is
followed by a large appendix documenting the data collected via the TMA
questionnaire, as outlined in 1.6 above.
\7
Endnotes
l The language traditionally spelled 'Micmac' in AlgQnquian literature is,
thrQughout this discussiQn, spelled 'Mi'kmaq'. 'Micmac' is an anglicized versiQn
Qf the Mi'kmaq word for 'the Allies'; Mi'kmaq is the spelling using the Smith-
Francis orthography (see Hewson and Francis 1990:ii-iii).
The figure Qf 5-10 Canadian Delaware speakers is taken frQm O'Grady
and Dobrovolsky (1996:376).
J See Section 2.4.3 for a discussion on word order with respect to
differentiation of When-cQnjunct and If-eonjunct verbs,
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CHAPTER TWO
Defining the terms: the individuality of the Mi.'kmaq verb",1 system VI. those
of other Algonquian languages
2.1 Introduction: defining the terms
There is a paucity of published material on modality in Eastern
Algonquian languages. Consequently, when discussing systems of modality in
Mi'kmaq, reference will be made to the more numerous published works on
modality in the related Central Algonquian languages of the Cree-Montagnais-
Naskapi (CMN) complex.
The Mi'kmaq and the Central Algonquian verbal systems foHowed
different evolutionary paths and are described in contemporary Algonquian
linguistics using different terms for forms with similar function. To avoid
confusion between the sets of verbal terminologies a discussion of terms is
needed. Summary definitions of terms used are presented. in this chapter. for
both the Central Algonquian languages, represented. mainly by Cree and other
languages of the CMN Complex, and for Mi'kmaq. Explanatory evidence for the
Mi'kmaq use of terms will be given in subsequent chapters of the thesis.
1.2 Proto-Algonquian (FA)
The Central Algonquian verbal paradigms evolved. from Proto-
Algonquian (PA) along a specific evolutionary path. To understand that path
and to see how Mi'kmaq later underwent different evolutionary developments
Proulx's (1990) classification of the PA verbal system is used as the basis of the
discussion. Proulx (1990:101) sets up an opposition in PA between PA Type I
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verbs, which are those Proto-Algonquian verbs which had only verbal suffixes
including a common set of personal suffixes, and PA Type U verbs, which are
those Proto-Algonquian verbs which had personal prefixes for first, second and
third person, and verbal suffixes including a complementary set of personal
suffixes (e.g. for inclusive and exclusive personal plural). In related literature
(Goddard, 1967; Hewson, 1973 and Dawe, 1986) PA Type I verbs are, in
Bloomfield's (1945) terms, forms of the PA Conjunct, while Type U verbs are
forms of the PA Independent (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1
Proto-Algonquian verbal categories
PROTD-ALlAJNQUlAN
PAConjunct
• PAsimpleConjunct (unchanged1stem]
• PA changed Conjunct [changed stem]
• PA Conjunct Participle [changed stem]
PA Potenti&1l
"LxPe n Verbs (personal PWfim1
simple [unchanged} stem
PA Independent simple [unchanged] stem
PA Subordinative simple (unchanged) stem
(Proulx 1990:101)
2.3 Repr6ent.1ltion of Central AlgonquiAn verbal paradigms
Conjunct verbs, in the languages of the CMN Complex, developed from
the PA Conjunct (see Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2
The relationship of CML'l verbal structures to PA verbal forms
PROTO-ALGONQUIAN
ITVUE'· V ·X
PAConjunct
• PA simple {unchangedl Conjunct
• PA changed Conjunct
Type n Verbs (person prefixes)
PA Subordin.tive
CMN \..uMPLEX LANGUAGES
CMNConjunct
• CMN unchanged Conjunct
- unchanged stem I
dependent clauses
• CMN changed Conjunct
- changed stem I
dependent clauses
CMN Independent
-unchanged stem I main clauses
-not extant
Bloomfield (1946:100) notes that the Proto-Algonquian Conjunct order, typically
used in PA subordinate and embedded clauses, exhibited both a~ and
~ stem. In Algonquian linguistics the term~ traditionally
refers to the morpho-phonological phenomenon of initial change, i.e. change of
the initial syllable. According to Bloomfield (1946:101) "The (PA] changed
conjunct is used in wh~n'"Clausesof a single past occurrence, and as a r~lQtiv~
conjunct. R The PA changed Conjunct was characterized by the addition of the
infix .-ay- with long vowels, and some form of lengthening of short vowels.
... [in PAl the root ·wlp- ~see" becomes ·wayap- in the paradigms
of the {changed] conjunct order. The short vowels may also have
had the same element prefixed, but vowel contraction has obscured
the situation. (Hewson 1980:4)
Conjunct verbs in the CMN complex of languages are characterized by
their typical occurrence in dependent clauses and by their lack of personal
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prefixes (Bloomfield 1946:97. 100·101). In many CMN varieties. however,
Conjuncts may also regularly occur in a small number of non-embedded. clauses;
Clarke (1982:88), for example. notes of Sheshatsrul Montagnais that the Conjunct
is found in WH-questions and main clause negatives as in sentence (21) below.
(21) Tshiina ekli miskAkant. I wish it wouldn't be found, / May it not
be found. (Clarke 1982:88)
In the languages of the CMN Complex Independent verbs which
developed from the PA Independent (see Table 2.2) are characterized by the
presence of personal prefixes and are usually restricted to main clauses
(Bloomfield 1946:97) as in the Sheshatslul Montagnais Independent sentences of
(22) and (23) from Clarke (1982:42/44).
(22) ni·nip-a-n, I am asleep,
1.poss-sleep-AI.VF-3.lndicative.neutral
(23) ni-pimilt-e-n. I am walking II walk.
1.poss-walk-Al.VF-3.Indicative,neutral
To further darify the evolutionary development of the verbal structures
of Central Algonquian. paradigmatic forms of the Proto-Algonquian and Cree
Independent and Conjunct, built on the Proto-Algonquian stem ·l1ep- 'sleep', are
given in Table 2.3,
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INDEPENDENT
personJ PA Independent
-ne-nepa:-n-a
-ke-nepa:-n-a
-nepa;-w-a
CONJUNCT
CHANGED CONJUNCT
person PA changed Conjunct
Indicative
-ne;pa;-ya;n-e
-ne:pa;-yan-e
-ne:pa:-t-e
Cree Independent
ni-nipa-n
ki-nipa-n
nipaw
Cree changed Conjunct
Indicative
nepa-yan
nepa-yan
nepa-t
UNCHANGED CONjUNCT
person PA unchanged Conjunct Cree unchanged Conjunct
Indicative Indicative
-nepa: ya:n-e
-nepa:-yan-e
-nepa:-t-e
nipa-yan
nipa-yan
nipa-t
Ellis (1961:122) gives a summary of the Cree verbal paradigms which is
the standard used by many Central Algonquianists (see Wolfart 1981:73-79 and
Clarke 1982:42-46). This representation of the Central Algonquian verbal system
is presented below, in Table 2.4, and helps to position the Central Algonquian
Independent form within the framework of the other verbal paradigms.
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Tilble2..4
Representation of Central Algonquian verbal paradigms'
Order Modr IUK Syhmod'
Independent
Conjunct
Imperative
Indicative Neutral
Preterit'
Dubitative Neutral
Preterit
Indicative Neutral_Simple [unmanged]
Preterit __Changed
Subjunctive Neutral_ Simple [unchanged]
""
Changed
Dubitative Neutral_ Simple [unchanged]
Preterit _ Changed
Immediate
Deferred
(Ellis 1%1:122 slightly modified)
The Indicative and Dubitative in the languages of the CMN complex. as
represented in Tables 1.3 and 2.4 above, are modal categories. According to
Clarke (1982:21), in Sheshltsh.it Montagnais "The lndicative essentially represents
an event as fact or reality, while the Dubitiltive represents it as poSSibility or
potentialM • The contrast between the Independent Indicative and the
Independent Dubitative is illustrated by the Sheshltshil: Montagnais sentences
(Clarke 1982:44/48) of (24) and (25) respectively.
(24) Pimuteu. S/he is walking or s/he walks.
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(25) Pimutetshe. Perhaps s/he is walking.
The Conjunct subjunctive (as indicated in Table 2.4) in the languages of
the CMN Complex is a suffix-ally marked variant of the unchanged Conjunct
Indicative. As Bloomfield (1946:101) states "The subjunctive mode ... is used in
subordinate clauses of events which have not yet occurred .. :' The term
Subjunctive refers to unchanged Conjunct dependent clauses characterized by
distinct morphology which correspond to English hypothetical ('if I'when')
clauses. The Sheshatshil sentence (Clarke 1982:86) of (26) below provides an
example of the Montagnais Conjunct subjunctive
(26) pnua:imi":. If I smoke ..
2,4 Development of Ml'kmaq verbal forms from ProtO-Algonquian
Turning now to the verbal paradigms of Mi"kmaq there are two
noteworthy developments' in the evolution of the verbal system of this
language: the Mi'kmaq Independent developed from a fA changed Cm$mO
form; and Mi'kmaq has a reflex of the Eastern Algonquian Subordinative.
Discussion of these developments unfolds in three steps: (i) in Table 2.5 a
synopsis of Proulx's (1978) Mi'kmaq verbal framework is presented to lay a
foundation for the discussion; (ii) the development of the Mi'kmaq Independent
is examined; and (iii) the Mi'kmaq Subordinative is presented,
Proulx's analysis provides a framing of Mi'kmaq verbal paradigms which
differs from the more traditional Central Algonquian paradigms given in Table
2.4, It is Proulx's Mi'kmaq verbal structure upon which much of the later
analysis in this thesis is built, though the thesis expands it to capture the intricate
distinctions of the complex system of Mi'kmaq modality. This thesis will argue
for a new verbal framework which integrates yet advances Proulx's work.
T..ble 2.5
Representation of the Mi'kmaq verbal system based on Proulx (1978:16)'
Order
Independent
Conjunct
Conjunct
Potential [Conditional)
Future
Subordin..tive
Tense
changed
changed [whenl
simple[ifJ
Mode
neutral
suppositive
attestive
neutral
neutral
suppositive
neutral
attestive
suppositive only
To more fully understand the Mi'kmaq verbal framework presented above full
paradigmatic forms for the Mi'kmaq AI are found in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6
Verbal endings for the Mi'kmaq AI
(Table 2.6 is located in a pocket in the back of the thesis.
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Concerning Table 2.6, a phonological pattern involving the endings -$ -
-$n ,-p - -pn and -sp - -sipn should be mentioned. The final syllable of an
inflection in Mi'kmaq may be deleted in word final position giving for example
-sf"' -> -5, -pen) -> -p and -sWp(nJ -> -51'. However, the " of these endings, in the
Independent only, is retained when further incremental suffixes are added as in
the -pn + ik and -5" + ik of examples (27) and (28) below where we note the
addition of the plural suffix -ik .
(27) Nepapnik.
They were asleep (and 1can attest to it).
Nep-a-pn-ik
sleep- AI.VF- AI.3.lndep.att- an.pl
(28) Nepasnik.
They supposedly were asleep (so I'm told),
Nep-a-sn-ik
sleep- AI.VF- AL3.lndepsupp- an.pl
2.4.1 Mi'kmaq Independent
In her thesis, Dawe (1986) provides reconstructed evidence using data
from the Eastern Algonquian languages of Abenaki, Maliseet and Delaware to
trace the evolution of the Mi'kmaq verbal system from its Proto-Algonquian
beginnings. Following Goddard (1967:80) and Dawe (1986:45/235) we see how
the Type n Verbs (those with personal prefixes) disappeared from Mi'kmaq and
how a new Independent form was created from the PA changed Conjunct:
PA changed Conjunct Participle
PA changed Conjunct Indicative
PA unchanged Conjunct Indicati\'e
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Mi'kmaq Independent
Mfkmaq When-<:onjunct
Mi'kmaq U-<:onjunct.
In short the Mi'kmaq Independent and Conjunct forms both developed from the
PA Conjunct, the Mi'kmaq Independent forms having evolved historically from
the PA changed Conjunct Participle.
The [PAl pQrtkipl~ of the [PAJ conjunct order has the ending·a for
the animate singular and ·i for the inanimate singular. with initial
change, The [PAl participle denotes an actor, a goal. or an implied
goal; , (Bloomfield 1946;101)
The Mi'kmaq Independent verb forms are a reinterpretation, with respect to
function. of the participle form of the PA changed Conjunct. Independent forms
evolved from the fA changed Conjunct Participle in both Mj'kmaq and Arapaho
(see Salzmann 1960 for Arapaho Independent forms); however. there is no
correlation between the two evolutions, and the derived forms in Arapaho are
used. only in the Affirmative,
This development is in contrast with the evolution of Independent forms
in other Algonquian languages which historically originated from the PA
Independent. Consequently, Algonquian languages such as Fox, Menomini,
Shawnee, Ojibway and the languages of the CMN Complex have Independent
verbs which retain a full set of personal prefixes in their verbal morphology;
however, Mi'krnaq Independent verbs do not (see Table 2.7),' Table 2.7
highlights the historical development of the Mi'kmaq verbal system. The
distinctiveness of the development of ~he Mi'krnaq Independent is shown by
presenting the contrast between the development of Cree verbs (as an example of
a non-Mi'kmaq Algonquian language) and that of verbs in Mi'kmaq.
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T.able2.7
Contrasting development from PA of verbs into Cree and verbs into Mi'kmaq
(1",2" and JI'J person singular)
pe<son PA Independent Cree Independent Mi'km.lq
I One- nepa:-n-a ni-nipa-n (lost)
2 °ke- nepa:-n-a ki-nipl-n (lost)
3 °nepa:-w-a niplw (lost)
person PA changed Cree ch.lnged Mi'kmaq
Conjunct Participle Conjunct Participle Independent
°ne:pa:-ya:na (lost) nepa-y(an)
°ne:pa:-yan-a (lost) nepa-n
°ne:pa:_t_a (lost) nepa-t
person PA changed. Cree changed. Mi'km.lq
Conjunct Indiu.tive Conjunct Indic<1tive When-e:onjunct
°ne:pa:-ya:n-e nepa-yin nepa-yan
·ne:pa:-yan-e nepl-yan nepa-n
°ne:pa:-t~ nepa-t nepa-j
pe<son PA undunged Cree unch;tnged Mi'km<1q
Conjunct Indicative Conjunct Indicative If-e:onjunct
°nepa:-ya:n-e nipl-yin npa-ran
°nepa:-yan-e nipl-yan npa-n
°nepa:-t-e nipa-t npa-j
Independent verbs in Mi'kmaq are used in main clauses of Independent
sentences (proulx 1978:98); examples are provided in sentences (29) through (31).
(29) Kesi-kawi'pit.
(30) Kewisin?
(31) Taluisin ki'l?
S/he is running fast.
Are you (sg.) hungry?
What is your (sg.) name?
The Mi'kmaq Independent is similar in~ to the lndependent in Cree.
However. its fw:m differs: the Mi'kmaq Independent has no personal prefixes
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and is a changed. form referred to in Mi'kmaq as a full stem, as explained. in the
following section.
2.4.2 Full ..nd reduced stems in Mi'kmaq
The forms in Mi'kmaq which historically came from Proto-Algonquian
changed. stems are referred. to in the literature on Mi'kmaq as the fiill form of the
stem; the forms which came from Proto-Algonquian unchanged stems are
referred to in the Mi'kmaq literature as~ stems, Because of historical
reduction and loss (see Hewson 1973) the long vowels of the initial syllables of
the historic PA changed. stems became short vowels in Mi'kmaq. This evolution.
whereby the PA changed fonn becomes the Mi'kmaq full form, is illustrated by
(32) below, where PA -nt:p-, the historic PA changed. stem for 'sleep', becomes
the Mi'kmaq full ronn ntp- 'sleep', as in Ntpaf 'Slhe is sleeping'. In addition,
what were originally the short vowels of the initial syUables of Proto-Algonquian
~ stems became reduced to zero in Mi'kmaq (Hewson 1973). For
example, in (33) PA -nep-, the unchanged. stem for 'sleep', became in Mi'kmaq
np- 'sleep' as in npQn 'if you (sg.) sleep'.
(32) PA-nayep- > PA-ne:p- > Mi'kmaq nep- nep-a-t S/hesleeps,
(33) PA -nep- > Mi'kmaq np' np· a -n If you{sg_) sleep.
In the historical evolution of Mi'kmaq, PA long vowels were shortened,
while PA -lei and -/a/were reduced to schwa or zero, As a consequence of
these developments in the evolution of the Mi'kmaq verb paradigms. reduced.
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forms in all Mi'kmaq verbs are equivalent to unchanged forms in other
Algonquian languages, while fuU forms in aU Mi'kmaq verbs are comparable
with changed forms in other Algonquian languages.
2.4,3 Mi'kmaq Conjunct
Table 2.7 (see Section 2.4.1) shows that the Mi'kmaq Independent evolved
from the PA changed Conjunct Participle. It also shows how the Mi'kmaq When-
conjunct, in tum, evolved from the PA changed Conjunct Indicative, while the
Mi'kmaq U-conjunct evolved from the PA unchanged Conjunct Indicative.
Conjunct verbs in Mi'kmaq are used in subordinate adverbial or adjectival
clauses and are used to specify "... who performed an action, what action was
performed, or the time, place, or manner of an action, or the reason why it was
performed" (Proulx 1978:98), Mi'kmaq When-conjunct forms are equivalent to
English 'when' clauses (see the underlined verb form of sentence (34) below),
while Mi'kmaq [{-conjunct forms are equivalent to English 'if clauses9 (see the
underlined verb form of sentence (35) below).
(34) Mi'kmaq If-conjunct
~,npates.
U I get sick, I will go to sleep
(35) Mi'kmaq When-conjunct
Kesinukwayan, nepay.
When I get sick, I sleep.
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As pointed out in the previous section, Mi'kmaq verb stems show both a
full and reduced form. The morpho-phonological phenomenon of initial change
in Mi'kmaq is a marker of realis/irrealis and will be discussed at length in
section 3,6. Of relevance to the current discussion is the fact that it is the fuJI
Mi'kmaq stem· indicating realis • which is used for the Mi'kmaq When-conjWlct
as in kesikawi'pij 'when she runs fast' of sentence (37) below. This is in contrast to
the reduced stem· indicating irrealis • which is used. for the Mi'kmaq If-conjunct,
as in ksikawi'pij 'if she runs fast' of sentence (36) below. Here the short lei of the
first syllable has been reduced to zero.
(36) Kuietew,~ Sihe wilt fall over,~.
(37) Kaniewit,~ S/he wins, when she runs fast.
Not all verb stems in Mi'kmaq exhibit initial change however. Only roots
the first syllabic of which is lei· or in some cases short lal or 101 - were
reduced. to zero historically (see Hewson 1980:4). Consequently, to capture the
realis/irrealis distinction of verb stems in Mi'kmaq which do not exhibit initial
change, word order must come into play. In sentences (38) and (39) below the
one verb, tllkwieyan, is used to indicate both realis and irrealis situations.
(38) ~,na Iietes ampalewitiktuk.
If I wake up, I will go to the doctor.
(39) Lietes, (ta'n)~.
[will go, (when) I wake up,
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In sentence (39) Lietes, (ta'll) tukwieyllll 'I will go, (when) I wake up' the Mi'kmaq
word til'" 'when' or til'" tujiw 'whenever' is often inserted to mark for realis,
giving a reading of 'when I wake up'. In contrast, to mark for irrealis (English 'if
clauses) as in sentence (38) TlIkwieyllll. na lietes ampalroJitiktllk 'If I wake up, I witt
go to the doctor' the tuk""i.uieyall or'if clause' is positioned first in the phrase.
2.4.4 Mi'kmaq Subordiniltive
The historical evolution of the Subordinative order in Mi'kmaq has been
much debated. Proulx (l980) postulates that the Subordinative in Mi'kmaq
evolved from a PA Subordinative; however, Goddard (l983) feels that the
Eastern Algonquian Subordinative is an innovation and not a reflex of anything
in PA. According to Goddard (1974:320)
The Eastern Algonquian n-endings are also used to form a mode of
the independent order which may be called the SUBORDINATIVE.
... The subordinative is used for the complements of certain verbs
and particles and, in some languages, in topicalization
constructions and in other specialized ways ..
Table 2.8 gives the paradigm of the AI Mi'kmaq Subordinative while
sentence (40) gives an example of its use in Mj'km.aq.
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Table 2,8
Paradigm of the Mi'kmaq AI Subordinative
perst personal
no prefixIQ
1 n-
2 k-
3 w-
12 k·
23 n-
22 k-
33
stem Subordinative
inflection
tluisi -n
Huisi -n
tluisi -0
tluisi -nenu
tluisi -nen
tluisi -new
tluisi -new
English
gloss
that my name is
that your (sg) name is
that his/her name is
that our (ind) name is
that our (excl) name is
that your name is
that their name is
(Hewson and Francis 1990:53)
(40) ",toqo mna'q kejituoqksip kfs lOs tli-~
So you (sg,) didn't know that winter was forthcoming?
(Leavitt 1986:8)
".toqo mna'q kejituoqksip ki's kis
so not yet you know /knew already
tli-~
thus-forthcoming winter-AI.3.5ub
2.4.5 Mi'kmaq Conditional
Conditional verb forms in Mi'kmaq are used, according to Proulx
(1978:117), ...., to specify an action that could be or could have been performed".
Conditional verb fonns in Mi'kmaq appear in main clauses and are preceded by
an adverbial protasis in the If- conjunct as in sentences (41) and (42) below. The
underlined verbs are in the Conditional.
(41) ~skwej.
(42) ~, ktuksian.
S/he would OlD fast, if s/he shouts.
I woyld go to sleep, if I were sleepy,
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2.4.6 Proulx's (1978) use af the terms neutral, ;tuestive ;tnd suppositive
Within Proulx's framework the term ~I pertains to modality.
Neutral verb fonns in Mrkmaq are used when the speaker of the utterance ~ ..
does not specify the authority of his Ot her knowledge~ (Proulx 1978;18). In
Mi'kmaq, neutral verb forms contrast with modal verb forms which do mark for
presence or absence of direct personal kno\vledge on the part of the speaker.
This differs from the traditional Algonquianisfs use of nf..I.l1n1 to designate tense
(i,e. non-preterit). According to Proulx (1978:18) Mi'kmaq attestive evidential
modal verb forms mark direct evidence on the part of the speaker, while
Mi'kmaq suppositive evidential modal verb forms mark indirect evidence.
Sentence (43) illustrates the use of the Independent neutral, sentence (44) the use
of the Independent attestive and sentence (45) the use of the Independent
suppositive.
(43) Tekpa'q. It (animate thing) is cold.
(44) Tekpa·qap. It (animate thing) was cold. ( I know because I touched il)
(45) Tekpa'qas. It (animate thing) was cold. supposedly.
The following chapter examines, in full, the use of the Mi"kmaq attestive and
suppositive evidentials.
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Endnote
For an explanation of unchanged and changed stems in Proto-Algor.quian
see Section 23.
As Bloomfield (1946:100) writes concerning the Potential "F [Fox} has a
pottntilJI mode for statements of hypothetical oceurrence._.~.
Abbreviations for person and number are explained in the Lill...W"
~.see page xi.
Drapeau (1984) has expanded this framework to include indirect
evidentials. which Ellis's (1961) dialect of Cree. from which this framework was
produced. do not mark.
S In descriptions of the languages of the CMN complex the past tense is
typically referred to as the~ and the non-past tense is referred to as the
IW.UIil (see Ellis 1971:81).
These distinctions have been thoroughly discussed by Goddard (1967,
1974.1979 and 1983) and Proulx (1980).
Table 2.5 does not include a number of minor categorizations used by
Proulx; see Proulx (1978:16) for further details.
See Section 2..4.4 for a discussion of Mi'kmaq Subordinative verbs.
, Subordinate noun clauses are represented in Mi'kmaq by the unique
Subordinative characterized by -n inflections. See discussion in Section 2.4.4.
to The older speakers who used these prefixes are now dead. Today's
~~~~~~~ !:':ler use them; where ambiguity arises. separate personal
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CHAPTER THREE
The Mi'kmaq attestive, suppositive and neutral
3.1 Evidentiality
The term evidentiality refers to linguistic devices which mark '.., the
ways in which ordinary people, unhampered by philosophical traditions,
naturally regard the source and reliability of their knowledge" (Chafe and
Nichols 1986:vii), As pointed out by Chafe and Nichols (1986:viii), "Much of the
original interest in evidentiality was aroused by American Indian languages, ""
especially those of Northern California, where the marking of evidentiality
through verb suffixes is widespread."
With respect to Mi'kmaq little published work has been done on studies of
modality - specifically evidentiality - though a number of recent studies have
addressed characteristics of the modality systems of the Central Algonquian
languages, James' 1982a paper "Past tense and the hypothetical: a cross-linguistic
stud y" set the stage for several contemporary papers on Central Algonquian
modality such as Dahlstrom's 1994 paper "Irrealis in Fox" which presents her
insights into some elements of Fox modality, James specifically discusses
modality in Cree in a second paper (l982b) entitled, "Past tense, imperfective
modality, and irreality in Cree", In 1984 she pushed her insights into Cree
modality further with her paper, "The semantic function of the dubitative in
Moose Cree", later adding to this work with her 1991 paper "Preterit forms in
Moose Cree as markers of tense, aspect and modality".
Writing mainly in French, Drapeau and Martin have also added to the
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work on Cree modality. Drapeau with her 1984 paper ~le traitement de
I'information chez les Montagnais" examines the realis/irrealis distinction in the
modal system of Montagnais and followed earlier work by Martin (1983) entitled
"Le systeme verbal montagnais: 2, les modalites", Pentland in 1984 and 1988
added to this information with his articles, "New modes in old Ojibwa" and
"More new modes in old Ojibwa".
A study of modality in Mi'kmaq, especially evidential modality, breaks
new ground, Only Proulx (1978) has done any contemporary analysis of
Mi'kmaq modality. In his doctoral dissertation Proulx (1978:18) sets up a
contrast, in contemporary Mi'kmaq, between neutral forms which are unmarked
for evidential modality and evidential modes such as the suppositive and
attestive which are morphological markers of specific evidential status.
3.2 Neutral forms in Mi'km.aq
When discussing regularized. grammatical patterns within a cognitive
functional framework it is important to place the patterning of the forms into
"sets of conceptually-related. functions" (Bybee 1985:165). To do this the total
system must be examined drawing on both diachronic and cross-linguistic
evidence before coming to a consensus on the place of the partieu1ar form within
the larger functional system being described, As pointed out by Willett (1988:52)
'There is little doubt that evidentiality as a semantic domain is primarily moda1."
Linguists (Giv6n 1982; Bybee 1985) describe grammaticalized modal systems as
contrasts between highly marked and less marked forms. Giv6n (1982:27),
describing eVidentiality contrasts in Rwanda, notes the difference between two
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forms in direc:t-quote complements. The~I form implies no sense of a
source of evidence being encoded by the Speech Act Participants (SAPs). So too,
Bybee (1985) describes modal systems cross-linguistically in terms of marked and
unmarked contrasts; however, she views the Indicative Mood as the neutral or
unmarked fonn. According to Bybee (1985:177)
If the unmarked or basic utterance is a declarative assertion of
~~p~~~~~~:~h~i~~b~~Ct;~~~e~n:~f:~~~~3~:
degree of assertion can be modulated. Different languages have
inflectional markers for different points on each of these
parameters. Whatever is left over is called the Indicative Mood.
When describing grammaticalized. evidentiality in Mi'kmaq we will follow
Proulx (1978) and Willett (1988) in referring to evidentially-unmarked forms as
twm:il; we will not follow Bybee's use of the tenn Indicatiye Mood though this
tenn has been utilized for Algonquian languages such as Cree (see Section 2.3).
3.3 Direct and indirect Mi'kmaq evidentia15: the attestive and the
suppositive
Investigation of the Mi'kmaq verbal paradigms shows a full set of
evidential suffixes. Such findings corroborate current work being done on
related Algonquian languages ( e.g. James, Clarke & MacKenzie 1996). These
researchers define evidentials as "... morphemes which indicate the kind of
evidence the speaker has for the claim that he or she is making in his or her
statement", and pOint out that "cross-linguistically, evidentials can indicate either
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direct evidence or indirect evidence" Games. Clarke &: MacKenzie 1996:135}.
Willett {l988} in describing major categories of evidential knowledge across
languages identifies direct and indirect evidence as the main types of evidential
knowledge~cedbyevidentials (see Table 3.1}
Table 3.1
Classification of evidential knowledge (Willett 1988:57)
Attested. visual, auditory, other senses
ypesof
Evidence
INDIRECT Reported 2nd hand. 3rd hand, folklore
-- (hearsay)
results, reasonin17
Within the verbs of the Mi'kmaq Al the two significant evidential endings
are the attestive -p(") and the suppositive -s("). These corre:spond with Willet's
Direct attested and Indirect reported types respectively. The Mi'lanaq AI verb
types which are characteriZed by suppositive and attestive evidential endings are
summarized in Table 3.2 with a full presentation of endings given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2
Mi'kmaq AI verb types characterized by attestive and suppositive evidentials
Order
Independent
(main clauses)
If-eonjunct
(dependent clauses)
Conditional
(main clauses)
Futuret
(main clauses)
Evidential suffixes: attestive & suppositive
attestive suffix (on all forms)
suppositive suffix (on all forms except 2)
attestive suffix (does not occur)
suppositive suffix (on all forms
except 2/23, 13)
attestive suffix (on 12 form only)
suppositive suffix (on 3/33 forms only)
suppositive suffix (on all forms
except 1, 2/23)
Table 3.3
Endings for the Mi'kmaq AI showing neutral fonns and forms which take
attestive and suppositive evidentials
(Table 3.3 is located in a pocket at the back of the thesis)
The attestive and suppositive evidential suffixes cannot be added, in
Mi'kmaq, to all persons for all verb orders as can be seen by the blank. Spaces
which occur in Table 3.3, When viewing the table, the reader should not think in
terms of parsed tense paradigms where there is an inflectional ending for each
person resulting in fully parsed verb charts. lnstead, the pattern is one of
evidential suffixes being added to a verb stem with the purpose of the evidential
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being to mark information source, Not all persons in all verb orders may take all
evidentials as there are constraints on what the speaker may say about what
other people know and specifically about hm£ other people come to know what
they know. (See chapters Four and Seven for more detailed discussion
concerning constraints on evidential choice.) For the purposes of this chapter
discussion will focus on the semantic boundaries of the two Mi'kmaq evidential
suffixes, the attestive and the suppositive.
3.4 Semantic boundaries of the Mi'kmaq attestive and suppositive
Willett (1988:55) examined various types of grammaticalized evidential
knowledge and concluded that "the common thread" among the various systems
was that "evidentiality is the linguistic means of indicating how the speaker
obtained the information on which s/he bases an assertion." In the Mi'kmaq
language, speakers use the attestive evidential ending when the source of
information is direct visual knowledge or when the speaker has had~
awareness of an event be it through touch, smell or sound. Table 3.4 summarizes
the semantic domains of the Mi'kmaq attestive evidential. -pen), while sections
3.4.3 and 3.4,4 explain them.
Speakers use the suppositive evidential ending when the source of
information is indirect evidence (as in hearsay· second-hand information), when
the speaker is making reference to mythical or legendary figures or when a
speaker wishes to verbally hedge. Table 3.5 summarizes the semantic domains
of the Mi'kmaq suppositive evidential, -sen), while sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.4
explain their usage.
Table 3.4
Semantic domains of the Mi'kmaq attestive evidential. -p(n)
Direct visual knowledge
• I"' hand experience
Valid Direct Evidential /
Knowledge for Mfkmaq~ 'Conscious' engagement
Table 3.5
Semantic domains of the Mi'krnaq suppositive evidential, -sen)
Valid Indirect Evidential
Knowledge for Mi'kmaq
Reported.
• 2M hand, 3rd hand
• I"' person unconscious acts
Hedging
Mvths and I end
3.4.1 Myths and legends (suppositive)
Mi'kmaq text data from DeBlois (1990) shows that the Mi'kmaq suffix ·s(n)
is a suppositive evidential suffix used in legends or religiOUS material to indicate
knowledge through oral sources of the proposition of the sentence. Sentence (46)
is the initial line of a text coUected by DeBlois in 1961 (DeBlois 1990;87), The text
is a story about Gluscap. entitled "Gluscap and Beaver". The first line of the text
has the verb, eyks, 'He [Gluscap} was staying (suppositive form)', marked with
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the ·Mn) evidential indicating historical oral transmission ('it is said'). One
cannot have attested or personal evidential knowledge of a legend or tale which
involves a legendary or mythical figure the existence of whom is known only by
the oral transmission of the tale from person to person. The verb ey~ of
sentence (46) is in contrast with the verb eykip, 'He was staying· (Independent
attestive) of sentence (47).
(46) AI Independent suppositiye
Nike' na U'nama'kik na'te'l Kluskap ... eyks.
Now Glooscap was staying over there in Cape Breton,
(DeBlois 1990:87)
Nike' na U'nam -a'ki-k na'te't Kluskap ey-k-s
now dm fog- region-loe over there Ktuscap be-AI.3.lndep- supp
(47) AI Independent attgstive
Pie't Potlotek eykip.
Peter was in Chapet Island.
(Francis 1997:pc)
Pie't Potlotek ey-k"'p
Peter Chapel Island be- AI.3.Indep-att
In sentence (47) the speaker is indicating, by the use of the -p(n) attestive
evidential. that she or he has personal evidential knowledge that Peter was in
Chapel Island. In senten~ (48) below, taken from Hewson and Francis (1990:5),
reference is being made to the death of Jesus through the use of the suppositive
evidential on the verb nepa's, ·He was killed (so we are told)', So too in sentence
(49) the Mi'kmaq verb weskijinuis, meaning He was born (so we are told)' can be
seen to contain the suppositive evidential -S(II) as opposed to the aUestive
evidential·p(ll} of the form weskijinllip, meaning 'He was born'.
(48) AI Independent suppositive
Niskam Se'sus nepo's,
God, Jesus was killed,
(Hewson and Francis 1990:5)
Niskam Se'sus nepo'-s
God Jesus kill-AI.3.Indep-supp
(49) AI Inde.,endent slIl2pmjjtive
Aqtatpa'qek eta aqtapukwek tlisip weskijinuis.
In the middle of the night, in the depth of winter that is when he Uesus)
was born, (Hewson and Francis 1990:32)
Aqtatpa'q-ek eta aqtapukw-ek
midnight- abs that is so in the depth of winter- abs
tl-isi·p weskiji-nu·i·s
thus- Al.VF.say- AI.3.Indep,att on the outside-live-AI.VF- AJ.3.Indep-supp
3.4,2 Hedging (suppositive)
Much of the data for this study comes from the Mi'kmaq answers arising
from the completion of Dahl"s TMA questionnaire (see Section 1.5.1), with the
help of my colleague Eleanor Johnson. If we examine the Mi'kmaq TMA
questionnaire answers no. 111 and no. 113 (see Appendix £0, we find that the
situational context for both entries is such that the speaker is talking about her
brother and the statement made by this brother about the water being cold. The
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speaker and addressee are not looking at the water during the moment of the
speech act and furthennore, the speaker doesn't believe her brother. The speaker
knows nothing about the temperature of the water. Of interest in the Mi'kmaq
responses are the two forms ttXpa'qap and ttkpa'qas of (50) (TMA-1l3.i) and (51)
(TMA-lll.i).
(50) AI Independent attesrive
Njiknam teluep tekpa'qap samqwan tikwlaku katu mu telianuk ta'n teluet.
My younger brother said the water was cold two days ago but it is not
true what hesays,(TMA-1l3.i)
N-jiknam tel-u--e-p
poss.1- younger brother thus- says- A1VF- AI,3.Indep-att
tek-pa-a-q-ap samqwan tikwlaku katu
cold-liquid- O.vF- Il.3.Indep- att water 2 days ago but
mu tel-ia-nu·k ta'n
neg thus-U.VF- neg-D.3.Indep.neut when
tel-u-e-t
thus- says- Al.VF- AI.3.lndep.neut
(51) Allndcpendent suppositive
Njiknam teJuet tekpa'qas samqwan wlaku. katu puksi-kikajaqnut na.
My younger brother is saying that the water was cold yesterday. but he is
exaggerating. (TMA-111.i)
N-jiknam tel-u-e-t
poss.1- younger brother thus- says- AI.VF- AI.3.lndep.neut
tek-pa-a-q-as
cold-liquid- n.VF- D.3.lndep- supp
samqwan wlaku katu
water yesterday but
puksi-kikajaqn-u-t na
soot- exaggerate-A1VF- AJ.3.lndep.neut dm
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!n example (50) lekpa'qap means Ihat the speaker is indicating to the
addressee that her brother was sure about his knowledge of the water being cold.
This is indicated by the attestive evidential ending on the verb. The fact that the
speaker does not agree with her brother does not change the brother's assured
knowledge of the water being cold. Thus, the brother's attestive knowledge of
cold water must be marked by the attestive evidential.
This is in contrast 10 (51) above where Johnsorr uses the form tekpa'qas not
with the -p(n) evidential ending but with the suppositive evidential -s(n)
meaning 'it (water) was cold - supposedly' (Le. according to him). In (51)
Johnson doesn't just disagree with her brother, she is going one step further and
indicating by the use of the suppositive evidential that she thinks he is
exaggerating about the water temperature. Consequently, we~ the use of the
suppositive -5(n) by the speaker to indicate the speaker's unwillingness to
commit to the validity of her brother's knowledge of the water being cold (i.e. she
is hedging). As Johnson (TMA-lll:a) states ..... I don't exactly believe him, but
I'm not exactly calling him a liar either:
Another situation reported by Francis (l998:pc) gives further support 10
the use of the suppositive evidential -5(n) as a grammatical tool functioning to
allow the speaker to avoid commitment to personal attestation when the source
of the information is other than second-hand - in other words, when the speaker
wants to verbally hedge, The situation involves a Mi'kmaq speaker who was in
court and was required to enter a plea of guilty or not guilty to a charge. The
individual was speaking in Mi'kmaq and a Mi'kmaq court translator was
translating from Mi'kmaq to English. In answer to the judge's question "Are you
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guilty?" the defendant replied E'M guiltyewasJ (see sentence (52) below) which in
a loose English translation could mean 'Yes [was guilty (so they say)'. However.
this individual was ll2.t guilty. By using the Mi'kmaq ending of ·5("). the
individual was indicating, in Mi'kmaq, that he did not want to say. out of respect
for the judge (to whom he was speaking), that he was~ not guilty;
consequently. he hedged. As was explained to me by Joseph B. Marshall
(1999:pc) the accused would have felt that it was up to the judge to decide if he.
the accused, was guilty or not. It was not the decision of the accused so that was
why the accused would have used the suppositive evidential· to avoid a direct
attestation of innocence. Sentence (52) contrasts with the attestive form of
sentence (53) guilty~ap.
(52) AI Independent "mpositiye
E'he gulltyewas.
Yes, I am /was guilty (according to second-hand sources; therefore. the
implication 'I am not guilty'.) (Francis 1998:pcl
E'he guilty-ew·a-s
Yes guilty- dm- AI.VF- Al.3Jndep-supp
(53) AI Independent attestiye
E'he guiltyewap.
Yes. I am jwas guilty.
(Francis 1998:pc)
E'he guilty-ew-a-p
Yes guilty- dm- Al.VF- Al.3Jndep-att
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3.4.3 Conscious .lets (ilttestllle) vs. unconscious.acts (suppositive)
An individual comes late for a university class because she has been
asleep. The professor asks Tami ~ksip? 'Where were you?'. The student can give
two answers: Ilqxlyap or Ilepayas (see (54a·b) below). Nepayap means that the
student consciously, purposely, feU asleep so she missed the class. For the
student to use nqxlyap she would have had to purposely, for example, have taken
a nap with the full knowledge that in doing so she would miss class. The second
answer, nepayas, means that the student unconsciously, perhaps because of
fatigue, fell asleep before class and inadvertently because of this unconscious act
of falling asleep missed class. The student would not have known that she was
asleep until she found herself waking up. The fact that she had been sleeping
could not be drawn from the personal experience of knowing that she planned to
sleep but could only be~ from the evidence of waking up.
(54a) Allndepmdent attestive
Nepayap
I fell asleep/slept.
(1, speaker, can attest to it· I remember going to sleep.)
~:r;1t~AJ.l.lndep-att
(54b) AI ["dependent :mppositiye
Nepayas.
I fell asleep/ slept.
(I, speaker, cannot attest to sleeping as [ do not remember dozing off . I
only remember waking up.)
Nep-a-ya-s
sleep-M,VF-AI.l.lndep-supp
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Sentences (.>ta) and (54b) can be contrasted with the Mi'kmaq Independent
neutral of sentence (54c) which is unmarked for evidentiality,
(54<:) AI Independent neutral
Nib' nepay,
Now, I am going to go to sleep / I am going to go to sleep now, I fm
sleeping now. (In other words - don't wake me up!)
Nike' nep-a-y
now sleep-AI.VF-AI.l.lndep,neut
3,4,4 First-hand experience (atlestive) vs. reported or second·hand
information (suppositive)
While the Mi"kmaq suppositive evidential can be used to narrate myths
and legends, to refer to unconscious 1" person acts which the speaker has been
made aware of after the fact, or to verbally hedge, the primary function of the
suppositive evidential suffix is to mark for second-hand infonnation. This
contrasts with the primary function of the attestive evidential -pen) which is to
mark for first-hand personal experience of an event. An example of the latter is
provided by the Mi"kmaq sentence (55) below, where Eleanor Johnson (TMA-28)
uses the verb dli-skmayap (with attestive -p(n) ) meaning 'I was waiting'. She
does this as she knows from first-hand experience that she was waiting in her
garden; thus she can attest to it. So too, in examples (56) and (5i) we see her
using the verbs pawi'k; /d p and ki's-kislO p.
AI Inde;pendent attestiye
(53) Etli-skmayap ni'knaq pmwi'kikek wi'katikn,
I was waiting at our house while he was in the process of writing a
letter {assuming that this happened yesterday). (TMA-28)
Etli-skm-a-y-ap
in the process-wait-Al.VF-Al.l.lndep-att
pm-wi'k-i-k-ek
along- write-<on-Al.3.Indep.neut-abs
AI Independent a""riye
(56) Moqwa pawi'kikip.
No. S/he wrote it slowly.
(TMA-29)
Moqwa paw-i'k+k-ip
No slowly-write-con-TI3.Indep- att
n-i'k-na-q
poss.l-house-3-loc
wi'katikn
book'
(57)
Yes, already s/he read it [I know because slhe verified. it].
(TMA-55)
E'e ki's-kis-ki-p
Yes already-oomplete-count/read-TI.3.1ndep-att
The verbs pawi'lcMcip and kj's-kiskip mean 'S/he wrote it slowly' and 'S/he
read if, respectively. Both verbs take the attestive ending -p(n); however. as
Johnson notes (TMA-S5:a-O, to translate the sentence of the TMA questionnaire
no.sS (reproduced. as example 57 above) which was 'S/he read it' is a silly
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request because of the constraints of evidentiality in the Mi'kmaq language.
Johnson states (TMA-55:b)
Yo~i~ei~e~ ~~we~;~~~~o~~~~ ~~;t~ehb~'~ ~~li~~ ~~:~;~7l
they read it. You can only assume they're reading when they're
holding the book up. So you can only assume that he read the
book. Well for me, I could be holding this book up here, opening it,
and looking at it, but that doesn't mean I'm reading it. But you
looking at me would assume that I am reading the syllabus or
something.
Johnson (TMA-55:c) goes on to say that the only way to know if someone read a
book is to ask them "Did you read that book?" for as she says
... just assuming somebody is reading something is not the actual
truth, it's only an assumption.... That's reality. Either it is Or it isn't!
... or you can have second-hand information from somebody, and
if that's the case, then you put a qualifier in there - Stepllanie, teJimit
'Stephanie she says so' Oohmon TMA-55:c-f),
3.4.4.1 The particle to'q
A study of Mi'krnaq evidentiality, specifically the marking of second-hand
information, could not be complete without a discussion of the particle to'q. The
use of to'q, usually sentence finally. is an indication by the speaker that the
proposition of the sentence is either derived from a specific second-hand SOurce
or is common knowledge. As Johnson states with respect to TMA-25:d, a
situation depicting a sibling's office job as writing letters. "If we said Ewi'kikl
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wi'kDtiknn to'q, that would be more or less, not exactly second-hand information,
but common fact:'
To'q is usually used with neutral verb forms. Sentence (58) below,
involving an Independent neutral verb. meaning 'S/he writes letters' contrasts
with sentence (59), where the addition of to'q lexically represents the idea of
community knowledge. Further illustrations are provided. by TMA entries 3l.ii,
56.ii and llO.i of Appendix U. To'q plus the neutral suffix thus provides a means
of representation for what otherwise would require a suppositive suffix in
Mi'kmaq.
(58) Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn.
S/he writes letters.
TMA·25.i)
E·wi'k·i-k·l
specific time- write- con- TI.3.lndep.neut- in.pl
(59) Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn to·q.
It is common knowledge that s/he writes letters.
[TMA-25.ul
wi'katikn-n
book- in.pI
3.5 Past time as a secondary meaning of attestive Uld suppositive
fo",",
The presence or absence of the Mi'kmaq evidential suffixes often indicates
a temporal distinction; however, we do not believe that the suppositive and
attestive Mi'kmaq suffixes are fundamentally grammatical tense markings. As
noted. by Anderson (1985), it is not unusual within those languages of the world
,,,hich mark for evidential knowledge to fmd so-called present forms unmarked
for evidentiaHty, Ho~·ever. the neutral vs, evidential (attestive I suppositive)
contrast in Mi'kmaq is not~ a temporal distinction even though attestive
and suppositive evidential forms do normally carry a sense of the English ~.
As Bybee states (1985:182) ~.,' evidentials '" signal only the way that the speaker
arrived at knowledge about the event, whether in the past, present or future.~
Evidentials are not temporal markers. per se, though to have directly
experienced something is notionally equated with past time. With respect to the
Mi'kmaq language we must be careful that the English glosses used for
translating forms do not mislead one into equating Mi'kmaq evidentiality only
with past time or Mi'kmaq neutral forms only with present time.
We have argued that the -p(n) and -5(71) suffixes found in the Mi'kmaq AI
verbs are direct and indirect evidential markers and not tense markers.
Historical evidence from Proto-Algonquian (PA) indicates that the Mi'kmaq
attestive and suppositive evidential suffixes come from PA--(eJpan and PA
-·(e)san respectively. Goddard (1979:89) states that PA--(e)pall is a marker of
perfective or preterit mode and he contrasts this with PA--(e)san which he feels is
a marker of imperfective mode or even the present. However. Proulx (1990:109)
appears to have captured the historical function of PA-·pan more persuasively
with respect to our Mj'kmaq data when he states ~ .._it would appear that (PAJ
--pan originated as an attestive evidential and became associated with the past
because only the past is normally attested to .... Bybee (1985:168) notes that it is
not unusual that as medals develop historically their meanings often broaden
and they develop such that" ,they move in the direction of becoming markers
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that have the whole proposition in their scope,., .. This appears to be what has
happened in the case of the Mi'kmaq -p(ll) and -s(n) suffixes which still retain
their original grammatical function as evidential markers but which have
broadened to notionally mark past time of the proposition,
3.5.1 Marking of past time in Mi'kmaq
If the evidential suffixes ·p(n) and ·s(n) are not grammatical markers of
past tense - then the question is whether~ is grammatically marked at all
in Mi'kmaq. Yes it is, but not through the use of grammatical tense markers.
Notions of past time are explicitly marked through the use of aspecrual preverbs
and particles which indicate the time depth of event completion, Father
Pacifique, in his grammar, notes the use of such particles in Mi'kmaq and
comments:
to indicate that the action is totally past, especially with
sa'q, 'a long time ago', the present is often used, when one
wishes to emphasize the fact that the action is past more
than emphasizing the action itself,...
(Hewson and Francis 1990:49)
Compare sentence (60) with sentences (61) and (62), Sentence (60) contains the
Independent neutral verb pekisin, 'I arrive' while sentence (61) meaning 'I arrived
yesterday', shows the Mi'kmaq Independent verb pekisil1ep containing the
personal attestive evidential -p(n), The use of the attestive evidential signals to
the addressee that the speaker is sure of his or her recent past action of 'arriving
yesterday', In sentence (62) the neutral form of the verb 'to arrive', pekisill, is used
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with the preverbs ki'$- meaning 'already/after' andsa'q- meaning 'long ago' the
combined meaning of which indicates 'the iong ago completed action of
arriving'. For further examples of the use of preverbs in Mi"krnaq to mark
grammatical aspect see TMA entries 59.i and 59.ii of Appendix II.
(60) Pekisin,
I arrive,
Pekis·i·n
arrive-Al,VF-AI.l,Indep,neut
(61) Pekisinep wlaku.
I arrived yesterday,
(Hewson and Francis 1990:49)
Peki!ri-n-ep
arrive-Al.VF- AI.l.Indep-att
wlaku
yesterday
(62) Ki's·sa'q·pekisin.
I got here a long time ago, [1 arrived here long ago.}
(Hewson and Francis 1990:49)
Ki's·sa'q·pekis-i-n
already-long ago-arrive-Al.VF-Al.l.lndep.neut
Aspect in Mi'kmaq is grammatically marked by the use of preverbs.
Mi'kmaq preverbs provide details concerning the time depth of event
completion. This thesis, howe\'er, is a discussion of modality; therefore, a full
investigation of Mi'kmaq grammatical aspect will not be pursued. Suffice it to
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say that the use of grammatical aspect in Mi'kmaq helps to position the
completion of events within rime and thus, provides some information on past
and future occurrence of events, as well as the on-going occurrence of events in
the present: information normally conveyed by tense in Indo-European
languages.
3,6 Evidentiality and degrees of hypothetiu.lness: the dual marking of
modality
Previous sections have dealt only with the attestive, neutral and
suppositive endings of the Al Independent. An examination of suppositive
evidential forms found on Al If-conjunct suppositive verbs reveals that in
Mi'kmaq there is a contrast between If-conjunct suppositive forms and
Independent suppositive forms. Compare examples (63) and (64) below. The
verb npayQ5 of (64) is used in a full sentence in (65).
(63) Independent suppositive
(64) U-eonjunet suppositive
(65) Pwaq', npayas.
I would dream, if I slept.
FULL STEM (nep-)
nep-a-y-as
sl~A1VF- Al.l.Indep.neut- supp
I slept (so I'm told).
REDUCED STEM (np-)
np-a-y-as
sleep- AI.VF- All.Indep.neut- supp
if I slept...
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What differentiates the Mi'kmaq verbs of (63) and (64) is that the Independent
suppositive forms are marked by a full stem, 7lep-, while the [f-conjunct
suppositive forms are marked by a reduced stem. 7lp.. The question is what
semantic function is linked to the contrast of the full and the reduced stem.
In Mi'kmaq. If·conjunct forns as well as Conditional. [mperative.
Subordinative and Future forms are built on reduced stems, while Independent
verb forms along with When-conjunct forms are built on a full stem. Full stems in
Mi'kmaq mark rea!j5 modaljty or actuaHzed eyents, while reduced stems mark
for im:aUs Of bJ!POthetjql eyents (see Table 3,6). This correlates with usage in
other Algonquian languages. James (1991:5), for example, notes that in Moose
Cree the unchanged forms of the verb stem ~ .., are used only when the event or
state is seen as being in some sense hypothetical."
T..ble 3.6
Full (marking realis) and reduced(marking irrealis) stems of Mi'kmaq AI verbal
paradigms
! J'if Of B n [ SIFMS in Mj'kmaQ ([fiUS modaljty)· example D'p.
AI Independent neutral
AI When~onjunctneutral
nepat
nepaj
Use of REDUCeD SUMS jn Mi'kmiQ (jUfaUs mpdaJjty)· example "p_
AI If-conjunct neutral
AI Conditional neutral
AI Imperative
AI Subordinative
AI Future
npaj
.pas
"pa!
.pan
npatew
If s/he is sleeping,
S/he would sleep..,
[You (sg.)J Sleep!
...that s/he is sleeping
S/he will sleep
The meaning contrast of realis /irrealis modality between full and reduced stems
can be seen most dearly in the two contrastive forms of the When·conjunct
neutral versus the If-conjunct neutral of the AI. as in (66H67) and (68)-{69).
(66) nepa;. When-conjunct neutral full stem.
When s/he is sleeping, (realis modality)
(67) Wantaqpit. nepaj.
She is quiet. when she is sleeping.
(68) npaj
...if s/he is sleeping
If· conjunct neutral reducNstem
(irrealis modality)
(69) Wantaqpitew. npaj.
She will be quiet. if she sleeps.
It would appear that in Mi"kmaq. modality is doubly marked:~
by initial change and~ by the use of evidentials. Primary modality is
marked by the function of initial change as all verbs. regardless of whether they
carry evidc.ntiais or not. will be categorized as realis or irrealis by stem shape: a
Mi'kmaq verb stem must be either full (realis) or reduced (irrealis). The primary
modality of real/unreal is the base to which the next layer of evidential modality
is grammatically added by means of evidential suffixes. representing the
speaker's knowledge source.
In short. within the system of Mi'kmaq verbal morphology a clear
distinction is made concerning the source of the knowledge a speaker has about
an event, as realized by evidential suffixes. and the degree of hypotheticalness
attributed to the event i.e., whether the event is viewed as either fully actualized
(realis), or unactualized (irrealis).
3.7 Double modality: II summary
In Mi'krnaq the If-conjunct suppositive form is more hypothetical in
meaning than the If-<onjunct neutraL This is because If-<onjunct suppositive
forms are marked~ for uncertainty: once by the irrealis modality of the
reduced stem which represents a hypothetical event, and then again by the
semantics of the suppositive evidential. -s(n), which indicates a second-hand
information source. In contrast If-<onjunct neutral forms ( as in (68) above)
represent only the hypotheticalness of the event, via the use of the reduced stem
to indicate realis modality. No overlaying sentential meaning relating to the
speaker's suw:e. of knowLedge is presented in a neutral form. As Fleischman
(1982:13) comments concerning the function of modality markers universally:"
modality covers a broad range of semantic nuances ... whose common
denominator is the addition of an overlay of meaning to the most neutral
semantic value of the proposition of an utteran«....R
In Mfkmaq there is an interplay between the function of the evidential
modal forms, -sen) and -p(/I). and the function of reduced and full stems which
indicate irrealis and realis modality, respectively. This interplay of modality
markings results in the follOWing cognitive schema (see Table 3.7) which start
with the highly realis form (where realis :: R) of the AIlndependent attestive and
moves to the highly irrealis (lR) form. of the AI If-<onjunct suppositive.
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Table 3.7
Double Modality:
primary modality (realis/irrealis·initial change) and secondary modality
(evidentiality- suffixes)
STEM
(marks primary
:~~aUs)
EVIDENTIAL MODAL SUFFIX
(marks secondary evidential
modality -attestive/suppositive)
hillhlvrulis
Independent attestive
Independent neutral
Independent suppositive
-conjunct neutra
If-conjunct suppositive
hi 1 iCft as
full reduced
stem stern
realis irrealis
R) (IR)
R
R
R
IR
IR
unmarked
neutral
neutral
neutral
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markea
-s(n)
Endnotes
A full discussion of the role of evidentials in Mi'kmaq Future forms is
found in Chapter Six,
Johnson refers to Eleanor Johnson, co-researcher in the compilation of the
Mi'kmaq answers to Dahl's TMA Questionnaire.
~i'I([n~ =;~;o;~d~~~~1s~q~%:;~~:~~:~~~l;,o~~;e~~~~~st~~
~t~~\f~~f=~r~i~~,~a~~OgTis~~isnf~~~~~~s~~nc~sfet~~~:~~~~~er;i'~~~
·ew morpheme.
The Mi'kmaq word 1JJj'lmtikn can have various meanings in English: 'book',
'letter' or 'paper' to name a few.
In Mi'kmaq the inflection /-k/ often becomes /q/ after /a/.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Mi'kmaq AI deferential evidenti&1
4.1 The Mi'km~qdeferenti&1 evidenti&1, +s(i)p(n): ~n introduction
Evidence has been given for two evidential Mi'kmaq suffixes: attestive
-pen) and suppositive -sen). There is also a third Mi'kmaq evidential, a
deferential, which is marked by the suffix -s(i)p(n), Non-attestive AI evidential
forms can alternate between -sen) and -s(i)p(n) forms depending on the intention
of the speaker. The exception to this pattern occurs in first and second person
singular forms: non-attestive 2'''1 person singular only carries the -s(i)p(n)
eVidential, while non-attestive P' person singular only carries the -sen)
suppositive evidential. Allf-conjund verbs show -s(i)p(n) forms with 2, 23 and
13 persons, while the AI Future marks only 23 verbs with -s(i)p(n). Table 4.1
presents the Mi'kmaq AI verb orders characterized by the -sWp(n) evidential
suffix, while Table 4.2 gives the relevant endings for the Mi'kmaq AI showing
forms which take the deferential evidential and the relevant neutral. attestive
and suppositive forms which contrast with the deferential forms.
T.~ble4.1
Mi'kmaQ AI verb tvDes characterized bv the deferential evidential. -sfwen)
Ordu Evidenti&1 suffix: deferenti&1 , -s(i)p(n}
Independent
(main clauses)
deferential suffix on all forms except 1"
If-eonjunct deferential suffix with 2, 23, and 13 only
(dependent clauses)
Future'
(main clauses)
deferential suffix with 23 only
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Table 4.2
Endings for the Mj'kmaq AI showing forms which take the deferential evidential
and relevant contrasting neutral, attestive and suppositive forms
(Table 4,2 is located in a pocket at the back of the thesis)
4.2 The function of the deferential evidential
Mi'kmaq bases its grammaticaHzed modality system on direct personal
experience or the lack thereof and makes these experiential frameworks explicit
by use of evidential suffixes. Within the Mi'kmaq evidential modality system the
use of the deferential evidential suffix, -5(i)p(n), allows a speaker to signal to the
addressee that she or he (the speaker) is invoking the addressee's evidential
knowledge of the topic under discussion. By using the -s(i)p(n) form Mi'kmaq
speakers defer to the evidential knowledge of the addressee. The addressee has
had experiences which the speaker has not had and which could validate or
invalidate the factuality of the statements being made by the speaker. The
speaker is seeking confirmation of his or her utterance.
Many times when inquiring about the difference between a verb form in
-5(n) and a verb form in -5(i)p(n) the answer was given that the -s(i)p(n) form is
a question, even though there is no change in intonation - either a rise or fall -
as might be expected to mark the sentence as a Mi'kmaq question. Examine, for
example, sentences (69) through (75).
(70) Wape·k. [It is] white. (TMA-70.iii)
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(71) r-wape'kip na amskwes. It used to be white before. (TM.~-70.i)
(n) r-wape'kis, It used to be white, so I'm told.
(73) r-wape'ksip. It used to be white, was it not?
(74) r-wape'ksip to'q. It used to be white, was it not? Everyone
knows that.
(75) Tel'te'tm i'-wape'kip. I think that it used to be white. (TMA-70.v)
(76) Tel'te'tm f-wape'ksip, I think that it used to be white - do you kno''''?
(TMA-70.iv)
Sentence (70) shows an a Independent neutral verb, Wape'k; sentence (71) shows
the same verb with the addition of the evidential suffix -Wp, indicating attested
evidentiality and the preverb i'-, marking past or long ago, i'·wape'kip. As
Eleanor Johnson states (TMA-70.f), j'-wape'kip means "It used to be white before...
And I'm telling you because I know" The verb i '-wape 'kip of sentences (71) and
(75) contrasts with the Mi'kmaq verbs j'-wape'ksip of sentences (73) and (76) and
j'-wape'kis of sentence (72): in the latter, the suppositive evidential -s(n) adds the
sense of 'so I'm told' to the proposition of the sentence, while the deferential
evidential -s(i)p(n) of sentences (73) and (76) denotes recognition on the part of
the speaker that the addressee is the holder of experience relevant to the topic
under discussion. As noted by Johnson (TMA-70:n/w) concerning sentence (74),
r-wape'ksip fo'q,
You have to put the to'q in there if you're believing somebody
else.. ,When you put the to'q there that means I heard it from
somebody that it was white.,. if you put a to'q in there, that means
that the neighborhood history tells me that it used to be white one
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time... But if 1tell you, Amsku.oes i'-wapc'kip. that means that 'I know
that it was white'.
As Johnson (TMA·70:t) further elaborates
...ifI tell you r·WQpt'kip. rm telling you that it used. to be white and
[I know for sure because I saw it,} But r·wapt'ksip, that means I
:~~~:~~~wmJte~fOnnatiOn from somebody else to tell you
Theresa Mudridge, of Membertou, has added to this discussion (TMA*70:u) by
noting that r-wapt'ks;p can act as a question for as she says "Oh yes. you're
asking, ['*wapt'ksip?" meaning 'It was white, wasn't it?'. For a further example
see sentence (77) below where as noted by Johnson 0999:pc) "When you say
panta'ttksip, that denotes that the window was open, was it not~,
(77) Panta'teksip NO'PUti.
The Window, it was open, wasn't it? (said while looking at a closed
window in a room which is cold).
pant·a'-tek-sip
open- IT.VF- ll.Indep- defer
tuo'puti
window
The Mi'kmaq sentences of (76) and (77), above, ate questions (76) or statements
(77) inviting agreement that something is a certain way "is it not?" acting much as
a question tag would in other languages.
A question tag is a short interrogative formula tagged on to the end of a
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declarative statement. Some Languages have an invariable question tag that can
be added to almost any statement (Hartmann and Stork 1972): French n'est-ce
pas? 'isn't it?' - see examples (78) and (79); Spanish i.verdad? 'truly?' - see examples
(80) and (81); German nicht wahr 'not true' - see examples (82) and (83) and Innu-
aimun (Montagnais) tshia 'right' see example (84),
(78) Cest un mauvais jaw, n'est-ce pas? It's a miserable day, isn't it?
(79) Elle est tees }aLie, n'est-ce pas? She is very pretty, isn't she?
(80) Es espanola, i.verdad?~ She is Spanish, isn't she?
(81) Usted va estar enfermo, i.verdad? You are going to be sick, aren't
you?
(82) Wir sind uns in dieser Angelegenheit We are in agreement on this
doch einig, nimt wahr?3 matter, aren't we?
(83) Sie fahren doch am Sonntag nach You're going to drive to
Hamburg, nicht wahr? Hambwg, on Sunday, aren't you?
(84) Ehe, mitshetinishapani utauassima Yes, it seems he had a lot of
tsrua? children, eh?
Games, Clarke & MacKenzie
1996:143 )
The function of question tags is similar to the function of the Mi'kmaq
deferential evidential, -s(i)p(n): to confirm with the addressee whether a
statement is true or false and/or to elicit information, The Mi'kmaq sentences
(85) through (90), below, contain the -s(i)p(n) deferential suffix. In these
sentences the speaker is checking with the addressee as to whether the statement
the speaker is making about 2, 3, 12, 13, 23 or 33 person(s), respectively, is
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accurate - the speaker is recognizing that the addressee might be able to add
knowledge or information about the topic of conversation, The speaker is
invoking the knowledge of the addressee and, in a sense. is deferring to the
evidential knowledge of the addressee,
(85) Kesinukwa'sp? You {sg,} were sick, weren't you?
(86) Kesinukwa'sp, nekm?" He was sick, wasn't he?
(67) Kesinukwayikusp? We (inclusive) were sick, weren't we?
(88) Kesinukwayeksip? We (exclusive) were sick, weren't we?
(89) Kesinukwayoqsip? You (pi) were sick, weren't you?
(90) Kesinukwasipnik? They were sick, weren't they?
In comparing the above sentences (85) through (90) with sentences (91)
through (95) below we can contrast the function of the -s(i)p(n) deferential
evidential suffix with the function of the -sen) suppositive evidential suffix.
(91) Kesinukwas. He was sick, so I'm told.
(92) Kesinukwayikus. We (inclusive) were sick, so we're told.
(93) Kesinukwayeks, We (exclusive) were sick, so we're told.
(94) Kesinukwayoqs. You(pl) were sick, so I'm told.
(95) Kesinukwasnik, They were sick, so I'm told,
The use of the suppositive evidential gives a different sense than does the use of
the deferential evidential. The suppositive evidential marks statements as
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second-hand information; consequently. 2nd person singular verb forms never
take the -s(n) evidential. It would be too explicit to state to the addressee that
you. the speaker. had heard second-hand information about the addressee's
activities. 2nd person singular forms in the Mi"kmaq AI lndependent will either
be unmarked for evidentiality i.e. will be neutral or they will be marked as
attestive or deferential. They will never. however. be marked as suppositive.
4.2.1 Deference to 2.... penon (the addressee): the Algonquian person
hierarchy
To fully understand the function of the -s(i)p(n) evidential suffix in
Mi'kmaq we must take into consideration the role played by the Speech Act
Participants (SAPs) during a speech act, A speech act is the production of a
sentence token under certain conditions. Speech acts are the basic, minimal units
of linguistic communication (Searle 1988:16). A speech act involves Speech Act
Participants (SAPs). The Speech Act Participants consist of the speaker and the
persor.s spoken to i.e, the addressees. The thing or person spoken about (3rd
person) is considered a non-speech act participant. 3rd persons are not active
participants in a speech act. Only the 1st person, the speaker. and the 2nd
person, the addressee. are active participants. As noted by Hewson (1991:864)
'There is the fact that the speaker. as an SAP. is also a listener, and that there are
two listeners and only one speaker in any discourse." The Mi'kmaq speaker,
when using the -sWp(n) deferential form. explicitly becomes a listener. ready to
hear new information from the addressee about the topic: of the discourse in
which they are both engaged..
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When describing a speech act in a language and the role played by the
SAPs during a speech act it is important to consider the person hierarchy of that
language. Languages of the world have person hierarchies which tend to
grammaticalize the ranking of one person over another, specifically the ranking
of SAPs. As discussed by Seiler (1983:46) Indo-European languages often follow
the hierarchy I" > 2.... > 3«1 human> 3'd animate > ~d inanimate or, else
consider 1" and zNl person, the two SAPs, of equal status (see Comrie 1985:62;
Hewson 1991). However. as explained by Hewson (1991:864)
The Algonkian (Algonquian} family, in fact, almost without
exception presents the following hierarchy:
2.... > 1" > 3'" an. proximate> y4 an. obviative > 3"'in.
where there is prominence given to second person over first.... and
indeed Speck (1935) has discussed at length the fact that among the
Naskapi it is felt that one's mista;F:W (literally 'great man' or 'spirit')
may not be as powerful as that of one's interlocutor, to whom one
must as a consequence, always give deference. (Hewson 1991:864)
The idea that 2N person takes precedence over I"' person in the hierarchy
of Speech Act Participants in Mi'kmaq discourse fits with the function of the
Mi'kmaq deferential evidential, ·s(i)p(n), which allows the speaker to invoke the
evidential knowledge of the addressee (2nd person).
4.2..2 The use of the deferential evidential to maintain humony
Heath (1998:84) while examining 1 <-> 2 combinations in transitive
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sentences such as 'I saw you' and 'you saw me' discovered that CTQSS.o
linguistically such forms ~ ... tend to form negative or taboo targets and are often
replaced by more opaque surface structures~. Though the Mi'kmaq data in
question does not include transitive verb forms there are similarities with
Heath's cross·linguistic observations. It is the 2M person singular forms, in
Mi'kmaq, which carry the ·s(i)p(n) deferential suffix, to the exclusion of the
suppositive evidential -$(n), in the AI Independent and the AI If-<:onjunct. When
doing work on Choctaw, a polysynthetic North American aboriginal language,
Heath (1998:84) had the following exchange with his Choctaw language expert:
My 'irst informant [Choctawl cheerfully translated 'he hit her', 'he
hit them' and 'I hit him', etc., but when it came to 'you hit me' he
balked saying "we Choctaws don't talk like that; it sounds like I'm
accusing you.~
The same situation prevails in Mi'kmaq. When the speaker is addressing a
second person there is a very obvious sense that the addressee must not in any
way be insulted, Heath (1998) refers to this as a ~taboo target~; we will refer to it
as a strategy used to maintain harmony. As noted. by Murdena Marshall in her
discussion of contemporary Mi'kmaq relationships (1996:27)
The distinguishing mark of a true person is his or her willingness to
withdraw from conflict and to think good thoughts. An inability to
balance passions and conflicts was seen as irresponsible and was
not honorable behavior.
Marshi!..ll (1996:29) goes on to write
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The essential principle of customary law was that controversies
should be prevented. Hannony, not justice, was the ideal.
When speaking Mrkmaq allowance is made, by the use of the deferential
evidential. for consideration of the addressee's knowledge, Deferring to the
personal knowledge of the addressee keeps a balance of interpersonal harmony
as it allows the speaker to avoid using either the ·s(n), reported evidential. or the
-pen), attestive evidential. and thus the speaker avoids direct statements such as
"X did Y, so rm toldMor MX did Y'. The use of the ·s(j)p(n) deferential suffix
leaves the door open, not only for the addressee to add information to the
dialogue. but to avoid what could be interpreted as an accusation.
4.3 Historical evidence for -s(i)p(n) ilS" deferential marker < fA ·-s4lp4ln
Proulx (1978:63) describes ~(i)p(n) as an allomorph of the suppositive
evidential ·s(n) and attributes the allomorph's occurrence to "the
morphophonemic shape of the verb stem". We feel however that the -s(j)p(n)
evidential is functionally a separate morpheme from the evidential suffix -sen)
and that -sWp(n) is not "...just a variant of -s (-s(n)]" (Proulx 1978:63). We base
our hypothesis on functional and historical ~vidence.
The function of the ~(i)p(n) f"i,'identialsuffix has been discussed in Section
4.2 above; yet the question remains as to whether the -s( iJp(n) suffix is historically
a combination of PA ~-(e)5an + PA --(e)pan or whether there was another Proto·
Algonquian morpheme -~an (Dahlstrom 1995). Proulx (1990:105) comments
that the history of --sapan is as yet unclear. He writes
n
In Micmac•.:ll [-s(n)] and~ l-s(i)p(n)} are rhythmic variants, ..
Until we have full accounts of them in all of the languages, we
must assume the two morphs are just peculiar by-forms of a single
PA morpheme - but this does not explain their origin,
Given that PA -·(e}san and ··(e)pan give reflexes of -s(n) and -pen) in
Mi'kmaq respectively and that -s(n) and -p(n) become oS and .p in word final
position, there is evidence that the -s(i)p(n) suffix in Mi'kmaq came from PA
--sapan rather than PA -·(e)san + --(e)pan, The latter combination of PA -o(e)san
+ --(e)pan would have given a Mi'kmaq reflex of --snpn. The evidence, in fact,
suggests that Proto-Algonquian -·sapan gave Mi'kmaq ·s(i)p(n), v.ilh the final n of
-s(i)p(n) being syllabic and dropping in word final position in the Independent;
however, it is retained for contrast in the counterfactual verb forms of the
Conditional and the U-conjunct (see Chapter Five for details).
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Endnotes
The form and function of the Mi'kmaq Future is addressed in Chapter Six.
I would like to thank Dr. Peter E. Thompson of Queen's University for the
Spanish language examples,
I would like to thank. Dr. Thomas Bouman of the University College of
Cape Breton for the German language examples.
The Mi'kmaq word nekm means 'she or he'.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Mi'km.aq Counterfutu.J.ls: ·pn 1·S1! I .gpn
5.1 The Mi'km.J.q Al counterf.actu.J.ls
Lyons (1977:795) explains that counterfactuals are modal forms which
impart a sense not only of past but also of negation or contrary-to-fact as in
English "She could have, should have, would have or might have; but she did
not." Notionally the events characteriz.ed by Mi'kmaq counterfactual clauses
present notions of contrary·to-fact situations and are more hypothetical than
those events characterized by the Mi'kmaq attestive, suppositive and deferential
evidentials.
There are three possible Mi'kmaq counterfactual forms: the attestive
counterfactual in ·pn, the suppositive counterfactual in -sn and the deferential
counterfactual in ·sipn. Examples of attestive counterfactual verb forms are
found in (96) through (98) below; examples (99) and (100) demonstrate use of
deferential counterfactuals, while examples (101) and (102) illustrate use of
suppositive counterfactuals. The semantic functions associated with each of
these counterfactuals are outlined in section 5.3 below.
(%) lsak tluisikpn.
(97) TIimikoqpn.
(98) Liekapn.
You should have been called Isaac.
(Hewson ok Francis 1990:53)
You should have told me so.
(Hewson &: Francis 1990:53)
I would have gone.
(Hewson ok Francis 1990:88)
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(99) Nsaqmam. i'mu'sipn ula tett
wijikitiyekaq mu npuisoqq.
(100) Kjijitu'sipn moqwe maja'siwkpn.
(101) telitusn
(102) nekla mimajiasn
Lord. if you had been here.
my brother would not have died.
(Hewson &: Francis 1990:103)
If you had known it, you would
not have left.
(Hewson &: Francis 1990:121)
if he had sung...
(Hewson &: Francis 1990:112)
if I had lived at that time...
(Hewson &: Francis 1990:208)
S.2 Retention of In) as a counterfactu.a1 m.uker in Mi'kmaq
Counterfactual forms in Mi'kmaq retain the final /n/ of the -p(n). ·s(n).
and -s(i)p(n) evidential suffixes as the linguistic means of representing
counterfactual reasoning on the part of the speaker. Contrast ktuksiyQS 'If I was
sleepy' of sentence (103) below with ktuksiYQsn 'If I had been sleepy [but 1 was
not]' of sentence (104). Attestive counterfactual suffixes always occur on verbs
found in main clauses while suppositive and deferential counterfactual suffixes
always occur on verbs found in dependent clauses. Verbs. in Mi'kmaq. marked
as attestive counterfactual are less hypothetical then verbs marked as either
suppositive counterfactual or deferential counterfactual.
(103) Npaq ktuksiyas.
(104) Npaqpn ktuksiyasn.
I would sleep. if I was sleepy.
I would have slept, if I had been sleepy.
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In the above examples sentence (103) contains a Conditional main clause
verb unmarked for evidentiality. "paq '1 would sleep', and a dependent [f-
conjunct verb. ktuksiyas 'if I was sleepy', marked as suppositive. Sentence (lM).
which contrasts with sentence (l03), illustrates use of the Mi'kmaq attestive
counterfactual-pn, and the suppositive counterfactual-sn. The Mi'kmaq attestive
counterfactual -pn is found in the Conditional attestive counterfactual verb
npaJjpn, '1 would have slept' while the suppositive counterfactual -sn occurs on
the dependent If-eonjunct verb ktuksiyasn, '... if I had been sleepy', marked as
suppositive counterfactual. In sentence (104) the -pn attestive counterfactual
suffix of the main clause verb is complemented by the -SII suppositive
rounterfactual suffix of the verb of the dependent clause. Sentences (103) and
(104) are fully parsed below.
(103) Npaq khlksiyas.
I would sleep, ifl was sleepy.
(Francis 1998:pc)
Np-a-q
sleep-AI.VF-Al.l.Cond.neut
CONDmONAL
maincIau.se
Conditional neutral
------------
Npa-q unmarked
Conditional for evidentiality
neutral
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ktu-ksi-ya-s
want- A,1.VF.sleep-AI.Ufconj- supp
IF-CONjUNCT
dependent clause
If-conjunct suppositive
------------
khlksi-ya -s
If-eonjunt evidential
suppositive
(104) Npaqpn ktuksiyasn.
I would have slept. if I had been sleepy.
(Francis 1998:pe)
Np-a-q-pn
sleep-AtVF-AI.1.Cond- att.d
CONDmONAL
main clause
ConditionAl atteslive
counlerfactual
------------
Npa-q ·pn
Conditional evidential
att.counterfactual
ktu-ksi-ya-sn
want-AI.VF.s1eep-Al1.lf:conj- supp.d
IF-eONjUNCT
dqxnd~ntdall~
If~onjunct suppositive
counterfadual
------------
ktuksi-ya osn
If-conjunct evidential
supp.counterfactual
As can be seen in sentence (104) above the If-conjunct suppositive
counterfactual elause is dependent on the Conditional attestive counterfactual
main clause. Further examples of Mi'kmaq counterfactual usage are found in
sentences (105) and (106) below. Sentence (105) gives the U-<onjunct suppositive
verb npayas 'If I slept' which carries the -sen) suppositive evidential suffix which
contrasts with the more hypothetical counterfactual suppositive form of sentence
(106) npayasn 'If I had been asleep [which I was notl'.
(105) Na npayas pkisins.
If I went to sleep, he would arrive.
Na np-a-ya-s pki-sin-s
discourse sleep-AI.VF-Al.l.lf:conj-5upp arrive-AI.VF-supp
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(106) Na npayasn pkisinsoq.
If I had been asleep, he would have arrived (but he did not].
Na np-a-ya~n
discourse sleep-AI.VF-Al.l.lf:conj-supp.cf
pki~in·soq.
arrive-Al.VF-A1.3.Cond.att.cf
Returning to the two sentences above sentences (10S) and (106), an
examination of the verb forms in the Conditional, pkisins 'he would arrive' in
(10S) and pkisinsoq 'he would have arrived (but he did not]' in (106) show a
contrast between the 3'd person Conditional suppositive form of (lOS) in -s and
what would appear to be the Conditional suppositive counterfactual form of
(106) in -soq not -srr as would be expected. In the Mi'kmaq Al Conditional. verbs
in the 3nl person singular and plural form the counterfactual by adding -seq.
This is an anomaly which we can not, as yet, explain and which requires further
investigation in the future. The unique patterning of -soq as a counterfactual
suppositive suffix with 3n1 persons, singular and plural, in the Cor.ditional is
further illustrated in TablesS.1 and 52 oi~on5.3 below.
5.3 Function of the Mi'kmaq AI counlerfactua.1s
The -pn attestive counterfactual is used for denoting a counterfactual as in
'X would have done Y, but X did not', except for 3 n1 person where we see the use
of the anomalous and still unexplained suffix -soq. The -pn attestive counter-
factual and the 3 n1 person -soq form occur on main clause Conditional verb forms.
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In contrast. the -sn suppositive counterfactual is used for marking a~
counterfactual as in ·If X had done Y. but X did nof. The -:>11 suppositive
counterfactual occurs with L 12. 3 and 33 persons of If-eonjunct verbs in
dependent clauses and is in complementary distribution with the -sipn
deferential counterfactual which occurs on 2, 23 and 13 verb forms of the If-
conjunct. The -sipn counterfactual is a deference marker used by the speaker to
seek confirmation information from the addressee about contrary-to-fact
situations. Table 5.1 below shows which persons in the Conditional carry the
attestive counterfactual suffix. Table 5.1 also gives the anomalous suppositive
counterfactual suffix. -soq. of the 3nt person Conditional singular and plural.
Table 5.2 illustrates all of the possible evidential suffixes which may occur in the
Conditional with the Conditional neutral forms given for contrast.
Table 5.1
Counterfactual endings in the AI Conditional
1
2
3
U
13
23
33
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T..bleS..1
AI Conditional showing all possible evidential endings
including neutral fonns
counter-
neutrill iltt Isuoo factu~
V·k V· V-ka n
V· V·k -k n
.',,, ..c·'-,t'":Ji VaS V-so
;t..r;':;i~i,:j '. u V'-ku n
V-kek V-kek n
V- V-
:,:,:";.'';''~~ '-tis V'-ti
Table 5.3 below shows which persons in the U-eonjunct carry the suppositive and
deferential counterfactual suffixes. Table 5.4 illustrates all of the possible
evidential suffixes which may occur in the Mi'kmaq Al U-conjunct with the If-
conjunct neutral fonns giving for contrast.
Table 5.3
Counterfactual endings in the AI U-<onjunct
p'" counter·/no factu.ll
~ V· asn~ -NitilPte1:'E!X3 V-.n
t¥.- V· 'kusnV' '.".:'fE- y.m: v·tisn
8t
T..ble 5.4
Allf-conjunct showing all possible evidential endings
including neutral forms
neutral
1 V- an
counter-
su IdeE f..duAl
V-vas V- asn
2 ~v~-ni~ii·_~·~ii~~3 V-'1213 - ,k
23
13 '-tf
5.4 Conclusion
The Mi'kmaq reflexesofPA ··(t)pan, PA ·-(t)san and PA ··sapan are -p(n),
-5(1'1) and s(i)p(n) respectively and are used as markers of evidential modality.
The reduced suffix, -p(n), marks attestive information and contrasts with -pn, the
full form of the suffix, which marks, in the Conditional, counterfactual
attestations. The reduced suffix, -5(1'1), marks suppositive or second-hand
information and contrasts with -sn, the full form of the suffix, which marks non-
attestive or suppositive contrary-to-fact situations in the U-conjunct. The reduced
suffix. -5 (;)p(n). marks propositions as deferential and contrasts with -sipn. the
full fonn of the suffix. which marks for deference, by the speaker, concerning the
validity of the contrary-to--faet proposition under discussion.
James (l982a:377) comments that the "so called" past tense morpheme
which occurs in Cree counterfactual clauses really indicates ..... that there is
some distance from reality involved." James also demonstrates (1991:286) that
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such clauses ..... arguably constitute the linguistic context involving the greatest
degree of distance from reality,.. :' In Mi'kmaq the AI counterfactual verb forms
retain the final Inl of the evidential suffixes as a contrastive marker expressing
extremely hypothetical events in contrast to the suppositive, attestive and
deferential fomlS of the If-conjunct and Conditional which would be, in most
cases, identical to the counterfactual fonns except for the apocope of the final
Inl,
We note too that Conditional and U-conjunct verbs take a reduced form of
the stem which indicates an irrealis or imaginary event. It notionally fits that a
verb stem marked as irrealis would carry a counterfactual suffix which
represents extremely distant hypothetical events as pointed out by James
(l99lo286).
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Endnotes
In the Mi'kmaq AI Conditional. verbs in the 3nl person singular and plural
form the counterfactual by adding -soq. This is an anomaly which we can not, as
yet, explain,
Pacifique in his 1939 Mi'kmaq grammar (see Hewson and Francis 1990:52)
f~~sifo~ ~:ul~~~~~~,f~~~;'~ ;::,~~s~~ t~~di~':n:lt.te;:~~:;~:~r~~
however, we could only elicit neutral Conditional forms as in '1 would go' versus
counterfactual forms as in 'I would have gone but I did not'. Conditional verb
forms with the attestive evidential suffix -p(n) were not found except for the we
inclusive (12) form which used the attestive Conditional form to replace the
neutral,
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CHAPTERStx
The future.md DubiUltive in the modality prominent language of Mi'kmaql
6.1 Introduction
It has been argued in Chapter Three, Sections 3.5 and 3.5.1, that tense is
not grammatically marked in Mi'krnaq though notionally past time is referenced
through the use of aspectual markers which take the form of preverbs and
particles which indicate the location in time of a given action. If tense is not
grammatically marked in Mi'krnaq, a highly modal language, then how are
concepts of potentiality or futurity expressed?
The answer to this question is that the Mi'krnaq Future is somewhat of an
anomaly (Proulx 1990:138; Dawe 1986:54-57). If, however, we re-analyze the
verbal paradigms of Mi'kmaq in terms of a modal system characterized by
evidential contrasts then the Mi'kmaq Future forms begin to fall into place.
Table 6.1 below lists the future endings of the Mi'kmaq AI, while Table 6.2
illustrates the endings of Table 6.1 by use of the verb 'to sleep', i.e. the Mi'kmaq
stem-np.
Table 6.1
Endings of the Mi'kmaq AI Future
1 -tes
2 -tesk I-teks
3 -tew
12 -tesnu/-teksnu
13 -tesnen/-teksnen
23 -toqsip
33 -taQ
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Table 6.2
Md~maq AI Future of the verb 'to sleep', (reduced) stem -up
nates I will slee
nate
3 n atew
12 nate k snu
13 nate snen
23 n at si
33 nata
6.2 Mi'km"q Al Future: an ..n..lysis
There are four observations which can be made about the Mfkmaq AI
Future which will allow us to draw some conclusions and make some
hypotheses concerning its historical origins as well as its cognitive framework
within an evidential system:
The Mnunaq AI Future forms are characterized by an unchanged or
reduced stem which marks for irrealis modality.
ii) The -t(e)(k) element found in the endings of the Mfkmaq AI Future
resembles the -tuk suffix used to form the Mfkmaq Dubitative.
iii) The endings of the Mi'kmaq AI Future appear to contain the Mfkmaq
evidential suffixes -sen) / -sWp(n) which mark for supposition and
deference respectively.
iv) The Mi'kmaq AI Future developed from a Proto-Algonquian (PA) type U
verb form which originally had a full set of personal prefixes and suffixes.
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(See Chapter Two, sections 2.4, 2.4.1 through 2.4.4 and 2.5.5 for details
concerning the historical development of the Mi'kmaq verbal system,)
A proposed morphological pattern resulting in a. Mi'kma.q AI verb denoting
potentiality and futurity is presented in Table 63 below and is the pattern argued
for in this chapter.
Tilble 6,3
Pro d rna holo 'cal attern of a Mi'kma AI verb denotin futurity
Reduced ·l(tJ(k) + ( ·s(n) I -sWp(n) + (personal suffixes)
stem
The morphological pattern of Table 6.3, above, shows a reduced stem
followed by the suffix, -t(t)(k), This suffix is followed by what appears to be an
evidential suffix, -j(rt) or -s(i)p(n), and finally by personal suffixes. Table 6.4
shows the Mi'kmaq Future AI verb laid out following the proposed
morphological pattern of Table 63
Tilble 6,4
Future endings of the Mi'kmaq AI showing hypothesized morpheme boundaries
reduced -tek evidentiil person..t
stem suffix suffix suffix
1 V stem -I. -,
2 V stem -tek -,
3 V stem -I -ow
12 V stem -te(k -, -nu
13 V stem -te(k) -s ·nen
23 V stem -I 1- ·Stp
33 V stem -I
-.
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6.2.1 Mi'kmaq AI Future hilS a reduced stem
There are two types of modality in Mi'kmaq: primary and secondary (see
Chapter Three, Sections 3.5 and 3,6, for a full discussion). Primary modality is
realized through the use of full and reduced stems which mark reaHs and irrealis
modality respectively. Secondary modality is marked by various evidential
suffixes. In the AI Future forms both types of modality are present. Reduced
stems of future form verbs mark for irrealis modality while secondary modality,
evidentiaHty, is marked by either the suppositive or deferential evidentials -5(n)
or -sWp(nJ. Sentences (107) through (112) below iUustrate the contrast between
the reduced stems of the Mi'kmaq AI Future and the full stems of the Mi'kmaq
AI Independent.
(107) Kelusit. S/he is beautiful.
(108) Klusitew, S/he will be beautiful.
(109) Ewisit. S/he is picking berries,
AI Independent neutral: full stem
AI Future: reduced stem
AI Independent neutral; full stem
(110) Wisitew. S/hewill be picking berries. AI Future: reduced stern
(111) Pemiet. S/he moves along.
(112) Pmietew. 5/he will move along.
6.2.2 Mi'kmaq AI Future contains -t(e)(k)
AI Independent neutral: full stem
AI Future; reduced stem
In this section we will examine the possibility that the AI Future is built on
-He)(k). This hypothesis stems from similarities noted between the Mi'kmaq
Future and the Mi'kmaq Dubitative. Notionally Dubitatives are not that
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removed from Future forms as both express concepts of potentiality, though
Dubitative verbs express more doubt concerning the likelihood of the potential
event actually happening. In English this contrast is expressed by the modal
auxiliaries might (Dubitative> versus will (Future), In Mi'kmaq it would appear
that this contrast is expressed. by the modal suffixes *tuk (Dubitative) versus our
hypothesized ·t(e)(k) (Future),
6.2.2.1 Mi'kmaq Dubitative: similarities with the Mi'kmaq AI Future
The Dubitative in Mi'kmaq is non-paradigmatic and is created by
attaching the suffix -tuk to a reduced verb stem as in (113) Wi'kituk'S/he
might write' and (114) Alasutmatuk 'S/he might pray' (Hewson and
Francis 1990:66).
(113) Wi'kituk.
wi'k-i'-tuk
write-AI.VF-Dub
(114) Alasutmatuk.
alasutm*a*tuk
pray-AI.VF-Dub
S/he might write.
S/he might pray.
In the Dubitative the deferential evidential, -S(j)p(I1), may be added
to the *tuk Dubitative suffix as in (115) below Alasutmatuksip 'Perhaps s/he
prayed, did s/he not?'. Furthermore, in the Dubitative 3ft! person plwal
forms take the Mi'kmaq animate plural suffix -ik giving either
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Alasutmatubipnik 'Perhaps they prayed. did they not?' of sentence (116)
or Alasutmatukunik 'They might pray' of sentence (117) (Hewson and
Francis 1990:66),
(115) Alasutmatuksip.
alasutm-a-tuk-5ip
pray-ALVF-Dub-def
(116) Alasutmatuksipnik.
alasutm-a-tuk-5ipn-iIc.
pray-Al.VF-Dub-def-an.pl
(117) Alasutmatukunik.
alasutm-a-tukunJ-ik
pray-Al.VF-Dub-an,pl
Perhaps s/he prayed, did s/he?
Perhaps they prayed, did they?
They might pray,
The morphological patterning of the Mi'kmaq AI Dubitative is summarized in
Table 6.5 below,
Table 6.5
MorpholOgical pattern of Mi'kmaq AI Dubitative
Reduced
stem
-tuk (-sWp(n) • ( plu"JI
U we compare the morphological patterning of the Mi'kmaq AI Dubitative
with our proposed morphological patterning for the Mi'kmaq AI Future there are
some similarities, especially with respect to the position of the ·t(t)(k) and -tllk
suffixes (see Table 6.6).
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Table 6.6
Morphological patterns of Mi'kmaq AI verbs denoting doubt and futurity
Mi'lgnaq AI P"bitatiye
Reduced
stem
Mi'kmi'q AI Future
( .,WpI.') + (phual)
Reduced
stem
·U.K» + ( ~(.)/ -sWpI.J) + (personal suffixes)
The known formation of the Dubitative is very similar to our proposed
formation of the Future, The chief difference lies in the modal suffix which is
added. In the Dubitative we know that the modal suffix ·tuk is added· in the
same position· as the ·t(t)(k) suffix proposed for the Future verb forms.
Sentences(119){U20) and (122){(123) below show the similarities between
Mi'kmaq verbs in the Oubitative and Mi'krnaq verbs in the Future, with
sentences (118) and (121) giving. for contrast, the relevant Independent neutral
verb forms.
(118) Ewi·kn.
(119) wi"kituk!
(120) wi'xiteks.
You (5g.) write.
You (5g.) might write.
You (sg.) will write.
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Independent neutral
Dubitative
Future
(121) Alasutmat.
(122) Alasutmatuk.
S/he is praying.
S/he might prayl
might have prayed.
(ndependent neutr~
Dubibtive
(123) Alasutmatew. S/he will pray, Future
(E. Johnson &: E. Bernard 2oo1:pc)
The ·t(t)(k) form of the Mi'kmaq AI Future attaches directly to the verb
stem as in sentence (124) below and acts as a modal suffix which indicates
potentiality or futurity.
(124) Mijisiteksnu kewisinu·kw.
We (inclusive) will eat when we are hungry.
Mijis-i-tek-s-nu
Eat-AI.VF-Fut-supp-per.12
kewisin-u'kw
hungry-Al.l2..When:Conj.neut
(E. Johnson 2001:pc)
In the AI Future the morpheme ·t(tJ(k) shows aUomorphs of -It and .1.
The form ·te is found in the 1- person singular while the variant -t occurs with 23,
3 and 33 persons. Sentence (125) below illustrates a Future form in the I" person
singular while sentence (l26) illustrates use of -t with a 33 person verb denoting
futurity. All forms of the Mi"kmaq AI future contain some form of a morpheme..
-tek beginning with the morpheme It/. At the present time, we do not know
why this '..ariation occurs. We can only note that it does occur.
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(125) AtlasI'l'ites sapo'nux..
Atlasrn-i-te--s
Rest-AI.VF-Fut-supp
(126) Apaja'sitaq tpu'nuk.
I will rest tomorrow.
(E. Johnson 2001:pc)
sapo'n-uk
tomorrow-loe
They will come back during the night.
(E. Johnson 2001:pc)
Apaj-a'si-t-aq
come back-A1VF-Fut-per.33.abs
tpu'n-uk
night-loe
In summary we know that in Mi'kmaq verbs use the otuk modal suffix to
express a sense of doubt and we suggest that in Mi'kmaq verbs use the -t(e)(k)
modal suffix to express a sense of futurity or potentiality. Both suffixes are
added directly to reduced verb stems.
6.2.3 Mi'kmAq AI Future contains evidentiAls
The AI Future forms appear to contain the evidential suffixes, -sin), and
-s(j)p(n). Referring back to Table 6.4 it can be seen that, in Future.>\1 verb forms.
all persons take an evidential. either -sen) or -sWp(nJ. except for the 3'""
person singular and plural. which are unmarked for evidentiality in the AI
Future. As previously noted, the AI Dubitative in Mi'kmaq may also take an
evidential, specifically, the deferential evidentiaL -s(j)p(nJ. Use of suppositive
and deferential evidential suffixes in verb forms notionally expressing
hypothetical potential events (events not yet realized) as in Dubitatives and
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Futures makes sense cognitively within the functional framework of the Mi'kmaq
evidential system.
6.2.4 Mi'kmaq Al Future contains personal affixes
In Mi'kmaq, most of the verbal orders evolved from Proto·Algonquian
(PA) Type I verbs which did not have personal prefixes and suffixes (Proulx
1990) (see also Chapter Two. Section 2.4). The exceptions. we suggest, are the
Mi'kmaq Future and the Mi'kmaq Subordinative (equivalent to subordinate noun
clauses) which both appear to have developed from PA type U verbs which did
have personal affixess.
First let us examine the Mi'kmaq Subordinative. a verb form for which
there has been some discussion concerning its historical evolution (Goddard
1983; Proulx 1980; Dawe 1986:76-80). Proulx (1980;300 ) has argued that the
Mi"kmaq Subordinative evolved from the PA Independent. The Mi'kmaq
Subordinative had at one point a full set of personal prefixes and suffixes as
documented by Pacifique (Hewson and Francis 1990:70). Table 6.7 gives the
Subordinative verb forms with highlighted personal prefixes and suffixes for the
verb teillisimk 'to name'.
T...ble 6.7
Mi'kman Subordinative of the verb teluisimk 'to name'
n - tluisi - n that my name is
k - tluisi - n that your (sg) name is
w - tluisi· n that his/her name is
k - tluisi· n - enu that our (inclusive) name is
n - tluisi - n - en that our (exclusive) name is
k - Huisi - n - ew that your (pI) name is
w· tluisi -n - ew that their name is
Note: 1. Personal affixes are in bold.
i1. ·(V)n is the AI Subordinative endin2:.
(Hewson and FrancIS 1990.70)
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Mi'kmaq Subordinative usage with fun verbal prefixes and suffixes has
also been documented in Mi'kmaq story narratives collected in 1961 by Don
DeBlois (1990:v) and published in the collection,~, Sentence (127)
below is an extract from that collection, The underlined verb of sentence (127)
gives an example of the Mi'kmaq Subordinative ending in -(V)n (here shOWing
-an) and illustrates the existence of the I"' person suffix in Mi'kmaq narratives of
the sixties,
(127) Ki's nanipunqik nkj'a~i·nmj'an.
It as already been five years since I last saw them.
Ki's
already
nanipunq·ik
it is five years
n-kj'a;;pj-nmj'-an
that I last saw them
(DeBlois 1990:67)
However, in the Mi'kmaq spoken in Cape Breton during the late 1980s
and into the 1990s and the 21" century the personal prefixes of the Mi'kmaq
Subordinative are no longer used (Inglis 1998).
6.2.4.1 Mi'kmaq AI Subordinative: similarities with Mi'kmo1q AI Future
Let us now tum to the Mi'kmaq AI Future forms and examine whether the
Mi'kmaq AI Future contains personal affixes which could help us to conclude
that these verb forms, like the Mi'kmaq Subordinative forms, evolved from a
proto-Algonquian Independent Order which contained personal affixes. In the
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paradigm of the AI Future it can be seen that the final suffixes on the 3. 12. 13
and 33 forms are recogniz.able as Algonquian personal suffixes (see Table 6.4,
from Section 6.2, which has been reproduced below as Table 6.8).
Table 6.8
Future endings of the Mi'kmaq AI showing suggested morpheme boundaries
reduced -t(e)(k evidentia personal
stem suffix suffix suffix
1 V stem -Ie -s
2 V stem -tel< -s
3 V stem -I -ew
U V stem -te(k) -s ·n.
13 V stem -te(k) -s ·nen
23 V stem -, -sO
33 V stem -t
-.
The 3rd person singular of the Mi'kmaq AI Future shows the personal
suffix -ew, The 12 person of the Mi"kmaq AI Future shows the personal suffix,
-nu. which is comparable to the 12 Mi"kmaq personal suffix -inu, The 13 person of
the Mi'kmaq AI Future shows the personal suffix. -ntn. which is comparable to
the 13 Mi'kmaq personal suffix -inm.
The 23 person of the Mi'kmaq AI Future shows the personal suffix. ~.
The Mi'kmaq verbal suffix -{)q marks 2nd person plural (23), Why, in the Future
the 23 personal. suffix. -{)q. would appear in a pre-evidential position as opposed
to the post.-evidential position common to the occurrence. in the Future. of the
other personal suffixes is not yet understood. However, E. Bernard (2001:pc) has
commented that in Mj'kmaq baby talk common to the community of Eskasoni it
is not unusual to hear young children generate incorrect 23 AI Future verbs
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either by reversing the -oq + -sip order to give an ending ~-fsjpoq (-t + -sjp + -oqJ
or by omitting the -oq personal suffix altogether to give an ending "-tsjp H +
-sip) as in sentence (128) -Npatsip fett? 'You (pi) are going to slo?ep here?'. The
adult Mi'kmaq form of the same verb would be Npatoqsip fett? 'You (pi) are
going to sleep here?', as in sentence (129) below. It would appear that children
either tend to regularize the anomalous position of the -oq personal suffix in 23
Mi'kmaq AI Future forms, or that they deal with the anomalous position of the
personal suffix by deleting the suffix altogether as we have seen in example
(128).
(128) -Npatsip tett? You(pl) are going to sleep here?
(129) Npatoqsip tett? You(pl) are going to sleep here?
Lastly, the final personal suffix ·aq fotlnd to occur with Mi'kmaq AI Future 3'd
person plural forms is historically PA "e-w + aki (i.e. "-ewak > -aq),
If we surmise that the Mi'kmaq Subordinative and the Mi'kmaq Future
both came originally from the PA Independent Order we should see remnants of
personal suffixes in these verb forms, We know that the Subordinative had
personal prefixes. The question then is did the Mi'kmaq Future like the
Subordinative, once had personal prefixes - which over time disappeared due to
analogy with the other Mi'kmaq verbal Orders which do not have personal
prefixes? Upon examining written Mi'kmaq texts from the late 1700s (Pierronet
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1797) no evidence was found. however, of the use of personal prefixes with the
Mi'kmaq AI future, The difficulty with this line of research is that we would like
to have much older samples of Mi"kmaq to use for comparison; however. there
are no pre-<:ontact Mi'kmaq texts written in a Roman orthography,
On the presence of the recognizable personal suffixes in the formation of
the Mi'kmaq AI Future we surmise that originally the Future was a PA Type 11
verb form, similar to the Subordinative, which exhibited personal affixes,
6,3 Conclusion
Mi'kmaq AI Future verb forms code for modality, not tense. What this
means is that in Mi'kmaq verbs marked as Future forms represent an event that
is not yet actualized; as a result. it cannot be attested to through direct personal
experience on the part of the speaker. It is the function of the reduced stem of
the Mi'kmaq AI Future to denote irrealis events, and it is the secondary function
of the non-attestive evidentials to mark that the event is not attestable.
In Mi'kmaq Future forms there is no explicit connotation of time. The
cognitive framework used to portray the Mi'kmaq verbal system hinges on
whether an event has been~ or not, and hence, whether or not an event
is attestable. Consequently, one way to express the notion of future time
reference or unrealized/unexperienced events in a highly modal language such
as Mi'krnaq is to use a modal suffix. in this case -t(t)(kJ. referencing potentiality
or futurity (just as the modal suffix -tuk is used to denote doubt in Mi'kmaq) and
to couple this notion of potentiality with the modality of the suppositive or
deferential evidentials. Further. by utilization of a reduced \'erb stem the
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concept of event irreatis is highlighted. The result is the representation of a non-
actualized event which. because it is non-actualized, one cannot attest to - i.e, .i
lWw<.
In summary we conclude that to realize a future form in Mi'kmaq, the
modal suffix -t(t)(k) as well as non-attestive evidentials are used on an ilTealis
stem creating a Future form but not a future tense, and that this so called Future
form functions within the system of Mi'kmaq modality, which is dominated by
the representation of evidentiality,
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Endnotes
I would like to thank Dr. Paul Proulx for his comments concerning an
early draft of this chapter.
The suffix -oq denotes 2"" person plural. Why it anomalously appears
before the evidential suffix and not after. as in the other Future forms. is not yet
Wlderstood.
The Mi'kmaq Dubitative suffix otuk sometimes shows an allomorph -tubn.
Forms in the Dubitative were difficult to elicit from fluent Mi'kmaq
~~~;e:~:s:ar:~i)\~~~e~a:n~~:o~~C:CS:U~:I;n~~t~~~~::wn~:::~i~
will write. maybe' - nul: means 'maybe', In wi'kitnu dw: we see the use of the
Future with the particle nul: used to denote doubt. It would appear that use of
the Dubitative may be dying out.
~erbs, ~:U~~~l~b~:t:!,~~~1':~~~e~v;~~~~~~'I:::~tT~~
independent by the conjunct participle, has preserved the independent
dubitative: it had no other verb with core dubitative meaningsft •
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CRAFTER SEVEN
Mi'km.1Iq evidentiuity:
a systelft encoding sowee and accessibility of knowledge
1.1 Introduction
We have discussed in Chapter Three that Mi'kmaq modality works on two
levels. Primary modality is coded by the use of full and reduced stems to
reference realis and irrealis propositions respectively. Mi'kmaq evidentiality.
secondary modality, is a semantic sub-system operating within the larger system
of Mi'kmaq modality, The main objective of this chapter is to draw together into
a single system the workings of Mi'kmaq evidentiality,
1.2 Evidential choice: relative evidentiality
As discussed in Chapters Three through Five the Mi'kmaq evidential
suffixes function to express SAP knowledge source, However, the speaker's
choice of whether or not to use a certain Mi'kmaq evidential suffix is controlled
by the person and the number of the grammatical subject. It is AS if the speaker is
positioning himself or herself along an evidentiality gradient and movement
along the gradient of evidentiality is determined. by the speaker's experience
relative to that of the experiences or potential experiences of the addressee with
respect to the subject of the sentence, This means that all speaker experience is
relative l - relative to what the SAPs know between them.
7.2.1 Relative evidentiality and full stems (rulis modality)
To understand the concept of relative evidentiality let us examine Table
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7.1 (foUowing section 7..2.2). This table summarizes the relationship of spuker's
knowledge source to the knowledge source of the addressee. with respect to AI
verbs built on full stems which reference a realis proposition characterizing
actualized events. Within the Mi'kmaq AI. the Independent Order is the only
verb order in which verb forms demonstrate both the usage of evidentials and
the presence of a full stem. All other AI verb orders which demonstrate
evidential usage are formed on reduced stems.
In the Mi"kmaq AI Independent the attestive evidential suffix may be
affixed to all persons (see Table 7.1). In other words. the speaker knows. through
direct personal experience. what she or he can attest to. However. when it comes
to non-attested evidentiality. suppositive or deferential. then whom the speaker
is referring to comes into play in determining evidential choice. Examining
Table 7.1 it can be seen that the suppositive evidential is never used with 2....
person singular subjects. while the deferential evidential is never used with 1-
person singular subjects. Why is this?
In sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of Chapter Four we explained that the function
of the-sWp(n) or deferential evidential is to maintain hannony between the
speaker and the addressee; in other words. to avoid conflict between Speech Act
Participants (SAPs). Based on this theory we find that in the Independent. the
speaker will never be so forward as to draw suppositions (on the basis of 2nd
hand information) about the knowledge of the addressee; consequently. the
suppositive evidential is never found on 2nd person singular verb forms in the AI
Independent. Only the deferential evidential is found to be used in the 2Nl person
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singular. Yet, when the speaker refers to himself or herself, that is when the
speaker and the sentence subject are one and the same person, then the
deferential evidential is never used. Only the suppositive evidential. -.5(n), will
be used with the 1- person singular when denoting a non-attestable knowledge
source. Evidential choice in Mi'kmaq is relative: the choice of the evidential
suffix used by a speaker is determined by the speaker's knowledge source
relative to that of the knowledge source of the subject of the sentence. with the
primary goal of evidential choice being to avoid potential conflict between
Speech Act Participants and thus to maintain harmonious relationships (see
sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of Chapter Four).
7.1.2 Relative evicientiality and ~ucltd Items (irnalis moci&lity)
We have examined evidential choice as found on Mi'kmaq AI verbs with
full stems characterizing actualized events and have summarized this
information !n Table 7.1. Now we will tum to a discussion of evidential choice
with Mi'kmaq AI verbs built on reduced stems. which reference irrealis
propositions cha.rac.1erizing unactualized events (see Table 7.2 following Table
7,1). Verb orders within the Mi'kmaq AI which show verbs containing both
evidentials and reduced stems are the Mi'kmaq At Future. Conditional and If-
conjunct. Table 7.2 shows the relationship of speaker's knowledge source to the
knowledge source attributed the addressee, with respect to evidential choice on
verbs characterized by reduced stems.
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Table 7.1
Verbs with full stems ·AI Independent
Relative eVidentiality: the relationship of speaker's knowledge source to
addressee's knowledge source
Relationship of speaker's knowledge source to
addressee's knowledge source
The speaker has attested knowledge about the actions of the
person(s) spoken about.
The speaker has unattested knowledge about the actions of the
person(s) spoken about.
-s(i)p(n)... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledKe which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement.
-5(0)
-s(n)
The speaker and a third person have attested knowledge about their
actions.
The speaker and a third person have unattested knowledge about
their actions.
-s(i)p(n)... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement.
3133
·p(n)
-sen)
The speaker and the addressee have attested knowledge about their
actions.
The speaker and the addressee have unattested knowledge about
their actions.
--s(i)p(n)...... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement.
13
-p(o)
The speaker has attested knowledge about the actions of the
addressee and another 3rd person
The speaker has unattested knowledge about the actions of the
addressee and another 3rd person
.s(i)p(n)...... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement, especially as
it is the addressee's actions which are being referred to.
1
-p(n) The speaker has attested knowledge about his/her own actions.
--s(o) .•..•. The speaker has unattested knowledge about his/her own actions
...,(i)p(n)... NEVER USED
U
-p(n)
o5(n)
Possible evidentia.l
choice by perino
2'
.p(nl The speaker has attested knowledge about the addressee's actions.
--s(o) NEVER USED
·s(i)p(n)... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement, especially as
it is the addressee's actions which are being referred to.
13
·p(n)
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T"ble7.2
Verbs with reduced stems-Al Future, Conditional &:li·conjunct
Relative evidentiality: the relationship of speaker's knowledge source to
addressee's knowleclge source
Rel"tionship of speuer's knowledge source to
"ddresSH's knowledge source
NEVER USED
The speaker has unattested knowledge about the intentions of the
person(s) spoken about. (If:Conj &: Cond.)
NEVER USED
ANOMALY one incident of attestive (12 per. of AI Conditional)
The speaker and the addressee have unattested knowledge about
their intentions. (Fut.)
NEVER USED
NEVER USED
The speaker has unattestecl knowledge about his/her own actions.
(Fut. &: If.Conj)
NEVER USED
-s(Op(n)...
NEVER USED
The speaker and a third person have unattested knowledge about
their intentions. (Fut.)
-s(i)p(n)... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement. (U:Conj,)
3/33
-p(n)
-5(n)
-s(i)p(n)...
13
-pen)
-sen)
-s(i)p(nL.
12
-p(n)
-5(n)
NEVER USED
The speaker has unattested knowledge about the addressee's
actions.(Fut)
-s(i}p(n)... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement, especially as
it is the addressee's intentions which are being referred to, (Fut. &: If:Conj)
23
-p(n) NEVER USED
-5(n) ....... NEVER USED
.,(i)p(n).... The speaker is deferring to the addressee as the addressee may have
knowledge which could validate the truth of the speaker's statement, especially as
it is the addressee's intentions which are being referred to. (Fut. &: U:Conj.)
1
-pen)
-sen)
Possible evidenti~
choice by perino
2
.p(n)
-sen)
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AI verbs denoting irrealis propositions i.e. unactualized events never
carry the attestive evidential except for the 12 person of the AI Conditional (see
Table 7.2.). At this time we cannot account for this anomaly. With verbs built on
reduced stems and containing evidential suffixes the suppositive evidential,
·5(11), is used with most persons to denote non·attestive knowledge source of the
potential event under discussion. The exception is the 23 person where only the
deferential evidential, -S(i)p(I1), is used. With second person plural (23) forms
there is more than one addressee, generally a 2nd person singular plus someone
else, i.e., a 3'd person. The speaker's accessibility (see section 7.3 below) to a
knowledge source re verification of the potential activities of 2M and 3'" person
becomes more difficult. In this 23 situation the speaker will use not the
suppositive evidential, but the deferential evidential as there is now another
person (3'd) involved in the speech act along with the addressee (~).
Consequently, the speaker will not go so far as to make a supposition via use of
the suppositive evidential, but will employ the deferential evidential to invoke
confirmation from the addressees concerning the feasibility of the potential event
being described.
We note that in the Future forms of the Mi'krnaq AI, when discussing the
as yet unactualized experiences of third persons, singular and plural, no
evidential suffixes are used; however, the suppositive evidential is found with 3'"
persons in the AI Conditional and the If·Conjunct. Apparently, discussing the yet
unactualized actions of 3'" persons by use of AI Future verbs is so unverifiabLe in
terms of knowledge source that it is unmarked in terms of evidentiality. It
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\vould appear that the degree of accessibility of the subject of the sentence i.e. the
person who holds the experience or potential experience under discussion comes
into play in evidential choice.
7.3 Accessibility of knowlNge source
We have discussed in the previous chapters how speaker's knowledge
source is marked by the use of evidential suffixes in Mi'kmaq and we have
determined that choice of an evidential suffix is relative. Evidential choice is
determined by the ~peakers knowledge source relative to the knowledge source
of the addressee (see section 7.2, 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 above). However, the degree of
accesSibility to the knowledge source holder also plays a role in the workings of
Mi'kmaq evidentiality.
Schlichter (1986:58) notes that in many languages without tense but with
highly developed evidential (modal) and aspectual systems ..... the deictic
operation of linking events to the moment of speech· which is handled by tense
languages· is carried out by evidential suffixes specifying the immediacy or
remoteness of blowledse."
In Mi'kmaq many suffixes and inflections labeled hitherto as present, past
or future (see Chapter Six) are endings, e\'idential in nature, operating on a
continuum with respect to type of knowledge source: 1" hand, 2nd hand or
deference, and now, we will argue, accessibility of the knowledge source.
Accessibility of knowledge source is important because if the speaker cannot
access the holder of the knowledge or access the thing of which he or she speaks
then how can the validity of his or her statements be verified?
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There is a set of endings, found in many of the Algonquian languages,
which are referred to as absentatives. In Algonquian linguistics the use of a set
of endings called absentatives has been well described from Bloomfield (1946)
through Ellis (1983) and Clarke (1982) to name a few. Proulx (1978:14) refers to
nouns. in Mi'kmaq, which have been marked inaccessible (absentative) as "An
originally living being who is sleeping or dead or has disappeared is _inaa:essible.
as are things which have been lost. consumed. or destroyed." The absentative in
Mi'kmaq occurs not only on nouns, but also on verbs. as nouns marked as
absentative trigger corresponding absentative verbal morphology. Absentative
suffixes in Mi'kmaq take the follOWing forms (Hewson and Francis 199Qo.31):
Ngmina! abscnt,tjyr syffixes:
-o'q
Proper names representing absent or deceased individuals.
ii) Nouns borrowed hom English or French which are considered
animate in Mi'kmaq.
iii) Mass nouns borrowed. from English or French
-4q Nouns representing absent or deceased individuals or inaccessible
animate entities.
~k Nouns representing absent, broken or unusable inanimate objects.
Verbal abgnljlriye $Uffixes:
-aq Absentative singular suffix added verb finally (Independent).
~k Absentative singular suffix added verb finally.(When-<onjunct)
-fkJik Absentative plural suffix added verb finaUy.
lOB
Sentence {l30~ (DeBlois 1990:") illustrates the use of the nominal
absentative ending. -4UJ and the verbal absentative ending -ek.
(l30) Na nrn nkisikumaq ke'skw wele·kek na kijiwaqa nipuktuk eliet
ketanteket.
When my husband was alive, sometimes he went hunting in the woods.
n·kisikum·aq
poss.l-husband-absentative
wel--e'·k..k
well-Al.VF-Al.3.When:conj-abs
Absentative suffixes in Mi'kmaq playa role by indicating that the
knowledge sowce is inaccessible; they ue thus part of the evidential system, and
markers of modality. Mj'kmaq professors at the University College of Cape
Breton who teach Mi'kmaq language courses and who are fluent Mi'kmaq
speakers' often refer in their courses to the short past vs. the long past. The tenn
short Pl\5t is used to describe an event which the speaker can remember having
experienced himself or herself or as having been recently experienced by
someone else who has reported this experience to the speaker. We have
described these verb forms as exhibiting, not tense, but attestive. suppositive or
deferential evidentiality. i.e. modality. When you examine Mi'kmaq. the short
past is represented. by the use of the evidential endings -p(n) or -s(n': either the
speaker experienced the event himself or herself or was told of the event by
someone else who had experienced it and who is still living. This type of
evidentiality has been referred to by Jacobsen (1986:3) as ~memory evidence-.
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The so called long past refers to information passed on by way of
community knowledge about people who are deceased or things which no
longer exist. The long past, it turns out, is represented by the use of the
absentative markers. The absentative suffixes are markers of inaccessible
evidentiality • that is evidence sources that cannot be verified or checked.
Absentative markers reference the current inaccessibility of two types of
absentative evidence. Absentative markers may reference information sources
which can no longer be verified or checked by speaking with a living person who
has actually experienced the event under discussion because the individual who
held the knowledge is deceased. So too, absentative markers may also reference
information sources which can no longer be verified or checked by examining an
object in person usually because the object no longer exists or has been altered.
For example. see sentences (131) through (134),
(131) Meski'k.
(132) Meskfks,
(133) Meski'kip.
(134) Meski'kipnek.
It is big.
(TMA-l)
It was big, so I'm told,
It was big (attested).
It was big. (It is now tom down and doesn't exist
anymore.) (TMA·3)
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Sentence (131) gives the n lndependent, M.:ski'k, 'It is big'. Sentence (132),
M.:ski"lcs, shows the use of the suppositive evidential, -s(n). Sentence (133),
MEsh'kip, sho.....s the use of the attestive evidential, -p(n) .....hile sentence (134)
M~'kipnt'k shows use of both the attested evidential suffix -p(nJ followed by the
absentative marker ~k, In sentence (134) the attested evidential is referencing the
fact that the speaker knows for sure that the subject of discourse 'was big' and the
absentative marker is overlaying this meaning with the notion that the subject of
discourse is no longer accessible to be experienced - in this particular case the big
house under discussion has been torn down.
7.4 The system of Mi'kmaq evidentiaiity: type of knowledge source,
relative evidentiality and inaccessibility of knowledge source
The Mi'kmaq lan~age clarifies type of source of knowledge, through the
use of the evidentials. First hand knowledge source is referenced by the attestive
evidential, -p(nJ. Second hand knowledge source is referenced by the
suppositive evidential. -5(n), or the speaker may defer to the knowledge source of
the addressee by use of the deferential evidential, -s(iJp(n). However, the
speakers of the Mi'kmaq language are also concerned with the degree of
accessibility of the knowledge source. It is the function of the absentative endings
to mark for this inaccessibility of knowledge source because the individual who
holds the knowledge is dead or otherwise inaccessible, or because the object
referred to no longer exists or is in a changed state, for example, broken.
Sentences (135) through (137), below, illustrate the vatious workings of the
verbal suffixes used to mark evidentiality and inaccessibility in Mi'kmaq.
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Piskw-a'-n
enter-AI.VF-AI.2.Indep.neut
(136) Piskwa·tuknaq.
Piskw·a'·tukn-aq
enter-Al.VF-duHbs- AD.dub
(137) Piskwa'snaq tett.
You (sg.) went infgo in.
(TMA-60j)
Maybe he went in.
(TMA~.ii)
It would seem he went through the
window - there. (TMA~.iii)
Piskw-a-asn-aq tett
enter-AI.VF-AI.3lf:Conj.supp-abs there
Sentence (135), PiskwQ'n, is the AI Independent neutral and is unmarked for
evidentiality. Sentence (136), PiSKwQ'tuknQq, demonstrates use of both the
dubitative modal suffix, otuk, to create an extended stem and to mark doubt and
the absentative suffix, -GIl, which marks inaccessibility of knowledge source.
Sentence (137), PishmJ'sPWl ttit, demonstrates use of the suppositive suffix -s(n)
marking hedging on the part of the speaker, with this meaning being augmented
by the notion of inaccessibility of the knowledge source as referenced by the
absentative marker -aq.
Another example which exemplifies the difference between knowledge
source evidentiality and inaccessibility is the telling of stories in Mi'kmaq and
how verbs in such story telling are marked for evidentiality (see section 3.4.1 of
Chapter Three). Stories are the ultimate second-hand information. The teller or
holder of the story is always a living person who then tells the story to someone
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else during a speech act so that the information is passed from 1" person (teller)
to 2~d person (listener) and on and on. In these instances the second·hand
evidential marker, the suppositive, is used. Even though the story may refer to a
mythical person such as Gluscap or may refer to some event which took place a
long time ago the absentative suffixes are not used because the teller of the story
• the holder of the story· is alive.
The Mi'kmaq system of evidentiality is a modality system which codes, by
the use of various suffixes, the SOW'C'e of the speaker's knowledge concerning the
grammatical subject and, if relevant, the inaccessibility of that knowledge source
to the speaker. The system of evidentiality in Mi'.kmaq is underpinned by two
conceptual frameworks:
accessible know1ed.ge source
(evidentials)
·attestive .>
-suppositive .>
~eferential .>
\" hand
2nd hand & hedging
deference
ii) inaccessible knowledge source ·ahse:ntatives
When accessible knowledge sources ate being marked by evidentials the
choice of which evidential suffix the speaker will chose to use is determined by
the experience of the speaker relative to the experience of the addressee. We
have called this relationship relative evidentiality.
In summary, we have found that in Mi'kmaq, the evidential endings,
attestive, suppositive and deferential. are used to reference accessible knowledge
Howe\'er, because maintenance of harmony between the Speech Act
Participants (SAPs) is important a speaker's evidential choice is also determined
by not just the speaker's knowledge source but the speaker's knowledge source
relative to the knowledge source of the addressee, Added to this dynamic is also
the necessity on the part of the speaker to indicate by the use of absentative
markers that a knowledge source is inaccessible and thus not verifiable,
Consequently. we see a modality system in Mi'kmaq which makes use of
evidentials and absentatives to proVide information concerning two key aspects
of knowledge source:
Evidential suffixes reference accessible knowledge source in general and
do this in a way which juxtaposes speaker's knowledge source telative to
addressee's knowledge source.
ii) The system of Mi'kmaq evidentiality also requires that inaccessibility of
the knowledge source be referenced. This is achieved thorough the use of
absentative markers which are attached directly to the evidential suffixes.
11.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Conclusion
8.1 Mi'kmaq modality
We conclude that the Mrkmaq language is built on a complex system of
modality. In this thesis we have endeavored to show that there are two levels of
modality at work in Mi'kmaq. ThP. primary level is characterized by the use of
full and reduced Mi'kmaq stems which reference actualized (rea lis) and
unactualized (irrealis) events respectively. Within the system of primary
modality, non--e:vidential modal suffixes, ·t(~)(k) {potentiality} and ·tuk (doubt),
function to create extended irrealis stems. The second level of modality, which
augments the first. is characterized by a set of evidential suffixes which overlay
the primary sentential meaning of the verb stems with information concerning
the nature of the speaker's knowledge source. Inaccessible knowledge sowces
are referenced by use of absentative markers which often function in conjunction
with evidentials. Table 8.1, below, summarizes the workings of the two levels of
modality as found in the Mi'kmaq language.
TableS.1
Primary and secondary modality markers as found in the Mi'kmaq ~anguage
primuy moc1ality
realis
irrtalis
secondary modality
acussible bowledge
source (fype)
inacc5sible bllT<JJledge
source
fUNCTION FORM
• full stems
• reduced. stems
• non--e:vidential modal suffixes: ·t(e)(k), ·tuk
FUNCTION FORM
• evidentials
• absentatives
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8,2 Primuy mocblity
There are two types of Mi'kmaq verb stems: full and reduced. As shown
in Chapter Three. full verb sterns reference realis events. In the AI only the
Independent and When-<onjunct verb orders are formed on full verb stems. The
AI Future. Conditional. If-conjunct. lmperative and Subordmative verb orders
are formed on reduced stems. Reduced verb stems reference irrealis events (see
Chapter Three). The use of full and reduced verb stems to code for realis and
irrealis respectively is the primary modality function. lrrealis verb stems may be
extended by the use of two modal suffixes, both of which are non-evidential in
nature. These are the ·t(~J(k) suffix, used to create Mi'kmaq verbs denoting
potentiality, i.e. Future; and the otuk suffix. used to create Mi'kmaq verbs of
doubt. i.e. Dubitative.
8.3 Secondary modtiity: evi.denti~ity
In the Mj'kmaq language various suffixes are used to denote the sowce of
the evidence on which a speaker is basing his or her statements. Such
grammatical markers of knowledge sowce are known as evidentials. Chapter
Three of this study has built on Proulx's (1978) identification. in Mi'kmaq, of the
attestive and suppositive evidentials which reference first and second hand
information respectively and has expanded on the semantic domains of both
evidentials. Chapter Fow has identified a third evidential, a deferential. which
marks deference to the evidential knowledge of the addressee. As well, we have
described the use of counterfactuals which reference contrary-to--fact evidence
sowces and which are suffixed to reduced verb stems (see Chapter Five). There
1t7
are three counterfactual evidential suffixes; the attestive, the suppositive and the
deferential. The attestive counterfactual encodes for contrary-t<rfact events in
main clause Conditional sentences. The suppositive counterfactual suffix occurs
in If-eonjunct clauses \\'hich are usually subordinate to contrary-to-fact
Conditionals. The suppositive counterfactual is notionally more hypothetical
than the attestive counterfactual. The deferential counterfactual occurs on 2, 12
and 13 persons of the AI U-eonjunct and functions as a deference marker used by
the speaker to seek confirmation information from the addressee concerning
potential contrary·t~factsituations,
The Mi'kmaq evidentiais are suffixed to verb stems and function as a sub-
system within the overall system of Mi'kmaq modality, Consequently, we have
described Mi'kmaq evidentiality as a secondary modality system working to
augment primary modality which marks for realis or irrealis events. Lastly, we
have noted that the degree of accessibility to the speaker's knowledge source is
also relevant to the overaU workings of Mi'kmaq evidentiaiity. U a speaker's
knowledge source is inaccessible then absentative markers will be used to
reference the inaccessibility; consequently, we have included absentative
markers as making up part of the secondary system of Mi'kmaq modality, All
suffixes which function as part of the Mi'kmaq system of evidentiality are
normally suffixed to verb stems. Suffixes of the Mi'kmaq evidential system may
occur in combination, The following morphological combinations are pOSSible:
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Yerbs with full stems
Verb stem
full stem
evidential!
• attestive
• suppositive
• deferential
Independent
Independent,
Independent
The attestive, suppositive and deferential suffixes never occur in combination.
Only one of the suffixes may occur at a time.
Verb stem
fuUstem
Yerbstem
full stem
absentative
evidential ... absentative
• attestive
• suppositive
• deferential
Independent,
When-conjunct
Independent
Independent
Independent
ii) Verbs with reduced 'items
Yerbstem ...
reduced stern
evidential
• attestive
• suppositive
• deferential
anomaly:
Future, If-conjunct
Conditional
Future. If-conjunct
The attestive, suppositive and deferential suffixes never occur in combination.
Only one of the suffixes may occur at a time.
Verbstem ...
reduced stem
[Verb stem +
reduced stem
counterfactual
• attestive counterfactual
• suppositive counterfactual
• deferential counterfactual
modal suffix]
• -tuk (doubt)
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Conditional att.cf
If-conjunct supp.cf
If-conjunct def.d
Dubitative
[Verb stem +
reduced stern
modal suffix ] +
• ·t(~)(k)
• ·tuk
evidential
• suppositive
• deferential
• attestive
• suppositive
• deferential
Future
Future
Dubitative
Dubitative
Dubitative
[verb stem +
reduced stem
modal suffix]
• ·tuk
+ evidentiAl + absentative
• attestive Dubitative
• suppositive Dubitative
• deferential Dubitative
The Mi'kmaq evidential, counterfactual and absentative suffixes function
in ways similar to evidentials in other North American aboriginal languages. As
noted by Oswalt (19~'29) evidentials are grammatical elements which ~express
the means by which the speaker has leamed whereof he speaks~. With respect to
evidential knowledge in Wintu, a language of the Penutian language family,
Schlichter (1986:46) has concluded
Knowledge is not infallible. A speaker can believe in the truth of a
statement he makes but its truth does not lo~cally follow from his
~~::.~e~1L::!1t~~:;t:ft~::~ts~~k~~~~:'h~~
evidence, inviting the addressee to verify it.
What has been discovered to drive the evidential system in Wintu has also
been found true for Mi'kmaq in terms of the function of the Mi'kmaq deferential
evidential suffix. This suffix is used in Mi'kmaq to invoke the knowledge of the
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addressee. So too in Makah a language of the Wakashan family Jacobsen
(1986:13) comments on evidential usage to mark for deference to 2lld person.
I have noted that evidentials are especially favored in Makah with
second person subjects, often with special functions. They seem to
~t~~~a:~~i~lr~~~~0~~~~5~:rnce by appearing to
The above comment could have been made about the function of the deferential
evidential in Mi'kmaq which, as we have discovered, is used as a grammatical
tool to maintain social harmony during discourse. The Mi'kmaq suppositive
evidential suffix which signals verbal hedging, also fulfills the role of conflict
avoidance and maintenance of social harmony during discourse. So too we
have noted, in Chapter Seven, that the relationship of speaker's knowledge
sowce to th~ knowledge source attributed the addressee determines evidential
choice and that the key to evidential choice is the maintenance of harmonious
relationships between the Speech Act Participants. The relationship of speaker's
knowledge source to the knowledge source of the subtect of the sentence we have
called relative evidentiality.
The system of Mi'kmaq evidentiality proposed by this thesis and triggered
by the insightful work done by PrOUlx (1978) on Mj'kmaq verbal morphology has
similarities to patterns of evidentiality found in other North American
languages, namely Wintu, Mahka and Innu·aimun (Montagnais) (Drapeau 1996).
Drapeau (1996:172) has moved so far as to propose rejection of the traditional
model of Montagnais verbal morphology based on tense distinctions and to
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hypothesize verbal paradigms which grammaticalize systems of evidentiality.
A re-analysis of Montagnais modality was presented by Drapeau
(1983,1984) .... The argument may be summarized as follows. The
analysis proposes a rejection of the Cree model (Ellis 1971;
MacKenzie &- Clarke 1981) in the study of Montagnais verb
paradigms. It is claimed that Montagnais possesses a full
~~i~~;~~\~~~~~:; ~p~eg~~~~f~a\i:X;~~::edi~e~~~i~c~d:~ir~~
paradigms...
What Drapeau (1996) has postulated for Montagnais we have found functions for
Mi·kmaq. The Mi'kmaq verbal system, at least with respect to the Mi'kmaq AI, is
a modality prominent system built largely on representations of eVidentiality.
8.4 Mi'kmaq modality: concluding remarks
It is our conclusion that the Mi'kmaq language has no tense contrasts.
Fleischman (1989:38) when speaking about evidentials in Wintu and about tense
/ evidential system contrasts in general noted. the following
... the centrality of tense/temporality in universal grammar may be
but another example of statistical tendencies that have been
promoted to universals by linguistics that still operates to a large
degree under the grammatical hegemony of the Indo·European
tradition. The universal semantic prime, if we choose to speak in
such terms, is in the final analysis the spatial concept of 'distance'.
The notion of the spatial concept of distance is exactly what we have observed as
framing the modality system in Mi'kmaq. The accessibility of the knowledge
source upon which the speaker bases his or her assertions is important to a
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speaker: first-hand experience is close, that is extremely accessible, while second-
hand experience is farther away or less accessible. So too the notion of distance
plays a role in the Mi'kmaq grammaticalization of inaccessibility of knowledge
source. In Mi'kmaq, clarifying the access the speaker has to the holder of the
experience being reported by the speech act is important and must be
grammatically marked. This is also a type of distance· accessibility is near while
inaccessibility is removed or distant. The inaccessibility of a knowledge source is
specifically marked by the use of the absentative markers.
The orality of knowledge transmission often referred to as oral history is
actually grammaticalized within the verbal system of Mi'kmaq through the
function of the system of modality. A Mi'kmaq speaker has no choice but to
mark the events he or she represents as being either realis or irrealis, as well as to
indicate, by the use of the evidential system. both the source of the speaker's
knowledge concerning his or her assertion and whether the holder of that
knowledge Le. the speaker's information source is currently accessible or not.
Though little work has been done previous to ours, except by Proulx
(1997), on the workings of the system of evidential function in the Mi'kmaq
language. Jacobsen (1986:7) does observe that
Jacobsen comments (1986:8) that evidentiality is felt to be a ~family trait" of
several North American language families or stocks including the Algonquian
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language family. Our purpose has been to demonstrate that a complex system of
evidentiality is present in Mi'kmaq. and that in Mi'kmaq. an Eastern Algonquian
language. the system of eVidentiality complements a primary system of modality
which grammatically encodes for actualized (realis) or unactualized (irrealis)
events. In conclusion we can say that Mi'kmaq is a modality prominent language
with no grammaticalized system of tense. The workings of this complex system
of modality are summarized for the Mi'kmaq AI in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2
Schematic summary of the modality system of the Mi'kmaq AI
(Table 8.2 is located in a pocket in the back of the thesis.)
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2 There is only one incident of an attestive evidential being used. on an
irrealis stem and that is with the 12 person of the Mi'lcmaq AI Conditional. At
this time we cannot account for this anomaly_
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Appendix I
Summary of TMA Questionnaire entries
MI'KMAQ RESPONSES
fo,
Dahl's
TENSE-MOOD-ASPECT (TMA)
QUESTIONNAIRE
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The house be BIG.
1. Meski"k.
2. Meski'k,
3, Meski'kupnek.
4.iii Stephanie meski'kupnek wi'kek.
4.i Meski'kek.
4.ii Stephanie's meski'k.
Slhe WRITE letter.
5.i Etlwi'ket.
5.ii Etl-wi'kikl wi'katiknn.
S.W Etlwi"kik wi"katikn.
6.i Etlwikikl wi'katiknn.
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Sentences *' 1 • 4
lI..Y.w
It is big, {Speaker can see "if'.]
It is big. [Speaker can't see "it".]
It was big. ["If' has been tom
down/doesn't exist anymore.]
Stephanie's house was big.
[Talking about the house which
Stephanie had last year but no
longer has.]
It is big, [Speaker saw "it"
yesterday but is not looking at it
now.]
Stephanie house is still big.
Sentences II 5 • 29
Al/P:;yedg n yerb:;
S/he is writing.writes a letter
[Speaker can see him or her.
The speaker doesn't know if
s/he 's writing a private letter,
it's the physical activity that
someone is writing something.)
S/he is in the process of writing
~~~;rakercan see
S/he is in the process of writing
a letter.[The speaker can actually
see him or her writing a letter.I
S/he is in the process of writing
letters. [Speaker can't see him.!
see also *' 3,ii
6.ii Etlwi'kik wi'katikn. S/he is in the process of writing
a letter. [Speaker can't see
him/her.l
see also # 5.iii
6,iv (Katu) teluepnaq keruwikik But s/he said s/he wants
wi'katikn, to write a letter.
6.v Ajuwikik wi'karikn. S/he is going over there to write
a letter.
7.i Etlwi'kikl wi'katiknn to'g, He is writing.writes letters.
[Because s/he told the speaker
on the phone that s/he's doing
it now - "to·q".]
9. Etlwi'kikipnn wi'katiknn. S/he was in the process of
writing letters.
see also # 11
11. Etlwi'ki1cipnn wi'katiknn. S/he was in the process of
writing letters,
13. Ewi'kikipnn wi'katiknn. S/he wrote letters at a
specific time [after dinner].
15. Telite'lmk ewi'kmuet wi'katikn. I think, or it is possible that s/he
is writing a letter.
16. Jiptuk pmwi'katew wi'katikn. Maybe s/he will be in the
process of writing a letter.
18. Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. S/he writes letters [habirually].
see also # 25,i
20. EWi'kikipn wi'katikn. S/he wrote a letter (habitually
during a defined period of time
and now s/he doesn't do it
anymore].
22. Ewi'km wi'katikn nike', I am in the process right this
instance of writing a letter,
24. Etlwi'kik etuk wi'katikn. Maybe.perhaps s/he is writing
a letter.
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25j Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn.
25.ii E\"'i'kikl wi'katiknn to'q.
26j Ewi'kikipn (wi'katikn).
26,ii Nuji-wi'kikipn (wi·katikn).
27. Nuji-wi'kital ap wi'katiknn.
28. EtIi-skmayap ni'knaq pmwi'kikek
wi'katikn.
29. Moqwa pawi'kikip.
It BE cold.
30j Tekpa'q.
3O.ii Tekpa'qap.
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S/he writes letters.
It is common knowledge that
s/he writes letters.
S/he wrote letters but does not
do so anymore.
S/he was the one who was
writing. [The former writer of
the letter.]
S/he will again begin the job of
writing letters,
I was waiting at our
house while s/he was in theirocess of writing a letter
y':~~~y~,thatthis happened
No. S/he wrote it slowly.
Sentences 1# 30 -36
Il=I1:i
The speaker knows that this
lake is particularly cold water.
For example, if you are
swimming the shores of Maine,
you know the water is freezing
there aU the time, That would
mean that the speaker had
swam there previously, That
means you know the speaker
was just in it [the water] and is
telling the you, the addressee,
that it's freeZing.
also see # 3l.i, 34, 113
It [the water) was cold [this
morning, or yesterdayl.
also see # 32
JOJii Tekpa'qapnek.
31.i Tekpa'q.
31.ii Tekpa'q to'q,
32. Tekpa'qap,
33. I'-tekpa'qap,
34. r-petekip.
36. Tekpa'qatew,
My brother SAY (right now) that the
water BE COLD.
109, Njiknam teluet tekpa'q to'q
samqwan.
110J Njiknam teluep tekpa'q to'q
samqwan katu puksi-kikajaqnut
na to'q.
110.ii Katu puksi-ewlit,
110.iii Njiknam teluep tekpa'q to'q
samqwan, katu puksi-ewlit.
111.i Njiknam teluet tekpa'qas
samqwan wlaku. katu
puksi-kikajaqnut na.
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(This morning] it [the water) was
cold. but the speaker doesn't
know if it's cold now.
It is cold.
(If 1never swam in it {the water},
but Patrick [my husband) swam
in it, I would tell Stephanie.
Tekpa'q to'q.) It is cold, so l'm
told,
(The speaker was swimming in
the water yesterday.J It was cold.
It used to be cold a long time
ago.
It [the water) is usually warm,
(That means if it {water] is cold
now, it wHl be cold tomorrow.}
It will be cold.
Sentences 41109·113
~
My younger brother says the
water is cold. so he says.
My younger brother said the
water i!. cold. so he says.
but he is exaggerating.
but sthe lies· is lying.
My younger brother said the
water is cold, according to him.
but, he is lying,
My younger brother is saying
that the water was cold
yesterday. but he is exaggerating.
112,i Njiknam teluep tekpa'qap to'q
samqwan.
112.ii Talte'tIn teluep njiknam tekpa'qap
to'q samqwan.
112.iii Njiknam teluet tekpa'q samqwan
mita .katu puksi-kikajaqnut.
112,iv Njiknam teluet tekpa'qap samqwan
wlaku katu mita samqwan
weli-epetekip wjit nfn.
112,v Njiknam teluet tekpa'qap samqwan
wlaku katu nekm na mena'jit.
113.i Njiknam teluep tekpa'qap samqwan
tikwlaku katu mu telianuk ta'n teluet.
113.ii Teluet.
113.iii Teluep.
113.iv Tekpa'q.
113.v Tekpa'qap.
He READ book.
53.ii E'e te'lte'!m ki's-kiskitk.
55. E'eki's-kis-kip.
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My younger brother said the
water was cold.
I think my younger brother said
the water was cold.
My younger brother says that
the water is cold. but he often
exaggerates.
My younger brother says that
the water was cold yesterday,
but the water was warm for me.
My brother says that the water
was cold yesterday, but he's
sensitive to cold.
My younger brother said the
water was cold two days ago
but it is not true what he says,
S/he says
S/he said
It is cold.
It was cold ( I know for sure.)
Sentences II 53·55
fum
Yes, s/he read/reads it already.
also see # 54
Yes, I think s/he read/reads it
already.
Yes already s/he read it ( I know
because s/he verified it).
He (the king) DIE.
56.i Nepkaq elike'witaq.
56.ii Nepkaq elike'witaq to'q.
57. Nepkaq elike'witaq.
(Yes) he BE TIRED.
58. E'e kispinet,
It SNOW.
59.i Kisi-kis-pesaq etuk.
59.ii Kis-pesaq.
Sentences It 56-57
e.L=Q>
The king died.
see also 1# 57
The king died, as everyone
knows,
The king died.,
Sentence It 58
~
Yes, she/he is tired.
Sentence It 59
I!.=ll
Probably it already snowed.
It already snowed.
The thief ENTER the house by this window. Sentence It 60
Ai..>:frQ
6O.i Piskwa'n.
60ji Piskwa'tuknaq.
6O.Ui Piskwa'snaq tett,
14<)
I went in/go in.
Maybe he went in.
It would seem he went in-
there.
The house BE WHITE.
70j l'-wape'kip na amskwes.
70.ii r-wape'ksip to'q.
70.iii Wape'k.
70,iv TaIte'tIn i··wape'ksip.
70.v Talte'tIn j'-wape'kip.
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Sentence 1# 70
II.=l>
It used to be white before.
It used to be white. as everyone
knows. [Do you know?].
(It is) white.
I think that it used to be white·
do you know?
I think it used to be white.
Appendix II
TMA Questionnaire· Mi'kmaq Responses
MI'KMAQ RESPONSES
Dahl's
TENSE·MOOD-ASPECf (TMA)
QUESTIONNAIRE
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1. [Standing in front of a house]
The house BE BIG
1. Meski'k. It is big, [Speaker can see "if',)
mesk·j'·k
big-II,VF-il.3.Indep.neut
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Standing in front of a big house, 50 you can see it,
a.Eleanor: Meski'k,
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2. [Talking about the house in which the speaker lives (the house is out
of sight))
The house BE BIG
2. Meski'k. It is big. [Speaker can't see "it".]
mesk-i'·k
big-II.VF-I1.3.Indep.neut
DISCUSSiON
~~~~~:::~~y~~=;~~~U~~u~~kt~~~t~t::::.~~~~e~;;'u~~s~~tK;:i~~t.
Neither of us can see it.
a.Eleanor: Meski·k.
Stephanie: 50 it doesn't matter that we can't see it?
b.EIeanor: Um. hum.
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3.
3. Meski'kupnek. It was big. ["It" has been torn down.
doesn't exist anymore.]
mesk-i'-k-u-pn-ek
big-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut-<on-att-abs
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: So Number 3 says, we're talking about a house. We're talking
about the house in which the speaker used to live. but it's now been tom down.
iI.Eleanor: Meski'kupnek.
Stephanie: O.K. Meski'kupnek. So it's tom down, we can't see it.
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4. {Talking about a house which the speaker saw for the first time
yesterday and doesn't see now)
The house BE BIG
4.i Meski'kek.
mesk·i··k-ek
big-noYF--n.3.lndep.neut-abs
4.ii Stephanie's meski'k.
It is big. [speaker saw ~it~ yesterday but
is not looking at it now.]
Stephanie house is still big,
Stephanie's mesk·j'·k-ek
big-D.VF-ll.3.lndep.neut-abs
4.iii Stephanie meski'kupnek
wi'kek.
mesk-i'-k-u-pn-ek
big-ll.VF-Il3.lndep-att-abs
DISCUSSION
r+~f~~~'~oh~tt~e~~~~g~hich
Stephanie had last year but no
longer has, 1
w·i'k-ek
poss.3-house-abs
...Eleanor. Meski'kek..
Stephanie: Meski'kek.? Because Number 1 was Meski'k? .. but Number 4, you
saw it yesterday.
b,Elunor. There are some changes because 1saw it.
Stephanie: So how does that literally translate into English then?
c.Eleanor. I saw a big house,
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Stephanie: I saw a big house. So if you were telling somebody,
"Stephanie's house is big," You'd stilt say Meski'kek?
d.Elemor: No, if [was telling somebody that you still have a big house, I
would say Stephanie's Meski'k. But if I talk about your house last year, [ would
say, Stephanie Meski'kupnek wi'kek.
Stephmie: Right, it was big from last year.
e.Eleanor: Yes,
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[Q: What your husband DO right now? (:: What activity is he engaged
in?)
A: by someone who can see him]
He WRITE letters
5.i Etlwj'ket. S/he is writing/writes.
[ih:~~a~~~~~~~o~\Js/he's
writing a private letter, it just describes
~~i~~~~~~~1 that someone is
5.ii Etlwi'kikl wi'btiknn.
Etl-wi'k-e-t
in the process-write-AI.VF-AI.3.lndep,neut
S/he is in the process of writing letters.
[Speaker can see him/her.]
Etl-wi'k-i-k-i wi'katikn-n
in the process-write-con-T1.3.lndep.neut-in.pl book-in.pl
5.iii Etlwi'kik wi'katikn, S/he is in the process of writing
a letter. [The speaker can actuaUy
see him or her writing a letter.]
Etl-wi'k-i-k wi'katikn
in the process-write-con-T1.3.lndep.neut book
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Now, Number 5. So, there is a question. What's your husband do
right now? What activity is he engaged in, and the answer is by someone who
can see him. So I'm asking you, what's Patrick doing right now, what's your
husband doing, and your answer is - he write letters. How are you going to say
that.
a.Eleanor: Etlwi'ket.
Stephanie: Etlwi'ket?
b.Eleanor. Etlwi"ket. Kisna [or] Etlwikikl wi"katikn. O.K? You're assuming
I'm looking over there [at himj?
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Stephanie: Yes, you can see him right now.
e.Eleanor. I can see him. I don't know if he's writing a private letter, or if he is
just scribbling. Etlwi'ket.
Stephanie: O.K.
d.Eleanor. That just tells me the physical activity· that he's writing something,
Stephanie: Yes,O.K.
e.Eleanor. But if I wanted to put in more detail, if I could actually see him
writing a letter, I would say. Etlwi'kik wi'katikn.
Stephanie: Etlwi'kik wi'katikn.. O.K. that's the private letter.
i.Eleanor. Urn. hum, t actually see him with a letter.
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6.i Etlwikild wi'katiknn,
He WRITES letters (but you can't see him)
S/he is in the process of writing letters.
(Speaker can't see him/her.j
Etl-wi'k+k-I wi'katikn-n
in the process-write-a>n-TI.3.Indep.neut-in.pl book-in.pl
6.ii Etlwi'kik wi'katikn. S/he is in the process of writing a
letter. [Speaker can't see him/her.j
Etl-wi'k-i-k
in the process-write-a>n-TI.3.lndep.neut
wi'katikn
book
6.iii Nmu'ltes na wejiaq. I'll see you when it happens.
Nm-u'l-te-s na wej-ia-q
see-TA.VF-Fut-supp=TA.l>2.Fut dm come/
result from-D.VF- n.3.lndep.neut
6.iv (Katu) teluepnaq ketuwikik but s/he said s/he wants to write
wi'katikn, a letter.
(Katu) Tel-u-e-pn-aq ketu
(But) speak-<:on-AI.VF-AI.3.Indep.att-abs want/preceed/wish
wi'k+k wi'katikn.
write-A1VF-A13.Indep.neut book
6.v Ajuwikik wi'k.a;tikn. S/he is going over there to write a
letter.
Aju-wi'k-i-k wi·katikn.
movement-write-con-TI.3.Indep.neut book
6.vi Mu tamu wejiaq, I don't know what is happening.
Mu tamu wej-i-aq
neg where(neg) come/result from-II.VF-II.3.lndep.neut
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plSCUSSION
Stephanie: He writes letters· and you don't know any of the circumstances.
you're just telling me, Ott, what's he doing? He's just writing letters,
oJI,EleoJlnor: Ethvikikl wi'katiknn..
Stephanie: Yes. it's the same {as number 5.ii],
b,Eleanor: It's the same,
StephoJlnie: So it doesn't matter whether you can see him doing it or not?
c,EleoJlRor: Nmu'1tes na wejiaq (= I'll see you when it happens,) Because 1
can't see him, Ah.., Wejiaq,
StephoJlnie: Wejiaq, You don't know. O.K. [wejiaq = when it happens]
e.Elunor: But then again, I could qualify and say. Teluepnaq {He said
absentative} ketuwi'kik wi'katikn.
Stephanie: So it changes. You say Wejiaq. because you can't see him.
f,Elunor: Yes. But then you can put a quaUfier in there and say. Katu
teluepnaq ketu wikik wi'katikin. He wants to write a letter.
Stephanie: You think he writes a letter?
g.E1eanor: Yes. kisna (or) Ajuwikik wi'katikn. He is going over there to write
a letter.
Stephanie: But you don't know if he's writing it because you can't see him.
h.Eleanor: No... mu tantu wejiaq. {I don't know what is happening.]
Stephanie: Right
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7.i EUwi'kikl wi'utiknn to'q.
7, [A: I just talked to my brother on the phone. B: What he 00 right now? A:
answers]
He WRITE letters
He is writing/writes letters [because he
told me on the phone that he's doing it
now· ·to·q~],
Etl·wi'k·i--k·1 wi'katikn-n to'q
in the process--write-<on-ll.3.lndep.neuHn.pl book-in.pl community
knowledge
7.ii to'q To'q refers to common community
knowledge
DISCllSSIQN
~:~~~~n~~:theNp~~~~ ;~~~t~~?j~~~~:d~~~i'blr~~~~a~~~op~~ne,"
and I say, "Oh. what's he doing. what's he do right now, what's he doing right
now?" and then you are going to tell me he is writing letters.
il.Elul\or: Etlwi'kikl wi'katiknn. But I would say Etlwi'kikl wi'katiknn to'q.
You have to put your to'q there.
5tephwe: Now the to'q means ... ?
b.E1eUlor: ~Acted right now.-He is doing it actuillly now.~
5tephutie: Is that because someone told you that on the phone?
~~=nik~~~~~~,:eE~n~~&h~"t~~:~~~ingit now· ~to'q~.
5tephutie: So can the to'q be translateC. ~someone told me so·?
d,Eleitnor: Yes. It is second-hand information. He is the one who is telling me
that he is doing that. I don't see him. So when you ask him, "What is your
brother doing?" And t tell you, because I spoke to him, I will answer, Etlwi'kikl
to'q wi'katiknn to'q.
Stephanie: Yes, It tells you supposedly.
e.Eleanor: Yes. supposedly that's what he's doing,
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9. [A: I went to see my brother yesterday. B: What he 00 right now? A
answers:j He WRITE letters.
9. Etlwi'kikipnn wi·k~tiknn. S/he was in the process of writing
letters.
Etl·wi'k-i-k-ipn-n
in the process-write-con-T1.3.Indep.-att-in.pl
DISCUSSION
wi·katikn-n.
book-in.pl
Stepmnie: Number 9. O.K., you're telling me, I went to see my brother
yesterday, and I said, "Oh, what he do?" What activity was he engaged in
yesterday?
a.Eleanor: O.K., Number 9 - I went to see my brother yesterday. Etlwi'kikipnn
wi'katiknn. O.K.?
Stephanie: EUwi'kUdpnn wi'katiknn.
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11. [A: I talked to my brother yesterday. B; What he DO? (: What activity
was he engaged in?)]
He WRITE letters.
11. Etlwi'kikipnn wj'ka.ljknn. S/he was in the process of writing
letters.
Etl-wi'k-i-k-ipn-n
in the process-write-<on-TI.3.lndep-att-in.pl
DISCUSSION
wrkatikn-n.
book-in.pl
Slephanie: Number 11 • I talked to my brother on the phone yesterday, and I
say to him, "What was he doing when you were talking to him on the phone
yesterday?"
a.Eleanor: Etlwi'kikipnn.
Slephanie: The sentence is the same as in number 9?
b.Eleanor: Yes.
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13. fA; When you visited your brother yesterday, what he DO after you had
dinner? A:]
He WRITE letter
13. Ewi'kikipM wi'katiknn. S/he wrote letters at a specific time
[after dinner}.
E-wi'k+k-ipn-n
specific tim~write-con-n.3.lndep-att-in.pl
wi'katikn-n.
book-in.pl
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Number 12 is the same as Number 11 so we will skip it. Number 13
- so I'm asking you, "When you visited your brother yesterday, what was he
doing after he had dinner?"
a.Elunor: Ewi'kikipnn wi'katiknn.
Stephanie: The same as number 9 and number II? No, it changes.
E'wi'kikipnn wi'katiknn. So it's not Etl ?
b.Eleanor: No. He had • he did something specifically after dinner-
Ewi'kikipM wi'katiknn. So if I really translated that,l would say, '1<isataikek
Ewi'kikipnn wi'katiknn." See? Kisatalkek:: after he ate. EWi'kikipnn
wi'katiknn.
Stephanie: What's the difference between the Etiwi'kikipnn in Number 9, and
EWi'kikipnn?
c.Eleanor. OK in Number 9, Etlwi'kikipnn he was in the process "Etl"
"Etl" In thelrDCeSs, that's right He was in thXess, or he is in the process of
;o~n;lt';;ill;S=~h~nd~~tJg~~ ~~~~r~inne~, ~~~ut. But in Number 13,
Stephanie: And that's your Ewi'kikipnn?
d.Eleanor. Ewi'kikipnn.
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15. [Q; What your brother 00 if you don't go to see him today, do you think?
AI
He WRITE letter,
15. TeHte'lmk ewi'kmuet
wi'katikn.
Tel·ite'lm·k
thus-TA.VF.think-TA,l>3,Indep.neut
1 think, or it is possible that s/he is
writing a letter.
ewi'km-u-e-t wi"katikn
write.11 stem-TA.VF-AlVF-Al.3.Indep.neut book
DISCUSSION
;~~~~~er:;Sou:r::~~~n~~ ~~:o":;~r~U:y~~o~e;ud~~;:,o~w:~~:s
words, you don't see him, we're just talking about your brother, you and I, and
I'm saying what do you think your brother is doing today, and you're telling me
that he is writing a letter, You think he's writing a letter.
a.Eleanor. If I think he might be doing that, then I would say, "Telite'lmk
ewi'kmuet wi'katikn." You're just saying, "I think:' - Telite'Jmk.
Stephanie: 1 think he's writing a letter.
b.Eleanor. Yes, ''Telite'lmk'' is "I think," or "maybe it is possible",
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16. [What your brother 00 when we arrive, do you think? (What activity
will he be engaged in?)]
He WRITE a letter.
Jiptuk pm-wi'k-a+ew
maybe along-write-AI,VF-Fut-per.3
16. Jiptuk pmwi'katew wi'katikn. Maybe s/he will be in the process of
writing a letter,
wi'katikn,
book
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: I'm asking you, "What do you think your brother is going to be
doing when we get to his place, when we arrive there and see him. what do you
think he will be doing?
a,Eleanor. And 1would have to say. "Jiptuk pmwi'katew wi'katikn" Jiptuk ==
maybe. Jiptuk pmwfkatew == maybe he will be in the process of writing a letter.
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18. [Q: What your brother usually 00 after breakfast? A:]
He WRITE letters.
18, Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. S/he writes letters (habitually).
E·wi'k·i-k·!
specific time-write-<on-TI.3,Indep,neut-in.pl
DISCUSSION
wi'katikn-n.
book-in,pl
Stephanie: O.K. Now Number 18, it's saying. "What does your brother usually
do after breakfast? And you say he write letters,
a.Eleanor: Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. I don't see him writing these letters. but it
might be a habit of his.
Stephanie: This is it; that's what they're getting at here a habit.
b.Eleanor: It's a habit. Eight o'clock he finishes breakfast. and at 8:15 he sits
down and he writes letters. So if you say, 'cwi'kikl wi'katiknn" that definitely
tells me O.K. that's it, that's what he does.
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20. [Q: What your brother usually DO after breakfast last summer? A:J
He WRITE letter
20. Ewi'kikipn wi'katikn. S/he wrote a letter [habitually during a
~~~~~d~~~o~~~:~e~tnd now s/he
E·wi'k·i--k·ipn
specific time-write-<on-TI.3.Indep-att.cf
wi'katikn
book
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: O.K. Number 20. "What did your brother usually do after breakfast
last summer?" Only last summer when he was in Maine picking berries.
a.EJURor: Ewi'kikipn wi'katikn.
Stephanie: OK Why couldn't you say, Ewi'kikl as in number IS?
b.Eleanor: Ewi·kikl· that's like saying, Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. It's like a job. No,
but you're talking about a habit, that he did last summer, which means after
breakfast last summer he wrote letters.
Stephanie: O.K., but if you say "Ewi'kikipn", that means.... ?
c.Eleanor: Ewi'kikipn That was last summer. O.K.?
Stephanie: O.K., but not a habit.
d.Eleanor: Ewi'kikipn wi'katikn. It was almost like saying that every morning
for two months that he wrote a letter.
Stephanie: So it's a short duration of time.
e,Eteanor: Yes, according to your question anyway.
Stephanie: Yes, and that's what they..... they're wondering if there is a
difference between a habit that has no time span, and something that was done
in a certain amount of time only.
f.Eleanor: O.K., then, "what does your brother do?" "Ewi'kikl wi·katiknn." So
that would be, he does it every day, every day forever.
Stepha.nie: Forever, yes forever. But the other Ewi'kikipn?
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g.Eleanor: It just tells you that it was a duration. Especially when you qualify
it with last summer.
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22. {Q; What are you planning to do right now? AI
I WRITE letter
22. Ewi'km wi'katikn nike',
E-wi'k-m
specific tim~write-TI.l.Indep.neut
[ am in the process right this instance
of writing a Letter.
wi'katikn nike'
book now
DiSCUSSION
Stephanie: Number 22, What are you planning to do - if [asked you, "Eleanor,
what are you planning to do right now?" You're going to write a letter.
a,Eleanor: Ewi'krn wi'katikn nike', You have to write nike' down for "right
now", [could also say. "Assma nike' = right this minute",
Stephanie: And, if you didn't put the nike', and you said Ewi'krn wi'katikn?
b.Ele~or: So, you might be sitting down there in the process of writing a
letter, you might stop or you might start in five minutes time, but Assma nike'
seems to denote, I am in the actual process, right now, right this instant, this is
what I am doing.
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24. [Neither A nor B can see B's Brother. A: What he DO right now. do you
think? (What activity is he engaged in?)]
He WRITE letter (1 think so because he does that e\'eryday at this time)
24, Etlwi'kik etuk wi'bukn. Maybe/perhaps s/he is writing a
letter.
Etl-wi'k+k
in the process-write-con-ll.3.Indep,neut
DISCUSSION
otuk
perhaps
wj'katikn
book
Stephilnie: Right. O.K. Number 24. Neither you nor I can see your brother,
~~~~~~SI~ri~~~i;~~t~I=~=~~~:~~~~~~~~c:~~~~
day at that time.
a.Eleanor. I would say, I guess, Etlwi'klk etuk wi'katikn, or you can put etuk
first; as you may know, free word,
Stephanie: How would you translate the "Etuk?"
b.E1eanor. MMaybe,M or Mcould he,M or Mperhaps.- It's sort of a word saying.
"maybe perhaps.- MI'm not swe, but I think that's what he does at this time",
Stephnie: So you couldn't say, "'Etlwi'1Qk to'q?M
c.E1eanor. No, Etlwi'kik etuk wi'katikn. You have to tell me you think that's
what he is doing, Neither one of us can see him, remember?
Stephanie: Right. O.K, So if we don't have the etuk. is the ending the part that
tells you that neither of us can see him?
d.Eleanor: I think Jiptuk will tell you more. but both words need each other to
tell you if perhaps or maybe.
Stephanie: That we can't see him.
e,Eleanor: You can't see him, so perhaps that is what he is doing.
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25, (My brother works at an office. B: What kind of work he 00 there?)
He WRITE letter(s),
25.i Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. S/he writes letters.
E-wi'k+k-i
specific time-write-<:on-TI,3.1ndep.neut-in.pl
wi'katikn-n.
book-in,pl
25.ii Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn to'q. It is common knowledge that slhe
writes letters.
E-wi'k-i-k-I wi"katikn-n to'q
specific time-write-con-Tl3,Indep,neut-in.pl book-in.pl community
knowledge
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: So you're telling me that Peter works in an office in Number 25, and
I say, "Oh, what kind of work does he do?"
<1.Eleanor: Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn. He writes (letters], Wi'katiknn also could be
books OX? Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn.
Stephanie: And the wi'katiknn can go front or back of the Ewi'kikl - right?
b.Eleanor: yes
Stephanie: What would be the difference then between Etlwi'kik as in Number
24? ls it because we can't see him at the office?
c.Eleanor: But you're asking me what kind of work does he do, I am
describing the work now. Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn, Or you could say - Ewi'kikl
wi'katiknn to'q.
Stephanie: We could say the to'q?
d.Eleanor: We could say that to'q too. U we said Ewi'kikl wi'katiknn to'q, that
would be more or less, not exactly sPffind-hand information but COMMON
FACT you know? Everybody knows Peter writes these things.
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26. [A: Last year, my brother worked at an office. B: What kind of work he
00 here?]
He WRITE letter
26.i Ewi'kikipnn (wi'k.ttiknn). S/he wrore letters but does not
do so anymore.
E-wi'k-i-k-ipn-n
specific time-write-<on-T1.3.lndep-atLd-in.pl
wi'katikn-n
book-in.pl
26.ii Nuji-wi'kikipn (wi'k,ltikn). S/he was the one who was writing.
(the former writer of the letter)
nuji-wi'k-i-k-ipn
one who does-write-<:on-T1.3.Indep-att.d
DISCUSSION
( wi'katikn)
(book)
Stephanie: OK Now, Number 26·1f1 said to you, "Oh Eleanor.I knew that
Peter was working in an office last year, but he's not working there now, what
was he doing?
•.Elnnor. Ewi'kikipn (wi'lcatikn).
Stepbnie: Finished, done. Yes?
b.Elnnor. Or I could also say nuji-wi'kikipn wi'katikn. ~Hewas the one th.t
was writing the (letter).N nuji- =he was the one... So, in a sense when you put the
nuji-wi'kikipn wi'katikn. it teUs you that that was his former work. O.K.?
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27 [A: My brother has got a new job. He'll start tomorrow. B: What kind
of work he 00 there?]
He WRITE letters,
27, Nuji-wi'kital ap wi'katiknn. S/he will again begin the job of
writing letters,
nuji-wi'k-i-t-al
one who does-write-con-Fut-in.pl
ap wi'katikn-n
again book-in.pl
DISCUSSION
Steph.mie: Number 27. "Oh, I heard Peter got a new job, and he's going to
start tomorrow, What is he going to be doing?"
a.Eleanor: Nuji-wi'kital ap wi'katiknn. In other words, is he writing books
again. NUji-wi'kital ap. Ap is separate.
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28. (Talking of what happened yesterday]
\'Vhile my brother WRITE a letter, I WAIT in the garden
28. Etli·skm.1lY.1lP ni'kn.1lq
pmwi'kikek wi'k.1Itikn.
I was waiting at our house while
he was in the process of writing a
letter {assuming that this happened
yesterday}.
Etli-skm-a-y-ap
in the process-wait-AJ.VF-AJ3.Indep-att
pm-wi'k-i-k-ek wi'katikn
along-write-con-Al.3.lndep.neut-abs book
n-j'k-n-aq
poss.l-house-33-loc
DISCUSSION
Steph.1lnie: O,K., SO we're at Number 28. We are talking about what happened
b:~~~~a~~:":J=gt:~e~:r~atyou were waiting in the garden while your
.1I.Ele.1lnor: Etli-skmayap. Do you want me to translate the garden too?
Stephwe: However you would want to say that.
b,Elunor: Etli-skmayap ika'taqaniktuk, or we'll just say etli-skmayap.
Stephwe: You were waiting?
(.Elunor: Etli-skmayap ni'knaq - at my house. Then pmwi'kikek wi'katikn.
Pm- ·while he was in the process·. Now, after you write down your sentence, I
want you to read it for me to see if you got the (orrect ending.
Stephnie: Etli-skmayap
d.E1unor: Etli-skmayap "I waited... Ni'knaq - at my house.
Stephwe: Pmwi'kikek.
e.Ele.1lltor: That's assuming that this happened yesterday.
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29. [Q: Did your brother finish the letter quickly? A:l
(No,) he WRITE the letter slowly.
29. Moqwa p.J.wi'kikip. No. S/he wrote it slowly.
Moqwa paw-i'k-i-k-ip
No slowly-write-<on-TI.3.lndep-att
DISCUSSION
a.Eleanor: MoqWil pawi'kikip.
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30. h~:l:~f of the water in a lake which is visible to the speaker and the
(The water is usually warm, but today) It BE cold.
30j Tekp.a'q.
Tek-pa-a.-q
cold-liquidD.VF-ll.3.lndep.neut
3O.ii Tekpa'qap.
Tek-pa-a-q-ap
cold-liquid-ll.VF-U.3.lndep-att
3O.iii Tekpa'qapnek
DISCUSSION
It (waterl is cold right now.
It [the waterl was cold this morning. or
yesterday.
That means this morning it [the water]
was cold. but I don't know if it's cold
now.
StephMlie: O.K Number 30. 50 you and I are standing here, we are looking
out; say we're at Murdena's, and we're looking out at the water, at the lake. and
you say to me, NOh, the water is cold. but it's usually warm, but today it is cold. M
It's cold.
iI.Eleanor. You're talking about weather, but if you say tekpa'q, then you're
talking about water, O.K.
Stephanie: Yes.
Mde Voice(Dr. Miette..l Robich.aud - folklorist): But even in English, there has
to be some sort of prerequisite that you have touched the water, and that you
have done something to know that the water is cold.
Steph'lInie: Not if you saw the temperature on the thermometer - not
necessarily; you could say the water is freezing on windy days like today.
b.Eleanor: Yes Thafs an assumption
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M;tle Voice: But the assumption has to be based on something. You know what
1mean, even in English.
Stephanie: But, see she has a choice. She has to make a choice of endings, and
one of them being whether she actually experienced something or not.
Male Voice: Well, O.K. How you experience it? Like if you touched it or if you
saw it?
c.Ele;anor: O.K., 1can say Tekpa'q. That means cold right now, or l can say
Tekpa'qap - it was cold this morning, or yesterday. Or I can say Tekpa'qapnek
that means this morning it was cold, but I don't know if it's cold now. Each time
you change the ending, it tells you something.
Male Voice: O.K., right. So you can't actually then say, physically say, you
know, it's cold now, or whatever, ....right?
d.Elunor. I think this part, you know· the water is usually wann, but today it
is, you know, it's cold.
Stephanie: O.K. Tekpa'q?
e.Eleanor: Tekpa'q.
Stephanie: After you have touched it?
f.Eleanor: Yes. I have to touch it to know if it's cold, or stick my finger in it.
Steph;anie: You have to experience it?
g.Eleanor: Yes
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31. [Of a visible lake, what the water is usually like]
It BE cold
31.i Tekpol'q
Tek-pa·a·q
cold-liquid-D.VF-D3.Indep.neut
3l.ii Tekpol'q to'q.
Tek-pa·a~q
cold-liquid-U.VF-D.3.Indep.neut
DISCUSSION
That means that I know that this lake
is particularly cold water; like if you
are swimming the shores of Maine,
you know the water is freezing there
all the time. That would mean that I
had swam there previously. That
means, you know I was just in it, and
l'm telling you it's freezing.
It is cold, as everyone knows.
{If I never swam in it [the water], but
Patrick [my husband} swam in it, I
would tell Stephanie, Tekpa'q to·q.]
to'q
community knowledge
Stepho1nie: O.K., Number 31. So. we're o1t Murdena's and we're looking out at
the lake. and I would ask you, "How is the water in that lake?"
a.Elunor: Tekpa'q. That means that I know that this lake is particularly cold
water; like if you are swinuning the shores of Maine, you know the water is
freezing there all the time. That would mean that 1had swam there previously.
Stephanie: But you would had to have gone in the water. you would had to
have physically gone in the water? If someone had told you ~ if you had never,
ever gone in the water, and you just sort of know because your husband told
you, then do you have to say, Tekpa'q to'q?
b.Elunor: Tekpa'q to'q.
Male Voice: But do you have the construction if the water is cold?
Stephanie: You can't go by the literal translations. You have to go by working
backwards from this language. because then you get false meanings.
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MAle Voice: Right, but again, like say you wanted to say, 1he water is cold."
00 you still have to verify that - how you have experienced that it's cold?
(.Eleanor: Like, you know, Stephanie asked me, ~How is this water over
here,"and if 1never swam in it, but Patrick swam in it, I would tell Stephanie,
Tekpa'q to'q,
Stephanie: Because she didn't physically go in.
d.E1eanor: But somebody else did. and I had this infonnation from
somebody else.
MAle Voice: Right, right. You kind of have to qualify it.
Steph;mie: It has to be personal experience, or it doesn't count.
e.Eleanor: But if I just looked at Stephanie and told her, Tekpa'q. That means,
you know I was just in it, and I'm telling you it's freezing.
MAle Voice: Right, right, right.
f.E1unor: But if I add the to'q on it, that means somebody told me it.
Stephanie: You'll even see it as we go through here, because first she said
~~:~b~e~7:X~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~,
out, and so she says, Tekpa·q. You know it's usually cold because she swam in it;
~~~~~~;:~i~~O~~~r~::~~~~keinisit~~~rs~~t:se~e~~~~u~been
in it because she is phobic of swimming and she won't go near water, and she
has never touched it, she would have to say, Tekpa'q to'q because she is too
terrified to touch the water. Right?
g,E1eanor: And I know from somebody else that it is cold.
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32. [Of a visible lake, in which the speaker swam yesterday)
(Today the water is warm, but yesterday) it BE cold
32. Tekp~'q~p.
Tek-pa-a-q-ap
cold-liquid-II.VF-ll.3.Indep-att
DISCUSSION
It was cold. [The speaker was
swimming in the water yesterday.)
Stephanie: Now if we go to Number 32, we're looking out Murdena's window,
and you went swimming yesterday - today the water is really, really warm
because I just came out, but you want to tell me that yesterday it was cold when
you went swimming.
~.Eleanor: Tekpa'qap.
Stephanie: OX Tekpa'qap. And why did you add the -ap?
b.Eleanor. It was yesterday.
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33. (Of a visible lake]
(The first time [swam in this water many years ago) it BE cold
33. I'-tekp<1'q<1p It used to be cold a (ong time ago.
r-tek-pa-a-q-ap
it used to be-cold-liquid-U.VF-II.3Jndep-att
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Now Number 33. We're looking at the water and you're telling me.
''The first time I swam in the water many years ago, it was cold."
a.Eleanor. l'-tekpa'qap j'- =it used to be.
Stephanie: l'-tekpa'qap. A long time ago. That's the i'-.
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34. [Of a visible lake, said in the summer]
(Usually the water is warm, but this summer) it BE cold
34. I'-petekip.
r-pet-e-k-ip
it used to be-warm-D.VF-D.3.Indep-att
DISCUSSION
It [the water} is usually warm.
Stephanie: Now we're standing there, we're looking at the lake, it's in the
summer, and we're saying the water is usually warm, but now it's cold. This
summer it's cold,
a.Eleanor: You would say, r-petekip. "It [the water} is warm,"
Stl!phanil!: ....it's cold this summer. It's usually warm, but we're sticking with
cold.
b,Eleanor: Usually the water is warm, but this time it's cold,
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36.
36. Tekpa'qatew. That means ifit (water) is cold now, it
will be cold tomorrow.
Tek-pa.a-q-a-t-ew
cold-liquid-U.VF-II.3.Indep.neut~on-Fut-per.3
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Nwnber 36. We're standing there and we're talking· the both of us
are together· and we're looking at the water, and you tell me, "It's no use hying
to swim in the lake tomorrow, the water is cold, and it's going to be cold
tomorrow too." The water will be cold.
a.Eleanor. I would say, Tekpa'qatew. You know, Tekpa'qatew. That means if
it's cold now, it will be cold tomorrow.
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53. [A: [ want to give your brother a book to read, but l don't know which,
Is there any of these books that he READ already? B:]
(Yes,) he READ this book
53.i E'e ki's-kiskitk. Yes, s/he read/reads it already.
E'e ki's-kis-kit-k.
Yes already-already--eount-TI.3.Indep.neut
53.ii E'e te'Ue'lm ki's·kiskitk Yes, I think s/he reads it already.
E'e te'l-te't-m
yes think-n.VF.think-T1.3.Indep.neut
ki's-kis-kit-k.
already-already--eount-TI.3.Indep.neut
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: O.K., we're going to change subjects now. For Number 53, we're
going to start talking about your brother reading a book. So I say, I want to give
your brother a book to read. but I don't know which book. Are there any of these
books that he has read already? And you're just going to say, "Yes, he read this
book:' My brother read this book.
<I.Eleanor: You just want me to say, "Yes, he read this book."?
Stephanie: Yes.
b,Eleanor. Well. you see what would be happening here, ideally, is that I
;~~i~:f:r1=:::,~~t~d~~:~I~j~~!y ~~~et~i\~~s~~~.if you gave me a
Stephanie: But you have to be looking at the book?
c.Eleanor. Practically, yes. I am also assuming he read this book. and you can
also say. E'e te'lte'lm ki's-kiskitk. E'e te'lte'lIn. E'e te'He'1m ki's-kiskitk. Yes I
think he read it already. 8e<:ause- he never told me he read it, but I think he did.
Stephanie: Right.
d.Eleanor. I am just assumjng that he read it
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54. [A: It seems that your b:-other never finishes books.]
(That is not quite true.) He READ this book (= all of it)
54. E'e ki's-kiskitk. Yes, s/he read/reads it already.
E'e ki's·kis-kit-k.
Yes already-already-<ount-TI.3.Indep.neut
DiSCUSSION
Stephani~: Now Number 54 says, nit seems your brother never finishes books:'
This is not quite true. He read all of this book. You know for sure that he did
read it. You know that he read it.
a,Eleanor: E'e ki's-kiskitk,
Stephanie: It's the same as number 53, it doesn't make any difference?
b.Eleanor: yes
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55. (Q Your brother 00 what his teacher told him to do today?]
(Yes,) he READ (aU of) this book (as he was told)
55. Fe ki's-kis-kip. Yes, already s/he read it [l know
because s/he verified it}.
E'e ki"s-kis-ki-p.
Yes already--eomplete-<ount/read-T13.lndep-att
~or:~lo~~~~~o:e~~e[~ka::r~~r~~;:So~:~~:::[::tt~gr~ring,
DISCUSSION
Steph.nie: O.K., Number 55. Your brother, he read the book because
someone told him to do it, so he did it. Does it make a difference that someone
told him to read it?
.,Elunor: Then what you have to say is, E'e ki's-kis-kip. That's me telling
you......you told Patrick to read the book, and I'm sitting here by Patrick and I
know for swe that he read it.
Stephuie: OX
b.Elunor: But this is a silly example. Do you know why it's a silly example?
You never know if a person really read the book unless they said they read it.
~=o~~u::~~:e;;~r:ed~~~%(~r:,~o~::;~ :eht;:~~~So~~
up here, opening it, and looking at it, but that doesn't mean I'm reading it. But
you looking at me would assume that I am reading the syllabus or something,
Stephuie: So we still don't know, right?
c.Eleuor: You don't know.
Slephwe: And what's the only way to know?
d.Eleuor: U 1ask you, "Did you read that book?" and if you give me a definite
answer, because just assuming somebody is reading something is not the arum!
tnlth it's ooly an assumption
Stephnie: Do you think that's what those endings are doing? Is that why
Mi'kmaq has those -p's and -s's?
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e.Eleanor. Yes!
Stephanie: that's the tribal consciousness? .. that's the reality?
f.Eleanor. Yes! That's reality. Either it is or it isn't!
Stephanie: And you can only know by having the person tell you?
g.Eleanor. Yes. or you can have second-hand information from somebody,
and if that's the case, then you put a qualifier in there - Stephanie, telimit =
Stephanie she says so.
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56. [Q: Is the king still alive? A:l
(No,) he OrE
56.i Nephq elike'wiu.q. The king died.
Nep-k-aq
die-Al.3.lndep.neut-abs
elike'w-i-t-aq
throw-A1VF-Al.3.Indep.neut= [king ie. cards]-abs
The king died. as everyone knows56.ii Nepkaq elike'wit.
Nep-k-aq
die-Al3.Indep.neut-abs
~e~~tt~_AI.3,Indep,neut=[king ie, cardsJ-abs to'qcommunity knowledge
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: In Number 56 we're talking about the king. and I ask you, -Is the
king still aliver' And you anwer, "No. he died. he's dead, He's not alive
anymore.8
a.EleMlor: What do you need to know? How long ago did he die?
Stephanie: No information there.
b.EleMlor: Then I would have to say, Nepkaq elike'witaq. I am saying
elike'witaq,
Stephanie: Does it matter how long he's been dead?
c.EleMlor: No. Well, what did we say?
Stephanie: You gave me, Nepkaq elike·witaq. You gave me nepkaq.
d.Eleanor: Nepkaq elike'witaq to'q.
Stephanie: So what does nepkaq mean here? Long time? Short time? Does it
matter?
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e.Eleanor. Nepkaq elike'witaq to·q .ifs just like you just heard the news that
the kind died, but you heard it from somebody else, O.K.? But if I was coming in
to announce to you that I knew that the king had died, I would say nepkaq
elike·witaq.
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57. [A: Have you heard the news? B: No, what happened? A:J
The king BE KILLED (alt: They KILL the king)
57. Nepkaq elike'wilaq (to'q).
Nep-k-aq
die-Al.3.lndep.neut-abs
The king died (as everyone knows).
elike'w-i-t-aq to'q
throw-AI.VF-AI.3.lndep.neut= [king ie. cardsl-abs commwtity knowledge
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Now we go to Number 57. "Have you heard the news?" And you
say, "No, what happened?" "The king died."
a.Eleanor: Have you heard the news, the king died. Nepkaq elike'witaq.
Stephanie: It's the same as number 56. O.K.
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58, IQ: Do you think the king will go to sleep? A:]
(Yes,) he BE TIRED
58. E'e kispnet. S/he is tired,
E'e kispn.-e-t
Yes tired-AlVF-AI,3,lndep.neut
DISCUSSION
Steph~nie: Now Number 58. I'm saying, "Do you think the king will go to
sleep?" Could we use another word besides king?
a.EJeanor: Well, put down baby.
Stephanie: OK Do you think the baby will go to sleep? And you answer,
"Yes, he or she is tired." They're going to go to sleep because they're tired. You
answer, "Yes. he is tired."
b.EJeanor. I would say, E'e kispnet. But that doesn't mean that they are asleep.
I'm just telling you she or he is tired.
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59. [Looking out the window, seeing that the ground is wet]
It SNOW (not long ago)
Probably it already snowed.
Kisi·kis-pes-a-q etuk
completed-already-snow-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut probably/perhaps
59.ii Kis-pesaq
k~pes-a-q
already-snow-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut
It already snowed.
DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Now Number 59. We're looking out the window, and we're seeing
that the ground is wet, and you are going to tell me it snowed. So we're looking
out the window, and we see that the ground is wet, and you want to make a
comment about snow.
a.Eleanor. Kisi-kis-pesaq.
Stephanie: Kisi-kis-pesaq. And how would you translate that?
b.Eleanor. Mita maqamilcew kuspek. '" [because the ground is wet) But that's
not even right because you don't know why the ground is wet. Kisi-kis-pesaq
etuk. You would have to put down etuk. Mita maqamikew kuspek ""because the
ground is wet.
Stephanie: Because the ground is wet. But would you say that? Can't you just
say it's snowing?
e.Eleanor. Kis-pesaq. But if rm lookinr Qut the windpw and I §f!' it's
~, I would say kis-pesaq.
Stephanie: But you don't see the snow. You only see wet ground.
d.Eleanor: I would just say, Maqamikew kuspek.
Stephanie: What does that mean?
e.Elunor: 'The ground is wet".
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Stephanie: So they're trying to force you here to say "be<:ause the ground is
wet, that irs snowing."
f.Eleanor. Is that right? Say that again,
Stephanie: Well, they give you a situation, I should put on my tape I have two
speakers here, I have Theresa Mugridge of Membertou who is a mature student
in Mi'kmaq Studies at UCCB. We're looking out the window, you and 1, Eleanor.
and we see the ground is wet, and then you're supposed to say, or translate, it
snowed not long ago based on the fact that the ground is wet. Are you
comfortable doing that?
g.Eleanor: I could say, Kisi-kis-pesaq, etuk. Right? You would have to say
Kisi-kis-pesaq, etuk, You have to put etuk in there.
Stephanie: Why?
h.Eleanor: Because you're assuming it snowed. Somebody could have
dumped a pile of water out on the grass and it would be wet, right?
Stephanie: So, I couldn't JUSt say, Kisi-kis-pesaq?
Theres.a: Unless it stopped snowing, (and you had just been watching the
snow,)
i.Eleanor. Kisi-kis-pesaq.
Thereu.: [think you would still have to say etuk.
j.Eleanor: Kisi-kis-pesaq etuk,
Stephanie: You've got to see the snow? You can't jump from wet ground to
snow?
k.Eleanor. No. Because you can have.......the ground is wet out there and it's
not snowing because it's the nm-off from snow. So the etuk would say it
probably snowed, because the ground is wet.
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60. ~~~~~~b:~~~;:~~,ti~~t~o\~eb:S~i~r ~~f an open window and
The thief ENTER the house by this window
6O.i Piskwa'n..
Piskw-a'-n
enter-AI.VF-AI.3.Indep.neut
60jj Piskwa'tuknaq.
Piskw-a'-tukn-aq
enter-AI.VF-AI.3.Dub-abs
6O.iii PiskwoJ.'snaq lett.
Piskw-a-asn-aq
enter-A1VF-AI.3.lf:Conj.supp-abs
DISCUSSION
I went in/go in.
Maybe he went in.
It would seem he went through the
window - there.
'ett
there
Stephanie: Sentence Number 60. The situation is the police are investigating a
burglary. Seeing an open window and footprints beneath it the police inspector
says [he happens to be working for the Unama'ki police], he says in Mi'kmaq,
"The thief entered the house by the window." We're interested in the verb, Enter
- the ending.
a.Eleanor: Piskwa'n. Enter is piskwa'n. But if he's commenting that the thief
went through the window, it would be piskwa'tuknaq. Piskwa'snaq tet.
Theresa: This is how he got in.
b.Eleanor: Piskwa'snaq tett - you're saying actually he went in "there" :: tett
through this window,
Steph.J.nie: Is there some time.. ",can this be translated as a present and a past.
or how do you translate it?
c.Eleanor: It's just like I'm saying,~ he went through the
window, right? And saying "this is" where he went in, let. [tet:: there]
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Stephanie: Tet.
d,Eleanor: Tet. O.K.? The other one is.....what was the first word I said?
Stephanie: Piskwa'tuknaq
e.Eleanor: Yes, it's like I make an assumption this is where he went in.
Stephanie: OX
f.Eleanor: And the second one was.....?
Stephanie: Piskwa'snaq.
g.Eleanor: Yes, the other is saying, its more of a definite statement that this is
where he went in.
Stephanie: So the fact that you didn't see him go through the window..... like
the snow, you guys didn't want to say it was snowing, don't you have to say to'q
or etuk or something here?
Stephanie: O.K, Eleanor, I'm going to ask you another question. You, Eleanor
Johnson, are sitting right here, and we see Joe B:s office over there with a broken
window and footprints, and you tell me, in your own words, the thief entered
the house by the window.
i.Eleanor: How do I know if he went there if the footprints just only lead
there? He could have just stood there.
Stephanie: So can you say it? Or would you not even say it?
j.Eleanor: I don't think so.
Theresa: No
k.Eleanor: because the window could be broken, we don't know if he went in
there. We don't even know if the person that walked there broke the window.
Theresa: The window might have been broken before.
I.Eleanor: hm...hm
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Stephanie: So that's a ridiculous sentence, then? I mean. you're not going to
say that in real life?
m.Eleanor. No
Theresa: Not if yoy don't want tp get in trouble
Stephanie: Can I say. pi'skwasnas?
n.EleiU\or. ·Pi'skwasnas? That's not even right. Piskwa'snaq. Yes.
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70. (Q: Has this house always been red? AI
(No, earlier) the house BE WHITE
70.i I'-wape'kip na amskwes. Yes, it used to be white before.
I'.wap-e'-k·ip na amskwes
used. to be-white-II.vF-U.3.lndep-att dm at first
70.ii I'-wape'ksip to'q. It used to be white, as everyone knows
[Do you know?]
r·wap-e'·k-sip to'q
used. to be-white-D.VF-D.2.lndep-def community knowledge
70.iii W.ape'k (It is] white.
Wap-e'·k
white-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut
70.iv Talte'tm i'·wape'ksip.
Tal·te·t·m
thus.que-TI.VF.think-TI.3.Indep.neut
i'·wap-e··k·sip
used to be-white-D.VF-D.2.Indep-def
70.v Talte'tm j'.wilpe'kip.
Tal-te't-m
thus.que-TI.VF.think-TI.3.Indep.neut
j'-wap-e'·k·ip
used to be-white-D.VF-O.2.Indep-att
PISCUSSION
I think that it used to be white·
do you know?
I think it used to be white.
Steph.anie: Now, Number 70. I ask you "Has this house always been red?"
And the answer is, "No. the house is/was white." It's white now, but it used to
be red. They don't say anything about whether we're looking at it or not looking
at it.
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a.Eleanor: O.K., the house is white now. but it used to be red?
Stephanie: So I'm asking you, "Has this house always been red" and you
answer "No it BE white.".
b.Eleanor: Mu kewjitu. 1would tell you 1don't kno',,:, Mu kewjitu,
Stephanie: What if you did know that it used to be white, and you want to tell
me that,
c.Eleanor: That it used to be white?
Stephanie: Urn.
d.Eleanor: But it's red now?
Stephanie: Urn, hum,
e.Eleanor: And you're asking me do I know if it was white before?
Stephanie: Yes, you want to tell me that it was white before?
f.Eleanor: I'-wape'kip na amskwes, Yes, it used to be white before, And I'm
telling you because I know.
Stephanie: Why is the I' there? Can't you say Wape'k?
g.Eleanor: r-wape'kip. 1'- denotes that it used to be, O.K.?
Stephanie: ......na amskwes, Amskwes - what does that mean?
h.Eleanor: It used to be white a long time ago, It just denotes in the past. It
doesn't tell you yesterday, last year, or last week, but formerly it was white.
Stephanie: What if you just think it was white before, but you're not sure?
LEleanor: Talte'tm i'-wape'kip,
Stephanie: TaIte'tIn",1 think so?
j.Eleanor: Yes. Talte'tIn tells you, "I think" it used to be white,
Stephanie: I can't say i'-wape'k?
k.Eleanor: r-wape'kip, No you wouldn't say a house - i'-wape'k- if you're
talking about in the past it has to be, wape'kip.
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Stephanie: What if you never saw it and someone just told you it used to be
white?
I.Eleanor: r-wape'ksip to'q, You have to put the to'q in there if you're
believing somebody else.
Stephanie: How do you translate that?
m,Elea.nor&c
Theresa.: It used to be white,
n.Eleanor: When you put the to'q there that means 1heard it from somel:-'Xly
that it was white. But ill teU you, Amskwes i'·wape'kip, that means I know that
it was white,
Stephanie: Right. And what if you said, I'·wape'ksip?
a,Eleanor: l'-wape'ksip.
Theresa: It used to be white.
p,Eleanor: Yes,I'·wape'ksip. sip!
Stephanie: Wape'k translates as...
q.Theresa.&:':
Eleanor: White,
Stephanie: ow, present. O,K now translate I'·wape'kip.
r.Eleanor: I'-wape'kip. it used to be white.
Stephanie: So how do you translate r-wape'ksip.
s,Eleanor: O.K ill tell you r·wape'kip. I'm telling you that it used to be white
and [I know for sure because I saw it,] But I'·wape'ksip. that means I might be
getting my infonnation from somebody else to tell you that it used to be white.
Theresa: Oh yes, you're asking.l'-wape'ksip? Like that?
Stephanie: .<\nd so would you be more comfortable if I said, "Wape'k,
r·wape'kip, or r-wape'ksip to'q?
t.Eleanor. I would say.., I mean.....you know one is a definite statement
coming from somebody who knows it was white,
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Stephanie: Which one?
u.Eleanor: The first one. It's a definite statement. But if you put a to'q in there,
that means that the neighborhood history tells me that it used to be white one
time,
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109.
109. Njikn;un telud tekpa'q to'q
umqw.an.
My younger brother says the water is
cold.
N-jiknam tel-u-e-t
poss.I-younger brother thus-says-AI.VF-A1.3.lndep.neut
:tt~i~~d-D.VF-D.3.1ndep.neut to'qcommunity knowledge samqwan.water
DISCUSSION
~at~~~ut~~~~e~~~~~~~~~~a~~,s~tt~!~~;~~~~n~;;'~r~~;:"re
~~:~~~~~::.~t:t~~~~nd~:S~~~~~~~o~y~~~~a~~':~~tmy
translate ~My brother says the water is cold."?
a.Eleanor. Njiknam leluet tekpa'q to'q samqwan.
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110. [Of the water in a lake which is not visible to the speaker and the
hearerj
My brother SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD (but [don't
believe him)
1l0.i Njiknun teluep tekp£'q to'q
sunqwan uhl
puksi.-kik.Jj£qnut n£ to'q,
My younger brother said the water is
cold (so he says) , but he is
exaggerating.
N·jiknam tel-u-e-t
pass. I-younger brother thus-says-Al.VF-Al.3.lndep.neut
tek·pa·a-q to'q samqwan katu
cold-liquid-D.VF-ll.3.Indep.neut community water but
knowledge
puksi-kikajaqn-u·t na to'q.
soot-exaggerate-Al.VF-Al.3.Indep.neut dm community
knowledge
110.ii Katu puksi-twUt. but s/he lies.
My younger brother said the water
is cold but, he is lying.
katu puksi~wl·i·t
but soot-hard/bad-A1VF-AI.3.lndep.neut
110.iii Njiknam teluep tekpa'q
to'q samqwan, k.Jtu
puksi-ewlit
N-jiknam tel·u-e-p
pass.l-younger brother thus-says-AI.VF-Al.3.lndep.att
tek-pa·a~ to'q samqwan katu
cold-liquid-ll.VF-ll3.Indep.neut community water but
knowledge
puksi-ewl·i·t
soot-hard/bad-AJ.VF-AI.3.lndep.neut
DISCUSSION
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DISCUSSION
Stephanie: Now, Number 110. We're talking about the same lake, and my
brother. We can't see the lake, and my brother is not here, How would you tell
me that my brother says that the water is cold, but you don't believe him.
a.Eleanor: I don't believe that he says the water is cold?
Stephanie: No you don't think it's cold. He [your brotherj said that, and you're
going to tell me "my brother says that the water is cold, but personally 1don't
believe him". Is there any type of ending you can put on there to teU me that you
think he's lying?
b.Eleanor. What we would say there probably, Njiknam teluet tekpa'q to'q
samqwan katu puksi-kikajaqnut na to·q. Katu puksi-kikajaqnut. In other words,
he exaggerates· kikajaqnut
Stephanie: kikajaqnut, And that means, "He is exaggerating.''?
c.Eleanor. I'm not exactly saying he's lying, but he is exaggerating about the
water. But 1also could put down, Puksi~wlit.
Stephanie: Puksi~wlit?
Patrick (Eleanor's husband): [Patrick Johnson who was listening to the
~~~~~~:~~g~~~:t~t~~C:i~~Js~;s~j~~u~atwas that big [he uses his
d.EJeanor. Ewlit. Yes. you know, he lies. Katu puksi-ewlit.
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111. [C. 110)
My brother SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD (yesterday. but I
don't believe him)
lll.i Njiknam teluet tekpa'qu
sunqw~wlaku. kilN
puksi-kibjaqnut nil.
My younger brother is saying that
the water was cold yesterday.
but he is exaggerating.
N-jiknam tel-u-e-t
poss.l-younger brother thus-says-Al.VF-AI.3.lndep.neut
tek-pa-a-q-as
cold-liquid-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut-supp
samqwan wlaku katu
water yesterday but
puksi-kikajaqn-u-t na
soot~xaggerate--AI.vF-AI.3.Indep.neut dm
QISCUSSION
Steph~ie: So we did Number 109 where we said we're talking about this lake.
and we're talking about you talking about your brother. and you're telling me
that he said the water was cold. So we did that. You said. Tekpa'q teluet tekpa'q
~l~~~':'~~~l~~~~o~~~~eto~f::'\h~~C:~·~i:~~~~.~t
b~~~;:nU;~usa~tha~ ~W~~~~t~~J~~1ay,that it was cold yesterday.
a.Eleanor: See what's happening there is it could be cold for him, but it might
not be cold for me.
Stephanie: It says here, my brother says right now that the water be cold
yesterday, but I don't believe him. You think he was wrong.
b.Bunor: The water was cold yesterday, but I don't believe him?
Stephanie: My brother says, you're telling me that he's saying this right now.
Peter (Eleanor's brother) is standing over there and he just told you that the
water was cold yesterday, but you don't believe him,
~:,l~~:~llhav~l~~~~e;~:f-~t'~:~:u~~:~~~~k~~:~~~:f<~j~~~~\o
say, you know, that he is exaggerating. I don't exactly believe him, but I'm not
exactly calling him a liar either,
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112. Ie • 1101
My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but I
think he was wrong)
112.i Njikrl.am teluep tekpa'qap
to'q umqwan.
My younger brother said the water was
cold.
N-jiknam tel-u-e-p
poss.l-younger brother thus-says-Al.VF-AJ.3.lndep.att
:~l~i~:1d-n.VF-U.3.lndep.neut to'qcommunity
knowledge
samqwan.
water
112.ii Talle'tm teluep njlknam
tekpa'qap to'q samqwan.
Tal-Ie't-m
thus-TI.VF.think-TI.3.Indep.neut
I think my younger brother said the
water was cold.
tel-u-e-p
thus-says-Al.VF-AI.3.lndep.att
My younger brother says that the
water is cold. but he often exaggerates.
~~oungerbrother ~~l.t~:ld-n.VF-n.3.Indep.neut
to'q samqwan.
community knowledge water.
til-ill Njiknun teluet tekpa'q
umqwan mita.katu
puksi·kikajaqnuL
N-jiknam tel-u-e-t
poss.l-younger brother thus-says-AI.VF-A13.Indep.neut
tek-pa-a-q samqwan katu
cold-liquid-U.VF-D.3.Indep.neut water but
puksi·kikajaqn·u·t na.
soot-exaggerate-Al.VF-AI.3.lndep.neut dm
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112iv Njiknun teluet tekp.a'q.ap
nmqw.an wlaku utu mib
s.amqwan we1i..~teldp
wjilni'n.
My younger brother says that the
water was cold yesterday, but the
water was warm for me.
N·jiknam tel·u-e-t
pass.l-younger brother thus-says-A1VF-Al-3.lndep.neut
tek-pa-a-q-ap samqwan wlaku leatu
cold-liquid-D.VF-D.3.lndep.neut-att water yesterday but
samqwan weli-ep-e-te-k-ip wjit ni'n.
water fine-warm-MJiquid-D.VF--D.3.lndep.neut-att for pn.1
112.v ~~;:'nt:~~~e:1::'~:trn
n.amen<1'jit.
My brother says that the water was
cold yesterday, but he's sensitive to
cold.
N-jiknam tel·u-e-t
poss.l-younger brother thus-says-AI.VF-AI.3.lndep.neut
~~~lu~:fd~n.VF-D.3.Indep.neut-att samqwan w:olku leatuwater yesterday but
nekm na mena·j-i·t
pn.3 elm sensitive-AI.VF-Al.3lndep.neut
QISCUSSION
Stephanie: Well, Number 111 is, "Your brother says right now that the water
was cold yesterday, but I don't believe him,8 and we've got, Njiknam teluet
tekpa'qas samqwan wlak.u, katu puksi-kikajaqnut na.
a.Eleanor:: Puksi-kikajaqnut = "he's exaggerating'", and you can also
say ....whatwastheotherone?
Stephanie: Puksi-ewlit
b.Eleanor. Puksi-ewlit:l< '"you know he lies'".
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Steph~nie: But for Number 112. they are saying. ~My brother said yesterday
that the water is cold. but I think he was wrong,~
c.Elu.nor: O.K.. I could say, Njiknam teluet tekpa'qap samqwan wlaku katu·
you have to always say katu • we have to say that somehow ['ve got to prove that
the water was warm. That would mean that [ would have to try the water
yesterday too. But I could also say, katu nekm na mena'jit, meaning that "he's
sensitive to cold", Mita samqwan weli-epetekip wjit ni"n. Then that would say
"the water was warm for me", That would mean that I tried the water too,
Sleph"nie: Right. So then you would say, ,..how would you say thai?
d.E1eanor. Where were we?
Theren: The water is warm,
e.Eleanor: Weli-epetekip samqwan wjit ni"n. Weli-epetekip, wjit ni'n" but "it
was warm for me-, or it was comfortable,
Stephanie: What's wjit mean?
f,Eleanor: "For me". And if you want to keep on exaggerating, wjit ni"n mita
apHdsami'ap, because I went swimming. O.K,? Because of the fact of what
you're talking there, We don't know if he is drinking the water, we don't know
ifhe is swimming in it, or we don't know if he's just dipping his finger in it.
We're just asswning that the water is cold for him, but 1don't believe him
because I know he's one of those exaggerators therefore, I was swimming too,
and I found the water warm for me.
Stephanie: And that's your evidence because you actually went into the water,
g.Elunor: Yes.
StephAnie: And that's why you can say. weli-epetekip?
h.Eleanor: Weli-epetekip wjit ni"n. Mita api·kisami"ap" if you want to put
that in brackets -to exaggerate" that I aetually.....mita api·kisami"ap.
Stephanie: How would you translate· Njiknam teluet tekpa'q to'q samqwan·
can this translate. "my brother is saying that the water is cold?'"
i..Eleanor: Keep on going.
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Stephanie: My brother is saying that the water is cold, but he exaggerates, is
that a correct translation for, Njiknam teluet tekpa'q to'q samqwan katu
puksi-kikajaqnut. Would you agree, Theresa, or you can translate that as my
brother is saying that the water is cold but......
j.Eleanor & Stephanie: he has the tendency to exaggerate.
Stephanie: Now can you also translate - my brother said that the water was
cold, but he often exaggerated.
k.Eleanor: Njiknam teluet tekpa'q samqwan mita puksi-kikajaqnut,
Stephanie: Does it also have the meaning that my brother said that the water
was cold, but...
l.Eleanor: Then you would have to say, Njiknam teluep
Stephanie: OX Do you still say tekpa'q?
m.Eleanor: Njiknam teluet tekpa'q to'q samqwan.
Stephanie: In Number 111, when you say, Njiknam teluet tekpa'qap - how
does that translate· my brother says?
n.Eleilnor: Says the water was cold.
Stephanie: It was cold. And if you want to say, my brother said, you'd said,
Njiknam teluep tekpa'qap. O.K, And what if you wanted to say, 1 think my
brother said the water was cold,
o.Eleanor: TaIte'tm teluep njiknam.
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113. [C = 1101
My brother SAY yesterday that the water BE COLD (the day before
yesterday, but I think he was wrong)
113.i Njiknam teluep tekpa'qap
samqwan tikwlaku katu mu
telianuk ta'n letuet.
My younger brother said the water
was cold two days ago but it is not
true what he says.
N-jiknam tel-u-e-p
poss.l-younger brother thus-says-AI.VF-AI.3.Indep-att
tek-pa-a-q-ap
cold-liquid-D.VF-D.3.Inde~tt
samqwan tikwlaku katu
water 2 days ago but
mu tel-ia-nu-k ta'n
neg thus-D.VF-neg-D.3.lndep.neut when
tel-u-e-t.
thus-says-AI.VF-Al.3.Indep.neut
113.ii Teluet.
tel-u-e-t.
thus-says-Al.VF-A13.Indep.neut
113.iii Teluep.
tel-u-e-p.
thus-says-AI.VF-AI.3.Indep.att
113.iv Tekpa'q.
Tek-pa-a-q
cold-liquid-D.VF-U.3.Indep.neut
113.v Tekpa'qap.
Tek-pa-a-q-ap
cold-tiquid-D.VF-D.3.Indep.neut-att
S/he says.
S/hesaid.
It is cold.
It was cold ( I know for sure.)
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QISCUSSlON
Stephanie: O.K. Number 113. My brother said the water was cold the day
before yesterday. He's talking about when the water was cold, not when
he said it. My brother said that the water was cold the day before yesterday, but
r think he was wrong,
a.Eleanor: O.K. Njiknarn teluep tekpa'qap samqwan tikwlaku
Stephanie: Tikwlaku· 2 days ago?
b.Eleanor: Um, hum.
Stephanie: O,K. But I think he's wrong.
c.Eleanor: But I think he's wrong? Then you would have to say katu mu
telianuk ta'n teluet.
Stephanie: What does that mean?
d.Eleanor: What he is saying is not true.
Stephanie: Teluep~ how would you translate that?
e.Eleanor: Teluep = "He said."
Stephanie: Teluep Can that mean "He says"? No? it has to be "He said",
f.Eleanor. No "He said".
Stephanie: OK Tekpa'q? How would you translate that?
g.Eleanor: It's cold,
Stephanie: Tekpa'qap? How would you translate that?
h.Eleanor: Go by me again.
Stephanie: Tekpa'qap.
i.Eleanor: Tekpa'qap ~ that's in the past, "It was cold in the past,"
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